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A Palynologlcallnvestlsatlon of the Late· Qu~ternary 
Vegetational mstory of the Bale Verie Penlilaula; Northcentral 
' ' Newfoundla.Jid 
Key Words} J>ollen analysis-,· vegetation reconstruction, po~tglqcial, climatic 
change, deglacia~ion, Newfoundland, species migration. _ . · 
· P~lynolg~cal st~dies of~peat and. lacustrine sediments in Atlantic Ca.nada 
'have provided . outiines _o~ the iate- and postglacial dev.elopment or the v~getation. 
Furt~ermore, these vegetatio~al changes have permitted researchers to interpret 
. . . . . . . .,. . ·._ . . 
late-glacial and Holocene' climatic changes. On: the Island of Ne~foundlan<i ;· ·- ~ .,, 
howeve~, the relative paucity' or palynological work- has' hampered the . 
. . -
. . . 
. ' .. ~ . 
· · ·.· - deyelopment of a regional synthesis or veg~tation,al and climatic, history. This 
thesis examines the sequence ~r vegetational chang~ in northcentral ; 
. . ,.. " . ~ 
.. ... . /' .,.. . 
Newroiindlan.d in order1o add ~ ·the knowledge of late Quaterna·ey ; 
...... - ~ 
- . 'l 
. 
' - . .
, . ' 
. '-; . 
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Duplicate cores fro.m·two lakes on the Baie Verte ·Peninsula· were obtained 
for polfen analysis, radiocarbon ·datingl and loss-on-ignition analysis. The results. 
. . ' 
indicate that .the Peninsula was ice-cover~d during the Late WiScon~in 'nd that-' 
. ' . ' . . . _.. . . 
the ice iimit probabiy extended at least to the ~orthern terminus. The northern 
I - . 
higlilands were degiaci~ted by 11,800 ~ and diSSipation of the ice progressed by· 
. - ~ . 
. ._. ·. . . 
downwasting and ice-recession toward the interior or the peninsula. 
Pollen percentage,-concentration and infiux diagrams are p-resented &Jld-a 
. . . 
.. 
. 
tentative regional pc;>llen zonation ·ror the northetn Baie Verte Peninsula is 
.. . . ' ' . . . ., 
proposed a · follows: (I) Gramine_ae-herb zone, before 11,800 BP; (Da) .o 
' . 
I Betula-Cyperaceae subzone, 11,800 to 10,000 BP; (Db). ~hrubs-Pice~ subzone, ~ 
.- '-
'i.f,;l: ; ..... ·~~···· · ,,' t' . • \1 p 
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: ·. ' ' 
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10,9Qo/to 8500 BP; (lila) .itln_us:.A~ies- su·bzone, 8500 to 6700 BP; (Wb) 
r .. : 
Belula-Picea·Ainus subzone, 6700 to 3200 BP; (IV) Pice~· Behila-Ainus zone, 
< 3200 BP to present. 
' . . ' 
· Pioneering communities were replaced by a dwarf·shru~· tund~a after 11,800 
' . ,. ' 
B~. A prolonged. shrt1;b-tundra phase was prcbably a· result Ql residual ice in 
'" I • ' i • .• • .., 
lowl~nd areas which acted·~ ·a phrs!cit ~ai'ri~r to tree mi~atio~ and-whi~h may 
, r 
'-, 
have affected the local climate. Arboreal inumgration commenced alter 0500 BF 
I , . . • • . • 
/with. Picea. Th~ closing or tije rorest ca~op~ and the devel~pme~t or a ~bite • 
I birch-black spruce forest occurred after 6700 BP. Fr~m th~t time to ~bout 3200 
<> ' • • : ~ • ; 0 • • I' ' ' I ' • 
/ BP the climate was. warmer and drier than .at prelle~t. A subsequent ~ooling· 
• 
irend' is infe~red primarily from a r~~rgence 0r black Sp~uce at. tb~ expenS«,! of 
white birch.· A significant decline . i~ total pollen abundance after 2000 BP is' 
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CHAPTEJl 1 INTRODUCTION 
Pleistocene glllQations resulted iD the displacement of plan~ species an~ the.. . · -' 
,. ' . . 
. ., . . . . 
· ~ic-ation'of former vegetation patterns in eastern North America. Following 
i· 
. 
• retreat of the Late Wisconsin ic'e an<l.__ the emergen.ce of isostatically depressed . ... 
. • • . .l 
areas, recolonization and subsequent changes in the development of vegetation led 
. " . 
" . . , . 
to the contemporary location of vegetation· zones and present ranges Qf.plant taxa. 
. . . .. ' . ' 
' . . . l)u~ing the. p~t two. decades, au increasing numter or studies ·h~ been 
_.. I . . • •. ' 
undertaken concerning the process or revegetation in eastern Canada. -Questions . 
. . . ' . . . ~· .. 
pertaining to<tlii!"exteiit or .Late W~onsin ice·, the patt~rn -and chronolo~_pr 
• • • 'I ~ .. ~·.,f . glacial'recessiop, locations or plant refugia, the rate and direction or plant . ,. •• • .r' 
• . ' 1 . , • • 
·' 
.. 
thigration as well as the composition of early ·forests, _the role or different_pla!lt . . . 
. ~ . . 
species in p6stgl$cial communities and interpretations of the palaeoclimate h~ve . . 
. l . . . . • . . . , 
__/ . . ; .. 







'# · . 
. . ! 
. . > • ' 
For tr~ niainla_nd ~ortion . of eastern _.Ga~_ada.' ~he _em_phasis in · ."'- .. , . · -
palaeoecologic_al studies is shifti~g. Nc:>w ih~t the Holpcene pollen sequence for the ·c /. 
-- - .... -. - . . n· .. , ~ • j . 
region bas, to a large extent, beeri establ~hed, current r~earcli is coneerne _..,_ . 
~ 
i~cr~asingly with: multiple. siie an~lysis, . palaeoclimate modelling and pl~nt · . ~ · . · ' 
.. . 
-population dynamics .. For-·example, the compUation or-,mtten data from multip).e 
. . 
sites ~as enabled the prepar~tl~ii of. iSoch.rone ~aps depic~ing the spatial and 
. . . . '. 
. . ' 
te~poral movement of ecotones· and specific taxa (e~g: Bernabo & Webb 1977..; 
. . . , . . . . . . 
Webb -~ ~ 1083). Simil'\,f daia &re bei~g ~,.~ tO _p;..,d~ee jaothOrm mapa rcir 
· st>ecific time- pe~iods during the Holocenetg. Bartleili ·&Webb 1985). In . . 
.. · 9 . ... . . ,: . • .. t ' . • . .. - ~ •• 
. ·. 
It, 
. ' • J 
. addition, interpretations or fine r~lution palle~. records ,have begun ~ provide 
..-L . 
"' . ,,. ' 
I, . . ·• 
·. 
. . 
_, ·, ·' . } · ' .. . ' .; . 
'· . 
• • • . ~- t ' . ., .,..t ~~ . : \ .... ~- •• \· .:o;-- :-
:::f.: .:: .. =·~~·~'\ ......  ;.:-:.;·_:· .. _· .·, ... . . . ,. v . '"l. ·;. . . 
.. 
. ' ... . ~ '. ; ·;. ~~: .. ~-;:?. •. ... ~ ;;..,.:;~;:..,: ·. ;_ <_ .. ·. ·. . . . 
;.-· ·. 
~ . ,; 
,, .. ' 
.. • -
.. ·> ' 
-~ . : . 
, ;. - . 
. ~ ' 
.~ .. ~--.. 
! • ~ 
... 
-.,·. 
~- . . . 
. . . . . 
; .. _ .. 
· .. t.: 
: . 
· .. ·· 
.... 
2 
'de~ai,led information on plant populatio'n and community dynamics, particularly 
.. 
the ,role of fire hi forest ecosystems, and on sedilhentological processes (e.g. Green 
' t ..,.. 1981,1982,1983). . . - . ' . 
·
1
.• .~~~- · tn contrast, pafynologicalstudies iD Newfou'Odland are still in ~be stag~ or 
·~· ~~- . . . 
, ~~~connaissance insofar as -large gaps in the palaeoenvironmental history of the 
. . . .. . 
province need k; b~ -filled:·. AlthQUgb-st~dies under way in the northcentral and 
. . . . < . 
• central par~ or the island (l\:iicpbei"S()n in prep.) &rJ! r~pidly correcting this 
r -
situatio~, many basic questi~ns rema~. . • 
. • . . . fl ) . , 
. ·With this repooal bnbalance in ~d, the present project was designed · to 
' .· . . .. 
~-- , ~n , r" ~ - ·eJicjt. infocnation ori _the L~te Quaternary· enyironmeiits of an Mea. of .. · . 
. . . _. ' . . - - . - ' . . . . -....... --
Newfoundland. ·. It was decided that the ·pollen analysis or two lake sites from· thdlj\ · .. , 
- ~ . " . ' . 
. . 
~ .. ~, 







' -. .. . ~ ·. 
.• - ~ 
. . . r . 
. Baie Verte Peninsul~· could provide ess~ntial data on palae6en.vironnients since the 
; ' . . .. 
. . ' : 
gla<:ial--history or this. &rea remain's speculative and its veg~tationaJ . and climatic 
~ ' ~ 
history lias not preyio~lf. been studied. · · 
:As a ~adrground to. this study, a review of the llhown and speculative ice 
. ... .· . - . . 
· li,:nita and ice-free areas in Newfoundland is given in: Chapter 2. This chapter also 
II 
discusses plaq.t re(ugia hypotheses since an implicit aim or this study was to 
determ~e whether the Bale' Verte Peninsula could have been· a rerugium Cor 
. . 
. . . 
pl~iits.- . ·In ·aadition, the late- and Postglacial sequence or vegetation Cor the . 
\ ·Attan~ic r~gion and N~wroundland is discussed as well ~ tb'e inler"red climatic 
'hid:>ry of NewfoundlanCI for ~the same time period. r . ~ 
. . ~The field wort, laboratory proced;r~ and pollen(analyti~at meth~d;--
• . - t . . 
employed i~ the, projec~: -~~ discuss=ect . in . Chapter· 4. This precedes a discussion or 
. . . . . . 
:·'the physical envlro~eni·or th~ Bale Ve~te Peninsula (Chap.ter· 5) and the 
.. . . . . ' . 
. .. ~ 
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3 
characteristics or each or the two sites invPstigated (Chapter 6). From the pollen 
. ~ 
data obtained from the sites, a series or pollen ~on were identified and are 
described in Chapter 7. Sediment· description and results or radiocarbon dates · 
and loss-on-ignition a~alysis ·are also presentee in this chapter. 
This inforniation provides 'the basis for Chapter 8: the interpretation or, the 
. . . -
pollen and stratigraphie data. _Taking each site in turn, the chapter discusseS 
deglaciation and provides a reconstruction or the vegetation and landscape using 
the approaehes'outlined in Chapter 4. In addition, the migrational r~utes or 
certain taxa are considered ~n Chapter 8:· The final section or this chapter 
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
) 
2.1 Introduetlon 
In order to describe the late- and postglacial ve~etational development or a 
region, it is essential to establish what is known or-Late Pleistocene environments. 
This is~ the aim or this chapter. The Late Wisconsin ice extent in·:~he Atlantic 
region is outiined with emphasis placed on known and speculative ice margins and 
' . . 
. . 
ice-free areas in Newroundlan4.. A brier assessment or plant refugial hypotheses is 
followed by a discussion or deglaciation and sea-level changes . in the .Atlantic f 
. ' . 
_region. Reveget~tion or tlie eastern a-nadiau.seaboard is the focus of the filth 
section followed by a _review or palynological research in Newfoundland including 
both palaeovegetation and palaeoclimatie reconstructions. 
' \ 
2.2 Late Wlaeouln lee Extent 
- ' . . (1) The Atlantic Reslon 
The extent or th~ last or Late Wisconsin glaciation in the Atlantic region 
has been the subject or considerable debate over the past century. The large 
' . . 
body cif litera~~· ~massed ;,Ver this period h.;, been reviewed by several 'll'_Orkers. 
Grant (1977b) and Ives (1978) discussed the stages of quatern,_ry investigation in 
the Atlantic region, and Tucker (1976), 'Brookes (1982) and Rogerson (1082, 1983) 
. . 
' ' 
have revi~wed interpr~t~tions or the glacial histoey or Newfoundland. 
' ' 
_, 
. From.1860 to 1940 ·the prevailing view ~ong researchers (e.g. Daly 1g02; 
- . 
. . 
Coleman 1920, 1926; Fernald 1925) was or limited ice. along the-eastern seaboard 
. . r • 
. and th.e persiatenee or ice-fr_ee areas within the ice liniits of· the .last glaciation. 
. . . ·...... . ' 
The work ot Fllnt (1940) herald~ a maJ~r sh.irt in viewpoint a~d it beca~e the 
' . ' 
accepted ~.itlon that ·an high coutal . ·ummiyJyere ice covered (lvee-1078). 
'· ' ' . ' 
'~ ... 
... 
-~ ~·: · .. .. t~' ·,·;f.·. • • :.: • • 
") .. · .... ·., ; .. ' . 
' . 
' , 
..~. \" : :. "" • I ~/ .... 
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I , ' .. .. . . 
F~int'sfl!940) wo~k formed .the b~ or the 'maximum' m_gdel of Late Wisconsin 
. \ . . . 
ice cover. In the 'maximum' reco9Struetion, Late Wisconsin Laurentide ice 
extended to Long Isla!id, New York. The ice overran the Laurentian Channel and 
the Bay or Fundy, cpalescing with local ice caps over Nova Scotia, Prine~ Edward 
Island and the island of Newfoundland, and extended southeast of Nova Scotia to 
~moraine system on the Scotian ~heir (MayewskL£! !!:.1981). 
Since ab~ut l970 the earlier view has regained approval based mainly on the 
work of Grant (1060a,b, 1072) in-Newfo\indland. His research on moraine 
\ ~ 
complexes and ice-fiow indicators pointed to a radiating island-based ic~ cap oa 
' -
· Newfo~ndland (Mayewski et al. 1981) and the inundation of only the northern. tip 
~-, ~r th'e Northern Peninsula with La~radorean ice: 
"""' . 
'-, • (l • •• • • • • 
· · ·-'fhese studies, ~gether with more rece.nt research (e.g. Pr~t et aJ: 1g76; 
. # . 
Brookes 1'077a; Grant 1977a,b; Tucker & McC.~nn 1080), have formed the basis or 
the 'miJ;limum' model of Late Wisconsin· ice cover. In this reconstruction, 
.. 
.. 
Laurentide ice did not extend beyond the North Shore of the Gulf ol the St. 
' . 
Lawrence anct rest~icted i~e caps covered the island of Newfoundland, New 
Brunswick and Nova'Scotia while the Laurentian Channel, Bay of Fundy, the 
. " 
. _ Ma:gdalen Is_lan<ls, Anticosti Island, the eastern portion of Prince Edward Island 
· and certain coastal areas of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia remained ice-free 
. (Mayewski.!!!!:. 1081).' A re~ent study-by Quinb:n and Beaumont (1082) shows· ~ 
that ti.e two extrem: models or Late w+ iee eovOr in ttie AtW1!Je f~on . 
produce hypothetical postglacial sea},-le'ls that brack~t .actual ob~e~ati~s of se~ 
levels. They therefore _conclude that Late Wisconsin ice distribution must have 
. . 
• 
been intermediate betwe~n t~e two proposed reconstructions. 
--
' . .. 
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~igure 2.1 shows the inferred limits of Late Wisconsin ice in the Atlantic 
regifn as proposed by Grant (1977b). Grant's suggestion of. a restricted terrestrial 
ice cover is ·mainly derived from research on weathering zones in mountainous 
terrain (Brookes 1977a; Grant 1977a) in Newfoundland (see below). Grant's 
restricted limit of Late_ Wisconsin ice in :the ·Laurentian Cliannel is. controversial. 




Magdalen Islands or wester:n Cape Breton Island. A recent study on.Anti_~osti 
Island (Painehaud!! !!·1984), however, indicates·that surface till was deposited 
d~ring the Late Wisconsin readv~ee ~· the L~urentide ice sh~et the j~tdence 
points tothe ice limit aS being maintaine<l !lear 't . or Anticosti 
Island, the Esquiihan Channel may also ~~v~ been inundated . . ~I' -
' - • • >, / 
. .'' .. 
(II) Newl'~undl~d ) / 
~ / 
The ensuing discussion outlines the known and speculatiye limits or Late 
Wisconsin ice in Newfoundland. Two reconstructions have been advanced for the 
. . 
Northern Peninsula. One implies that Labradorean ice impipged upon the lower 
. - I . 
parts of the extremity of the peninsula (Grant 1977b), whereas the other implies a 
. I . . 
complete separation or the ice sheet over Labrador from the ice cover or 
Newfoundland (Rogerson 1082; Prest l084). ·TheJI.tter reco~struction is based on 
... . ~ 
the propoSition that ic~rree conditions existed in ·southeast Labrador, east or the 
Paradise Moraine (Fulton &'Hodgson 1079). 
. . \ . 
I 
. . . 
Both models, however, imply t~at the main source or ice in ~he Northern 
Peninsula was from the LOng Range Mou~tains~~is ~ supported br ice now 
patterds in the north.ern up.lands (Waitt 1081) and tile pattern or morai~es in 
\ . ~ . . 
. · lowland areas (Grant 't969a,b). Similarly,~ t.he south,_ piedmont glaciers issued 
. •. 
\ 1 . ·- ·· 1~ . • ~ -. __ ,
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F 1 g u r e 2. 1: Spec u I at I v e II mIt s of Late WI s cons I n I c e, nun at a k s (s t I p pIed), patterns of Ice f I ow 
(arrows), and limits of earlier Ice masses (pecked lines). 
(redrawn from Grant 1977b). 
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8. 
from troughs in the Long Range Mounta.ins (Grant 196Qb) and Anguille 
Mountains (Brookes 1Q75 ), depositing moraines along the coMt. r.. ., 
- ' 
\ In these mountain rang~, Grant (1977a) and Brookes (lQ77a) have 
. id~ntilied three distinet alti~udinal weatherini':C"ilJ. that is, •dis~rete areas 
-
exhibiting different degre.es or weathering• (Gr-.nt 1977b, p.255). The. youngest 
weathering zone, the u:pper limit of which is 600m, ~ characterized by a freshly 
. . . 
.-:..striated surface mantled with erratics. Above this zone, extensive nunataks ar; 
. . . . . 
believed to h~ve ex~ted (Grant 1977a). Grant (1977a) proposed that summits iii 
. . ... . 
. • i . • 
the area above 750m have been . ice-lre~c; before the last interglacial .based on 
. . . 
I • • ., 
.. -.ihe !elative depth or nuvial d~ect~on of the surface and th~ mantle or felsenme~r .. 
• , • ' . ' 
However, other workers (e.g. Mayewski!! al 1981) have challenged the hypotllesffi' 
. ~ 
that felsenmeer is indicative Qf ice-free c~_nditions. They argue that. if ~he ~ase of 
the ice sheet were frozen to the substrat.e, previously. weathered debris would be 
~ 
. , 
afforded protection ind-iert intact after deglaciation therebr wrongly implying 
non-glaCi~.l conditions. 
Although Grant's (1977b) reco~truction of Jhe )ce maxim~m shows the 
. . . .. -
·limit arching .ac'"r~ Notre Dame Bay ~eavin~ terminal parts or the Baie Verte a0;d 
. . - . -
Bonaviata peninsulas ic~free, no firm evidence has been round to determine the 
. . . 
seaward extent of ice in northcentral Newfoundland~ Earlier workers in the area 
' ! 
·(Jenness 1960; ~undqvist 1965) argu~ that ail iDner-outer driC~ zone boundary, 
- \ 
separating gr~~nd inor&in~ on. the coast~ ~ide from younger eskers, .-kames and 
ground moraiiae on 'the inner side, ~esulted from either a still-stand during the 
. ' ' 
Late ·Wisconsin or a final major advan.ce. Tucker (1073, IQ74) took issue with the 
latter interpretation. His work on the Halls B~y Deltas indicated that a calving 
~ 
\ .. _ 
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. -I ' 
front rapidly deglaciated the bay· until the ice became land fast in valleys to the 
• I 
south. More rece1;1t~y, marine cores retrieved about SOkm offshore, ip· Notre Dame 
. ,· Channel, reveal a continuous sequence or postglacial sediments oyerlying · 
., 
unstratified glacial till_(Mudie & Guilbault lg82) .. 'A stratified till overlying the 
-
unstratified till has a radiocarbon age or ca. 18,000 BP and Mudie and Guilbault 
~ . . ( 
. ~ 
postulate that the basal unsorted till marks the· presence or groun~ ice during 
,• \ L 
\.~ -
· the maxip1Um ex~ent or the Lateivisconsin glaciation·. · I ' ... 
,., 
On .the south coast· .or NewCoundl~~d,_ UJ Late Wisconsin .ice m•rgin ~ .-........ ( 
- -.-- -
I 
. . - . ' 
generally envisaged as ·extendi~g to just beyond the present coastline. A study or 
. . . ' . I 
~he Burin Peninsula (Tucker·& McCann 1080) describes the limit or the main 
. ~ . . . . ~ 
Newfoundland ice cap-as· a well·defmed feature lying across t_he Gisborne Basin, 
slightly north or the limit proposed b'y Gr~Iit. (lg77b), and points ~o the existence 
• 
' . 
or small sep&rate ice caps· along the central rib or the upper peninsula. Mo_re 
rece~tly, Leckie and McCan~ (lg82) provided evidence pertaining to t.he pattern. 
or ice in the Hermita'e Bay area. They claim th!! northern part or t~e are~ was 
. . 
glaciated by the main' Newfounoland ice cap and the southern part by a small, 
-
upland ice cap, broken b,y nunataks. ' . 
-
'(he sequence' or glacial events in central N~wroundland is unde~r due to the. 
. . 
lack or dated material. According .to Vaudeveer and Spark~ {1Q82), glacial Oow 
("\ • • • • ,. .. ~ • p • • 
i~dicators suggest that the area was glaciated during the Late Wisconsin-: Earlier 
papers ~Y Grant U077a,b) agree in general with thb· rec~nstruction, but suggest 
that the Topsail Hills, Buchans Plateau and Annieopsquot~h . Mo ntains ~~Y have 
lain above the ice cover. . ~ 
·The Avalon Peninsula had its ~wn ice ·cap that disch 
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Bay and Trinity Bay where-it merged wit'h ice (rom central Newfoundland 
(Henderson 1Q72). Both Rogerson and Tucker (107~) and Mellars (1081} have 
. . , 
attempted tO 'delimit the seaward extent oJ the Avalon ice cap. Tracts of 
(elsenmeer on the Bay de Ver-de (Carbonear) Peninsula (Henderson 1072) imply 
ice-free conditio~ in that area, and Grant (1977b) proposed that the extremities 
of other peninsulas or .the Avalon may also have lain ~eyond the Late Wisconsin 
i~~ limit. However, Mellari' attempt. to determine the extent of glacier ice on th~ 
St. Jobn~s- Peninsula prQ_ved .unsuccessful. The. earlier wor~er1J~ concentrating on 
- . . 
. . 
moraines. and raised marine landforms in bays and on isla~ds, proposed tb~t Late . 
. Wisc~nsin ice extended beyond' the. eastern coast. How Car th·e ice ov~rta~ the . . I 
continental shelf remains uncertain. However, research into the provenance and • 
. ,J .. , r . 
. { transport of marine sediments i~ . th~ Atlantic ·Re~on (Piper'& Slatt 1977) . 
. · .. ~..:'·· .. -. ' 
· ., .. ~dicates · that terrestrial sediments were d~po:'ited'L ~~e inner_ continental shelf 
·-. . \ 
,. - ... -~~-.-:~·jeast ot Newfound~and· .. Th~, at le~t, sugges~ th~t the Grand B;nks lay ~eyond 
\~maximum. · . . _ . " 
During the last glaci~tion, ·th~ ~land of f'lewfoundl~nd supported multiple 
... ! .. 
ice caps. Gr~t (1974) identified the sites or several local remnant ice caps . 
' • 
;:.. 
Roge...On-(i_OS1) argued that these sites may not have supported stagnating·ic~ 
..... 
. but, rather, supported. active dispersal centres during the Late Wisconsin 
m~~um. Ace~~~~ Rogerson (~082}, _ these dispersal centres ~onsist of an ice 
' '/ . . •' 
· ..·.·· 
dlv~de O!c>~t(ihe north~m peninsUla; a radial ou~OJo~ ~ent~e north or Red" Indian 
Lake, a second west or Meelpaeg Lake, and a thlfd east-centrat ·Newfoundland; 
. . . . . . _.=- · •. 
.-: .. 
d-1anci·a coinptex·or centres-over the Av~on Pen~uia comprising'a central i9tfCap . 
. - . ··--
and lc~ divides ~~ng the Ba~. d_e Ve~de ~d St._ ~ohn's.Pe~insulas •. Grant (19~) 
.. 
f • 
".~ - · "./ 
~· I 
... ' .. . .... 
~: ~ , I . . "" .,~ . 
!}.::·. . . r 
•it:\::{.; ~ .... ~'..::> ".>·· ,,·-~~·.· .. :.-.... , .. ·~:.~~:· 
' . 
• • • : · . ;, • " ' " ' I • ~~ • • • 
·.·J 
• - . 1 
. . , 
·l 
,. ·. 
~~ ~,y:::~::o • -, •·.:~·.I -._,., ·i·" :•• •<" ._.:~ '· ; •.'." ; •'~·: · · · .-.·.",• ,;'"· ·. 
. . 
• I .. ., 
supported the idea that Late Wisconsin ice caps w.ere also centred on the 
. • • I 
· Bonavista, Baie Verte and Burin Peninsulas, but Rogerson (1082)\,af~D:~ .. that the 
two latter were the sites o~te Wisconsin dis~ersal centres. 
I 
2.3 Des;ltclatlon and Se.,Level Chans;es 
[l] Atlantic: ~eglon_ 
Radiocartion dates from terrestrial deposits and marine sliells have provided 
, . . . , I 
a basis for the~· r~<!o~truction or the ~verall pattern br ice retreat in the Atl001tic 
region. In . gene;~i, degla~iation 1occurred. ~ro;e 1~,obo BP in the south along the 
. , .. I .· 
. . . . ~ . 
Bay of Fupdy coast and as late as 10,500 BP ~ southeastern Labrador, although 
--. . . I . 
. . 
Newfoundland does not fit neatly into this sequence (see below). A. connict in the . . 
chr~nology for the Nort~ Shore. ~r the Gulr ~r~t. La~rence is apparent. D~bois . : 
' I ., 
and Dionne (U)82) claim .that the coastline was .ice-frek by ca. 10~500 BJ!. Other 
I • 
evidence,.however, indicates that part orthe coast,·ne~r Sept-Des,· was deglaciated . 
! ..( " 
ca. 1000 ye~rs later (Lowden £1!]..1071). This da~e is i.in closer a~eement with "~~ - · ?. 
• "'~•, .. ~.,"I 
-.,, ./' 




.In Newfoundland, the pattern or Late Wisconsin deglacia,tion is· difficult to 
.. . . 
discern because or the presence ot several ·ice caps rather than a s\ngie ic;e sheet 
I . 
(Rogerson 1082) and the paucity or reliable dates. In coastal areas, a partion of 
' •. _.J.- · · ~ . ; • 
the . evidence-~ derived from . dated marine material. M!!ocpherson ( 1P82a) argues, 
howe-fer, that if indeed sev·er~coastal areas lay beyond. the ice margin, as has 
. . . . . . . -
b~en postulated (e.g. Rogerson '1081),' then marine sh~ll dates may·not dlrectly 
. ' . 
. •, 
~ 
refiect the timmg or deglaciation. Carefu.lly selected terrestri~l sites may, on the 
other h~'nd, provide dates ~re-in4ic~tive or .deglaciation (se$ Figure 2.2). 
' ' 
. . -.. 
f. ·, ' , l • ' 1 • '"' ; , , I ~'il •, '. 
. ' 
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Flguri ·2.2: . Location of pollen 'study sites Including those w~th 
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J 
A disc~n of iee retreat in Newfoundland follows. On the southwest 
coast~ near Cabot Strait, dated marine shells overlying a till provide a minimum 
' 
• I . 
age of 13,800 BP ror t~.e deglaciation and submergence of the area (Brookes 1Q7S ). 
On the west ·coast, in St. ~es and Port au Pori Ba.y;~ (locations shown in 
Figure 2.3), deglaciation ~ed slightly later: /marP1e shell dates rrom deltas 
-- . ' 
place the event between 13,200 4nd 13,600 BP (Brookes }g60). In St. Ge<>rges 
Bay, a glaci~ readvanee oecurre:. 12,600 BP, p~g ~~: Rob~ Head. 
moraine (Brookes 1077b). Farther north, dated s~ells from glaciomarine 
rytlmites place deglaciation or the Bay or Islands at ca. 12,600 BP {Brookes 
« ' . . . ' . 
1077~). Near the tip of the Northern PeninSula, at Ten Mile Lake, a major ice 
- . .. . 
advance occurred ca. 10,000 BP (Grant 1960a) although the moraine could be 
: . ~ 
. . 
interprettd as the Late ~isconsin maximum (Rogerson 1gs2, 1gsa) . 
Recently obtained dates from basal lake sediments in nortbc~ntral 
Newfoundland have provided indispensable information for reconstructing the 
. ..__ 
·pattern of deglaciation in that area. A basal date or 11,800 BP from a site in the 
southern part of the Baiejerte Peninsula (Macpherson in prep.) accords with tb~ 
date of degl~ciation at ~e 'head or Halls Bay, where marine shell dates indicate an 
• _.....1 ~ 
ice-contact d~lta ca. 12,000 BP (Tucker 1074) and with oth~r <IJt.ed marine , 
I - · t • I 
. --- -- . 
material in that area ranging frorri 11,400 to 11,050 BP (Dyck & Fyles 1063; 
Blake 1983)~ "An anomalously late date of 10,200 BP (Vanderveer, pers.com·m.) has 
been assigned to the marin~ incursion in southwest White Bay. 
~ ·---
Dates from three other terrestrinl sites indicate the course. of ice ~ecesslon in 
northcentral Newfoundland: a coastal site on Notre Dame Bay was deglaeiated by 
13,200 BP, the ice had reced~d inland by '11,soo BP ln the BishoP-Falls are.a and 
. _/ 
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Figure 2.3: Location Map, Newfoundland. 
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• 
. . . 
. by 11,300 BP the central plateau area WllS ice-free (Macpherson in Blake 1083; 
- I 
Macl)berson & Anderson 1Q85}. In contra5t, basal lake sediment 4ldicates 'hat . 
~.....- -· -
Fogo Island was not deglaciated until ~~. ti,ooo BP (Macpherson in prep.). In 
' . 
. . ~ . . 
northeastern Avalon Peninsula, basal dates from poa~ are-younger than other 
coastal dates in the _ Atl~ntic region. Macpherson (1082a) ·demonstrated that.,_ 
direct relationship between site elev_ation and age indicated downw_asting or a fin'al 
ice mass on the pen~sula wh~n the interior.pla.tea\J emerged ea. lO,lOO'BP and 
., 
sites· at low elevations became ice-free ca. Q200 BP. 
. 
Through~ut the Ailay.tic re&;on d~ring th~ last glaei~tion sea levels were .. 
I • • 
. . . 
about loOm below-the prese~t sea level (Gtant 1080) so that nume~ous island~ 
d~tt~d the continentai shelf. -Following deglaciation or t .. he land, and aftet 
. . 
1 differing periods of emergence, areas near the icd limit, inCluding New Brunswick, 
• 
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island ana southern and ·eastern Newroundland,. 
. . . ' \egan to submerge. ':N estern Newfoundland, where the mar!n~ limit is bet wee~ ... 
50-And 125m abo e sea level, has b~e.n continually emerging until recent centuries. 
• 
) 
\. . ; 
Raised p6s · laeial shor~lines iri the Atlantic region exhibit a general· 
. \ 
northward tilt while in~ewCou~dland and New B~unswick the tilt is to the 
northeast and northwest, respectively (Grant 1U77b): This, then, accords with the 
- . ' 
model in which separate ice-caps exist~ in several are'llt-in addition to the 
. . . 
f 1..La~r~n-tid~-:-ice sheet (Grant 1077b). · 
2.4 Plant Retugla . 
Did plants find relug~ (rom the last glaci~tion Oif\snountain summits in · ~ 
.. 
~astern Can~daT Did iee-,rre~ - c~·astal strips of land 'arbour pocke~ of vegetation!· 
.--
-- . .. 
. · ~ 
.• ~ .. . ', .ll, •, IP 
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. . 
Did portions or the continen-tal shell provide new niches for species displaced by 
. , .. 
ice sheets? Or were plants forced to migrate far beyo~d the~ice sheets to the 
~uthea.St parts of the United States? Such hypotheses have formed_ the basis or 
- ' ~' , 
;.research for biologists and biogeographers (e~g. ~ernald 1918,. 1925; Wynne-
.. 
Edwards 1037; Deevey 1049; Drury 1966) i~ · northe.ast North America. in ierms 
of, the rev;getation of N1wr~~ndland, many or these q~estions have ye~ tp be 
resolved. 
The proposal that nunataks, or i~e-free ~eas, provided refuge for ·plants 
. during at l~ast\he last glaeiation. was first' advanc.ed b~. Fe~!l~!i (1025) who 
I ' 
identified, in parts of !!astern North America; arctic-alpin~ ,sp~cies which were 
. ' • • • c..• .:. 
. . ' ' other~ise known to grow only .~ . the Western ·9or'diUer~?!:fhe _nu1;1~ta~:~ identified· 
' . .. .. . 
by f'~rnald incl~ded .th~ Long Range of western Newfounclland, the Torngat and 
. . . - . Kaumaj~~ Mountains of i~brad~r, the Chic ·c:h~~ -~o~nt~ins of-the. G~pe, the · 
.. . ' . ~ . . l ... • ~ -
- M~gdalen Islands and Prince Edward. Island. Flint (1071) added the summits or 
t~e Appalachian Mountains in New Yo~k and New E!lgland States and Grant 
· ~·~'· I • 
( 197'1b) added Anticosti Island to the list or proposed nunataks. 
. ' , -- . t ' '\ ' 
As mentioned in the foregoing section, the nunatak liypothesis bas found 
both adherents ·and opponents ·among. geologists. Likewis~ the opinion or 
biolopts has been divided ... Wynne-Edward~ (1g37) ·<?pposed Fernald's nunatak 
theOry_ on the grou!fs that th~ disrupted r~geS or many plants could be _ 
explained by_:th~ : plants~ association ·with mai~ly calcareous and b&Sic rocks. 
' ' . . . . ' 
. ~ . ' . 
_Co6vincing arguments· for nunatak areas come from researchers on the other 
.. . ' . 
. . 
· .' tlde:of the Atlantic. Dahl's .( 1046) study of bice.ntric disiributio~s led him to 
. '. 
,.. ' 
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Ice Age. Pointing to the c~paratively _rich extant Dora on Greeqland highlands, • 
Gjaerevoll (lg63) invoked the nunatak hypothesis to explain the disjunct 
.. .. - · ~ 
distribution or some alpine species in Norway._. He suggested tha\ ~teep south· ( 
facing slopes in' the Gjevilvasskammae Mountains could have offered suita~le 
habit-a.ti-1'~;_. ~ barqy nora. - - .• 
A recent study on the moss flora of western Newfoundland provides 
.. 
evidence for th'e existence or plant refugia in that part or the province. Belland 
(1981) identified thirty-nine m~ species at Bonne Bay that exhibit a ~h:erltric 
-
. distribution, w. one centre in the Western Cordill.era and another in 
' ' 
northeastern Nort~ America. Many Qf these ~osses are ~is ted as • forest_ ·species •, 
' .. . but they are also round on liniestQne headlands, wet acidic rock races and 
- highland barrens. s.~ or t~~ 'thirty-~in~ speci~ differ in their edai>hic ~cologies 
/ 
(thus opposing Wynne-~dwards' (lg37) asSertion) and dispersal potentials which 
led Belland to claim that their presence in Bonne Bay could be • best explained by 
their having survi~aciation at or near th_e·sites where tb.ey occur 
today•(tgsl, p.115). , / ' 
·., ' .. 
Lindroth ( 1g6a), study!~g th.e distribution of Car"abid b~etles_ in 
• . ' l 
Newfotindlan<l, espoused the vi~w of coastal rath~r than highland nynatak refugia 
. based on the inability or some 6f the ~eetles studied to endure a high-arctic 
climate. His conelusipns point to. the .existence of refuge areas in western 
. . 
Newfol\ndland. For example, the oe·currenee Qf many ·mghtless species in the 
~uthwest, wher.e the Carabid fauna is rich~t, •preventf an -explanation or the 
. .:. 
dis]unetio~ ~A!l~ to long-range dispersai•(Lindroth }g63, p.lOO). In additio~, he 
• .. ' l. • 
showed that in.some cases the intraspecific~viuiation or_ Ne·wroundland 
' . ,. 
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populationa, unlike those on the mainland, tended toward subspeciation. This 
~ - ' 
pr~ess, ~laimed Cindroth, is uoJikely to have taken place i~ the short postglacial 
-period. 
Another refugial hypothesis concerns the possible survival or plants on the 
continental shell of eastern North America and their migration to nearby land 
_following deglaciation and eustatjc r~e. Terasmae (107_3) prop~ed that New 
• 0 • 
Brunswick was recolonized by vegetation from both south of the ice sheet margin 
in eastern North Americ~/and continental shelf .refugia and' that Newfoundland 
was revegeiated ~ri~a!riiy from the lat~er ~~rce. Terasmae ~claimed that both 
/ . 
arctic and boreal ~~e~ents grew o-n ice-free shelf areas extending from the Grand 
t I ' .. • -
Banks, east of _Newfo_undland, south to Georges Bank, east of New York State, on 
the bas~-or peat deposits collected from Sable Island and farther south. However, 
in· an earli~r paper'e attrib~ted the abundance of coniferous· pollen in pollen 
spectra from Sable Island ca~ 7o9<J ~p io' mainland sources (Terasmae & Mott 
. .. 
1071). Furthermore, palynolop~al evidence s~ggests that plant habi~ats of Sable 
Island have remained esse~tially the same over the past 11,000 BP and that the 
island did not support ·a forest community (Terasmae 1£ Mott 1071). -This may 
I , • 
. also be the ~ase in Georges Ban~ where pollen analys~ of fresh-water p~ats of ca . 
• 11,000 BP Jed E~ery et al. (1067') to propose that terrestrial vegetation covered 
. 
-
Several tree species growing io Newfoundland, ~amely red and white pine' 
. . 
(Pinua reainoaa and P. ~tro6ua), red maple (Acer rn6ru~ dogwood (Comus 
aUemi/olia}, bl~k ash (Frazinu• nigra) and yellow bir~h (Betula lutea) ar,, with 
. I • 
·the ex_ception of the Saguenay_ River region, absent from the mainland area of 
,/ 
/ 
~ t! .... ~~ ~ -- -·~·!.~~ .. t- 1. ·' '~- . .:_·· ·./.-,/ 'C , 
•' . . . . : ' -~ .. . ' · · . .. ~- ., . 
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eastern Quebec-Labrador. }lolland (1081) suggests that such species may have 
found refuge on the contin-ental shell during the late Wisconsin. 
. . . 
However, recent work eomp~g data from multiple sites provid~ strong 
. ' \ . 
evidence for-the postglacial migration or taxa (rom refugia far from the ice sheet. 
Davis (1083), 'for example, has mapped the -arrival or trees throughout the eastern 
United States by noting the radiocarbon age of the f~t abrupt ioere~ in pollen _ ..... 
infiux. Isochrones were then drawn to show the position of each species' frontier 
I 
at different times in the past. Her maps in~icate that with_ the exc!!ption of white 
pine, which may have found refuge ~ the A~palachian foothil~, "the Coastal Plain 
----~ or the continental shelf, most specie$ migrated northeastward. In contrast to 
- . I . • • _; 
I 
I ' • ~-
Holland's ~heory, most deciduous trees, including maple, first appeared southwest ~ . 
of the southern Appalachians. Therefore, tempe):'ate species could-not have found 
-
:refuge on the eon_tinent~ shelf .. 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that there was no land contact between . 
. .;.. . . 
Newfoundland and the mainland during deglaciation. In the Strait of Belle Isle, 
... 
the sea level was 60m above its present _position following the T~n Mile ice 
. ' 
advance ea. 10,000 BP (G.rant 1060af. In addition, the Laurentian Channel 
presently .. readies depths in excess of 200m between Cape Breton and 
Newfoundland. Th.erefore, ir sea levels during glaciation were appr~ximately' 
. 
lOOm below the present sea leve ... (Grant 19So), inc>si or this channel remained 
inundated. Thus had many of the modern boreal forest elements foun~ refuge on 
. ' 
the mainland, their only way to invade and become established o._ the isfand 
, , ' :·"" 
would have been via long-distance dispenal (e.g. by anemochore, zooclrore or 
. . 
hydrochore modes).- . Certainly, many ol the comparath ely early dates or species' 
,j 
. 
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arrival in Newfoundland (see below) make the theory ol postglacial migration 
from mainland sources alone. difficult. to accept . 
. 
. 
2.6 SegueDee of Late- &Dd Pottslaelal Veaetatlonal Chanaes In the 
Atlantic R loD exeludiD the Island or NewloaDCli&Dd 
Durin the put two decades, an increuing number or studies has been 
undertaken concer~ing the-~rocess or revegetation in_eastern Canad~ID-tbe 
~tla~tic region, investigations' have been concentrated in Nova Scotia (Livingstone 
"' 
. . 
& Livingstone' 1058; Livingstone~ Este 1067; Livingstone 1068; Haddon 1075; 
. . ~ . 
. . 
Green U~81) although studies have also ·been undertaken in Prince Edward Island 
. . . . . ./ 
(Ande·rson UJ80), New Brunswick (Mott 10J5a), the Gaspe (Labelle & Richard 
, 1081), the north shore or Quebec (Mott, 1076) and southeastern Labrador (Lamb 
' - I . f • • 
" ' 10_~, 1084). 
A comparison or pollen assemblage zones from Newroundland with those of 
' ' · 
adjacent areas is presented be}ow in the lorm of ~alynost~atigrap~ic charts (see 
- -
Figures 2.4 & 2~~)~ The pollen zones. indicate that the development or vegetation, 
' . . 
.... 
like deglaciation, occurred metachronously acr~ t~e region. 
. Following the\ ice retreat in coutal southwest New Brunswkk, a tundra-like 
vegetation, comprising predominantly wiilow 4lnd herbs indicative o( open Jound, 
. ; . .,. . 
colonized the area ca. 13,000 BP '(Mott 1975a). Dwarf birch and ,aspen became 
- ~ . . 
mor~ ab~ndant by 12,~ B~ but the landscape r_e~ained essentially_ tr~~less until 
}2,000 BP when spruce migrated into the area forming open woodlands. Spruce · 
reached its peak 1000 years lat'er 'and subsequently declined in favour or birch and 
' . 
.· 0# 
. . . 
aspen. Around .this time a low shrub-herb tundra, similar to that record~d earlier 
. . . 
in southwest New Brunswick, became established in Prince Edward Island and 
... ~ -:' 
. . . 
Nova Scotia (Anderson 1980). .. 
• 
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Figure 2.5: Palynostratigraphic chart~ Atlantic Canada .... 
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By 10,700 BP spruce hnd invaded northcentral Nova Scotia and hid 
- ~J . 
migrated eastward reaching the Cape Breton Island lowlands between 10,300 and 
(5 
8,800 BP (Livingstone 1Q68), northward to the coastal plate~u area of the Gaspe 
by 10,300 BP (~abelle & Richard 1981) and aoo years later had formed a spruce-
birch association in Prince Edward Island (Anderson 1980). The arrival of spruce 
in the southeast of Nova Scotia and ·at Shaw's Bog, near Minas Basin, occurred 
' ,.....__ . . 
' ( -, - .... . 
about 1000 years later than"in other parts or ~~e province. Haddon (1975) 
suggested the possibility of a remnan~ ice cap 9-Xer these latter sites that had 
If' . • • 
delayed deglaciation and hindere~ spruce migration. · . 
:· . . . . . f . 
' Farther north, in southeast Labrador, the 'landscape' W&S\Sparsely covered 
. 4 . 
with. dwarf bfreh, willow and herbs· by 10,500 BP·(Lamb u)·so.). This tundra-type 
. ' 
' ·. . 
' 
\· vegetation persisted for ea. 1500 years . 
. 
A tran~onal forest of 'do~inantly pine; fll' and oak developed in western 
• 
Nova Scotia bet:ween ca. 92~0 and 8200 B~ ~Green 1981), whereas in the central 
. 
and eastern parts of the province, these 'taxa- attained· their maxima about one 
--millenium later (Haddon 1075; Livingstone 1968). A birch-alder serub·bad 
colohi~ed the landscape~~ southeastern Labrador by QOOO BP (Lamb· '1980). This 
phase lasted about 3000 years. 
Vegetational development in the Maritimes between ea. 7000 and 5000 BP -
. . 
was more or less synchronous. as· h~~lock migrated into the:area and became the 
- ' . . . . . ' 
.. 
principal c~.p1ponent or the forest {Anclerson 1980). In contrast the vegeta~ion in 
. . 
the no~~hern part or. the region passed through different stages or development 
' I ~ o . . . 
during thiS p~riodt 'Mott's ~ite ne~r SeP,.nes, Quebec, (1076) had emerged and~ 
" 
balsam fir had arrived by 700o.BP, followed by spruce and birch 600 years later. 
. . . 
l ..,. ' . 
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According to Lamb (1084),_-a nr-dominated forest developed in southeastern 
. . ' -- . 
Labrador ca. 6000 BP with the arrival or white spruce, balsam f1r and white • • 
~· - ... 






















J ' •• 
.. . 
. '• 
-- --- . 
-sequence but not its timing. Better. dating control and macrofossil evidence allow 
Engstrom and Hansen ~_J?Iace the immigration or white spruce to southeastern 
Labrador ·at ea. 8000 ~p ~oUowed by balsam· fir 500 years later. 
Mixed conifer-hardwood· fore~is, in which .birch and beech were the principal 
.. ... . ~ 
const~tuentS, developed in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. after 5000 BP 
(Anderson 1080). The arrival of these sp.ecies m Prince Edward Isla~d was · 
. ' 
. . . . 'j . . 
· delayed sev-eral hundr~d years. This is attributed to the sub~ergence of the land 
. . 
brid~e w~, prior' to. SOOO BP, SP,anil~ the Nort~umberland Strait and ·prov~ded 
a suitable migration~ pathway (Anderson 1080). Migration or hardwoods, w~icb. ' . 
. . \ . 
are less nammable than conifers~ in~ the Maritimes; led to a decrease in f1re 
frequency and subsequently enabled succession to proceed more rapidly (Green· 
... 
. 
. 1081). Until 2000 BP, the composition .. or hardwood forests continually changed. 
A resurgence or boreal species, primarily spruce, took· place after ca. 2000 BP. 
. . 
-2.8 Palrnolosleal Researeh In Newf'oandland 
~] Late- and Poetglael&l Vegetatl~n. 
. . . 
Comparatively r,w studies on vegetational history have been undertaken in 
"""'!! . // . • > • • .• 
N~wtoundland. ?il .the island, only two main areas, namely the Avalon Peninsula 
. - . 
/ - . ' (Terumae 1063; Macpherson 1080, 1082a,b) and the northern extremity of the 
. / /. ' ~ . 
N~rthern P~ninsula (Wenner-1047; Kuc 1'075; Moti 1~75b; H~nningsmoen .1077; 
McAndrews&, Davis 1078) have received any detailed analysis,' although research 
. ' . 
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(Brookes 1981}, on the Burin Peninsula (Anderson 1983), and ·in northcentral and 
i 
central Newfoundland (Macpherson- in prep.) . 
• 
.• The pioneer 'work on the Island of Newfoundland was undertaken by 
Wenner (1947) who, in 1039, studied two ponds near St. Anthony .. Wenner's 
pollen ~grams indic~te the initiaJ · presen~e or a tundra veget~tion followed by 
forest-tundra conditions and a reversion- to ·less wooded conditions· in the 
. 
·uppermost samples. The.hterpretatio~ lacks a r.;; chronology,~however, since 
the work _preceded the development or radiocarbon dating. 
Almost twenty years later, Terasmae·(1963) published information on cores, 
obtained by Henderson's geological su"ey ·party, from three bog sites in the 
w . 
northcentral regio~·or the Avalon Peninsula: T~rasmae'~ pollen .Pr~files register · 
. ! . • 
the migNtion of spruce, ca: 8400 ·BP, into a shrub birch and grass tundra. By. ~a. 
•• \I 
7400 BP, yellow birch· (Betula lutea) and balsam fir had arrived in the area, 
followed by w'fiite pine (Pinus strobus). The forest cover appears ~have 
-:=..-
exhibited little variation after· ca. 7 400 BP wit.b the exception or a reduction in fir 
" and an increase in the pollen or 'weed' species,., • result.or human infiuence, in 
the uppermost samples (Terasmae 1963). 
I 
Ter"mae's work failed to provide. either a precise date or deglacia~ion ~or · 
. . 
evidence or pioneer ~emblages associated with the colonization or deglaciated. 
1 ,~ . 
_terrain. Recently_, palynologists have favoured the an~lysis or lake sediry=.ts 
rather than peat deposits for palaeot!cological reconstruction. ro~ two principal . 
.. 
reasons. First, records from limnic deposits usually extend to an earlier stage . 
than do those from bog! since peat ~evelopment did not immediately follow 
. , . J 
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represent the regional vegetation whereas peat depos_its reveal the local 
vegetation.1 This is· because ·l~es ·integrate the regional p~llen rain. That is, lake 
se<liments contain a large proportion of pollen derive~·from outside the basin 
, 
(allochthonous pollen) via atmospheric fallout, rain-out, surface runoff and stream 
. ' 
I 
now. In contrast, a large proportion or pollen in peat deposi~ is derived from 
. 
pl'lnta ~owing in aitu (autochthonous pollen)(Moore & Web? ~~~).Abundant 
" I 
pollen producers, such a$ Cyperaceae, grow on peat and tend to mask the regional 
' r- . 
pollen input •. · ln~n, in pe~ts ;he l'!cal pollen ~omponent may be dilficUlt to 
. . 
distinguish from the regional eompqnent'·because. loeal .plants may be or the same 
. '· . . 
'"· pollen type, e.g. Gra~ineae (Moore &·Webb 1978; ~acobson & JJrausha'Y.1981) . 
since only b~ai organic sediment was dated in Terasmae's. study, the timing · 
-- . 
or subsequent plant species migration ancJ vegetatiod'al changes re~ain 
. J -- . . . ' 
speculative. An additional shortcoming or Terasmae's procedure is the width or 
intersamplc inte"als; which range from 30 to SOciif in the uppet' portions of the 
.t 
. eo~es! repr~enting about goo ye~ of~eposition at the Whitbourne bog site. . 
Such coarse resolution may cause brief \egetational episodes to ·be missed (Short· 
. . ' 
1078). In' addi~ion, 'rerasmae's in.terpre~ati~n involve_d-~nly relative (l>ercentag~) 
pollen eounta. A comparison ot. relati!e poll~n\l\kgr&ms with ·~l)sol~te; dia~ams 
~ .. 
from sites in northeastern ·Labrador-Ungav~ in~\cat~ that·. ~mall bu~ significant: 
• <> • • · - • ,j 
·paly~ological changes are orten mas~ed.in ·per~ed~age diagrams ·(Short & Nich?_ls 
- . . ~ 
1077) due to the .dilferential.p~llen1ro.ductio~ of pl~nts . . By· contrast, 'absolute' 
poll~iagrams can ·yieid inore realis.tic reconstructions of vegetation cover . 
' \ ' . . . 
' · . 
> 
r.J- 1R~Ioa.al veaeta~loD reren to"'larie Yeae&aUoD aalu, e.,. boreal forest, wbereu Joe:~ vesetatiOD• 
· nf~n to m~or Yqe&a&loa aalJa or plaa& com~aal&les. 
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~bsol/llen frequency' 0~ pollen in~ux, is a measure or the number or ~ains 
. ~~c~mulated per unit are~ of sediment surface area per unit of time (Birks & _ 
.Birks .. l~80) and refiects plant population sizes. Thus, by employing ~bsolute 
p'ollen cou~ting techniques, the possibility of establishing changes in both the 
composition and density or vegetation cover is enhanced. 
---
Su~seq~alynological research on.lake sediments from the Avalon 
Peninsula. 't¥'acph~rson 1082a,b), using. absolute pollen counts sup~orted ~Y 
. . . 
multiple r~diocar~pn dates, has ena~led the establishment of a sequence ~r 
veg~tationa.l changes. A sedge-willow ~emblage occurred at sites o,t lower 
elevation before 0300 BB. This ~as succeeded by a birch-s~rub vegetatio~ lasting· · 
~ntil ca. 8300 ~d ca. 7300 BP .at the sites or lo~er and upper elevation, 
respectively. Spruce, followed by balsam fir, 'tre~' birch and aspen arpftd-~n the 
Avalon by 8,000 BP. M.acpberso~ (1082b).discussed th~ dissimilarity of this phase 
or vegetation with the modern boreal forest and proposed that it was more like an 
open woodland. Pronles r~:om Terasmae's (1063) sites indlcate similar 
I . . ·. . ___. 
vegetational composition, although ~ercentages of fir pollen ar.e greater and aspen 
pollen was not counted. · 
Total. pollen ipfiux, reaching a mix'itrium -between 5300 and 3200 BP, 
. ·' / ' 
-~ · . I • . 
refitcts the closing or the forest and a rise in tl~e level of the treeline in tbl! 
\ / 
'\_ , 
interior plateau (Macpherson 1082b). A subsequent deterioration of the 
veget~tion is inferred by declining pollen infiux values together with a change, in 
. . , ·- . . . . 
the stratigraphy at one or the interior plateau si~es: These shifts, ·accompanied by 
. . 
.,. 
· a decline in the arboreal compqnent 'OC the poHen assemblages and relative 
~ ' . 
\ · , ~ , ... --- -~ ... 
increase in th~ shrub component at the other interior 'site, imply a retreat of the . 
treeline iP. the interior .Plateau (Maepherson l082b ). · 
• I 
' ~ . - ~ ' . ' . ' . .. .: . . ~ .· . . .: :- . .. ' • • J 
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Other vegetational changes, recorded at one lake site in St. John's, s~ow 
clearly the impact of s~~t in that area: a marked decrease in arboreal pollen 
• 
and a sliarp increase in the pollen of 'weed' a~ h_erb species, in addition to 
reduced ·organic content of the sediment, is indicative of forest clearance and the 
' 
estab~hment o~ farms (Macpherson in prep.). 
. Discovery of the ~orse site at L'Anse aux ·Meadows at the tip of the 
Northert Pen1nsui~ provided an incentive for a number of pal~eoecological 
. ' ~ 
uivestigations. Palynological research has concentrlted on identifying any impact 
" on ·the vegetation cover 'during the settlement period,_ oa. l~BP: However, . 
. ' 
results indicate tha~ the vegetation.has remained essentially unchanged since this 
:. r - ~ 
date (Kuc 1975; Mott 1975b). Furthermore, eight pond and bog sites analyzed by 
" ' Hen~ingsmoen (1977) reveal that nq significant vegetational change h&S taken 
. ' 
place during at least the past 6600 years: Although a birch maximum is recorded 
' .. 
during the lacustrine stage of one sit~ between 7500 an(l'6800 BP, Henningsmoen 
is reluctant to comment on its possible significance primarily since changes in 
. ' r • '~ 
• other pollen curves appear to refiect local plant ·succession rather than regional ' ' 
vegetational changes. Subsequent research in ·the area has indicate~ the presence 
of a tundra vegetation bef~re ca. 0400 BP (Davis!! ~in Macpherson .1Q81): . 
ID southwestern Newr~undla~d, Brookes' (1Q74). ch~ice of hj.s Robinson's 
. - . 
-· 
'based on his interest in dating the Robinson's Head Moraine, and 
. . . , 
radiocarbon ·da~e (ea. 10,600 BP) was obtained, at ·wli 
·. 




poOr chronologie&l cont~l, ~gether wi.th changes~ t!e se,diment type throughout' 
·the {o}e, t\.e sedim~nt. acc~m~lation rate can o~ly be estimated. Hence, - ~nly the 
' --.,.;' ,. . I ' I 
\. . . 
---:.,.. __ -: ·- - --
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sequence and not the timing or vegetational. events can be established~h any 
. --- - I . . 
certainty. According to McAndrews (Brookes 1081},. who perlorme~ the pollen) 
analysis, it ~ppears that the tundra phase gave way to a shrubb~ vegetation, 
' 
principally or birch, willow ana sweet gale (Myrica gale) which developed ea. 8000 
># 
BP followed by the in~asion of· spruce, balsam rll' and white birch (Betula 
~ ,- ... . 
papyrijera) by ea. 7000 BP. .,.) .. 
. ~ ,: , 
. ..: .. 
. ·' 
' ', 
. · ' 
T/ 
The m~t recent palynological .studies on the Island of Newlo.tl'tflf1and have . · _ ·, ·'- ·) -~ 
yielded the earliest palynological records. ~derson;s (lg8a).pollen stili~ ~n the._ .... ~-~ ~-
U . . • . 
Burin Peninsula 1ere initiated primarily to test the hypoth~is Qor limited Late 
Wisconsin ice. While the pollen record obtained is not as lengthy as was 
expected, the basal section or the la:ke cor~ has l'rovided the eatfiest Late 
. . . 
Wisconsin terrestri~~tl radiocarbon date and pollen assemblages· for the Island. 
.--
.. . 
Basal gyttja records a s~dge-shrub tundra ca. J3;40Q BP. · A sybsequ~!lt transition 
. . . 
. .' 
to a herb-tundra by u1aoo.b~ was followed by a reversio_r(o shrut>-tundra 
.... , \. __/ ., . 
d.' BP "'- . con 1t1ons ea. 10,700 . -.........._ . 
A similar tripartite sequence. of vegetational change has l)een id.entified at a. 
site ~ear the coast ol Notr~ Dame B~y. The initial vege~ation Collowilig~~ ~; 
' deglaciation is in:t.erpreted (MacpherSon & AnderSon 1Q85) 8S a sparse: berb-dwarl 
shrub tundra, with a noral composition not unlike that of the presen~day 
vegetation ~r n~rthern G:een~and. By 12,4~ BP\.a reversion ~·a _s~~rse he~b­
tundra is recorded. This phase, lasting untjl ea. t~)oo BP, was replaced by a 
. . ~ . 
tall·shrub tundra arid is interpreted as be.ing simihn to tlte low~arctic: dwarr~sbrub · 
----- ,, . ' ' . . ) . . . \ :- __ ,._ j \ • ' 
heath of coastal south Greenland (Macpherson & An<\ersal} 'lgS&J. Bpruc:e arrived· 
• • f • .. 
. . ' . . .. ·... . "' 
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An increaai'iD pine concentrations, possibly indicating the beginning of the 
hy'psithermaJ; 4lectirred at 5960 BP (GSC-4086; Macp-herson in prep.), and at 6340 
BP (G~C-4148;. Macpherson in prep.) at a site 65km to the south. The subsequent 
decline or p~ oecurr~at 4200 B~ .(GSC-4107; Macpherson in preQ.) at.the 
coast .. 
i Analysis ~rJ~e silf! in tl;e Bishops F4and central plateau area is still in 
progress.)n the :BISh'?ps Falls ~ea, a low~hruftundra-type vegetati~~ followed 
deglaciation ca .. ll,sot BP. Pollen infiux values are similar lit those fro~ 
c~ntempor~ tundr~ sites ip coast~ ~t Greenland (Mac.pherson in prep.). 
• 
. . 
_S.pruce arri"ed. at an unp~ecedentedlY: early date ~r 10!800 W (GSC-4131; 
· Maephe~n in pr4W.)•. and poll_en concentration values for balsam rtr suggest t~at 
. • • .o ' 
this species migrated to .the area about 300 years later. Farther sputh, on the . 
. . . ·~ 
centfal plateau, tile earliest recorded vegetation ca. 11,300 BP is shrub-tundra, 
. . 
. ·with suceesaiv~ peaks or ~illow, sweet gale, hire~ (probably shrub) and juniper._ A 
. I • I ' - - -
• 1 • -
&ecQnd rise in birch (probably tree) follows these events and a spruc;e rise occurred 
at 8530 BP (GSC-4122; Macpherson in prep.) . 
. [il] -Late- -~d Poet&laelai ClbDate · 
. ~ : • 
. Lithologie and pollen~, evidence from coastal sites in.south and northcentral 
Newfoundland indicate a late-glacial. climatic oscillation between 11,300 and ca. 
.,, . 
. - 10,700 BP (Anderson 1983; Maopherson &t Anderson 1985). This evidenee 
- . . \ . . 
(, 
corroborates aiuillar fmdinp .~ the Maritime provinces ~here an&lysis of peat and 
lake aedime'te at over twenty sites haa revealed a climatic revers.al bet"'een 
11,000 and 10,000 BP (Mott 1083; Mott !! !!:.· .084). 
~~lien· analysis o~ the two Ne~~oun~landsites indieat~ t~at t~e initial)• 
' . .. 
:.~ :: ~-~· .. J~:- ~~ . .:'. ::: .:. ; . :· . ~ ·, ... ~ : . ~;>.: ;_J::; ~ , _;~ -- .,_,\: ' . . ~ · •',.:<!:;~ ~ ; ' .. :;. ~ :l'~ "•.· -.: - •• 1~1 ~ ·;,:.. ·;,;•,r ' 
·~"' ~'1: 
··-·~. 
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i, 
• I 
period or postglacial warming was interrupted ea. 12,4,90 and 11,300 BP at the 
north and south sites, respectively (Anderson 1Q83; Macpherson & Anderson 
1985). D~tinct c.hanges in both the composition and abundance or vegetation, 
recorded in the north unti110,500 BP and in the south until 10,700 BP, are 
attributed to cooler summers with longer-lasting snowbeds (Macpherson & 
Anderson 1Q85). The resumption of postglacial warming is evidenced by the near 
v 
. -
disappearance of tundra sp.ecies, the increase, in total pollen inilux and the c.hange. 
•' . 
from mineral to more·organie sediment (Macpherson & Ande~n 1Q85) . 
. The greater abundance of vegetation at the south coastal site duri~he · 
late-glacial is ascribed to the sit~'s proximity to comparative 
~ . 
·. .. . .. -
(Macpllerson &'And.erson 1085): foraminiferal evidence poin the warming or 
.. 
the ocean south of the Grand Banks ca. 13,000 BP (Ruddi 
The southern site was exposed to warm, moist soutberiy winds whereas the 
• 
· northern coast was swept by winds cooled by the isl~nd's residual ice cap 
'• 
(Macphe~n &_Anderson 1085). A comparison or pollen spe:t~a from the two sites 
, • '*J 






led Macpherson & Anderson (1Q85) to claim that t}le reversion of ve·getation was ,. . 
,. 
not a (~nction or ~hanging palaeowind direction, but rather due to a cooling or \ . . 
the oce~,surCace south oi the island. 
\ 
Thes;.,ollen studies by Anderson (~083) and Ma~pherson and Anderson. ,. 
(~085) . are con~d with 18.1e-glacial (i.e. end or the Lal~ Wisconsin) clim~tic 
oscillations. Previous palrpologi~al work in .the. Atlantic r~gion has focussed 
P~•t. on postglacial or 'u.olocene climatic changes.. · . 
• ·_ Evidence or a .clim.atic optim~m a~d subsTnt deterioration during the 
· Holocene has been most apparent in recofds from the Maritime provinces. 
.. . '. 
.. , 
. ,' ~r: . 
.. -·· . . ' " - · . . 
.. 
.. . 
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Increases in pine and oak pollen between ca. QOOO and ca. 7000 BP in the 
. . 
Maritimes are ascribed to warmer temperatures (Livingstone 1Q68; Mott 1Q75a; 
AnderSon 1Q8.,!)). 
An expected result or a warming climate would be the northward range 
. expansion or southern species (Lamb lQSO). However, neither pine nor oak 
extended their range to southern Labrador and white pine appears to have arrived 
. I • 
. . 
la~e in ~e Avalon Peninsula (Terasmae 1gpa). Evidence of climatic amelio!ation 
in theSe two are~ is diffictflt to disentangle from the effects or other processes 
// . -· 
(~.g. migrational lag). Max~mum pollen infiux values suggest only a continuiDg 
. . ameli~ration of the t:limate until c~. 4«?00 BP iout~ern Labrador .(Lamb 1g~o). 
'')Ontne-Ava~on Penin~ula, different indicators in the·pollen record point to a series 
. . 
or stages or p~tglacial. war.ming (Macpherson 1g82b ). A tapid increase in spruce 
and balsam rar pollen concentration suggests a warming or the climate between 
• 
Q300 and 8300 BP. From the continuous presence or aspen, it appears that 
condition~ wer~ warmer and Srier fro~ 8300 to 5400 BP than at w~ent. The 
. ·. 
period or maximum warmth and moisture o~cur~ed from 5300 to 3200 BP when 
arboreal pollen infiux and sediment accumulation rate reached peak values. 
: ' . 
.. 
L.amb (lgso) attribu~es a reduction in-lacustrine organic produdivity and . 
• • 
.diminished pollen influx values after 2500 BP in southern Labrador to a cooling 
trend. Subsequent palynological and geochemical analyses or hLke sediments in 
' . -
nea.r.by areas point to a climatic deterioration after 4000 BP (Engstrom & Hansen 
1085). ·In tbe Muitime provinces, a broadly sjnchronouf reversion of the 
- . . .. 
ven_ta~!on_alter ca. 2000 BP, indicated by &1\. increase in boreal trees apd a 
~line in hemlock and hardwoods, notably birch and bee~h; is generally ascribed 
.. 
. . . . . ~ 
o• 't-: 'f:.. ~. I '~ - ' 1..: t . . -.. ·~ ,; . ' .. • • ' . •• ~. ,. • < . . . 
-• .._\ i • • ,. -y .. ,• 
. • , . . • . . " t ' . - . . . 
.. · 
• 
~--.. ..r· · .. . ·. 
.. . 
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- -
to climatic deterioration (Mott 197Q_a; Andersqn 1980; Green 1g81). In 
southeaster'? Newfoundland climatic cooling has been invoked to explain 
reductions in pollen influx and sediment accumulation and a retreat or the treeline 
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CHAPTER 3 PURPOSE OF PRESENT STUDY 
The foregoing review of palynological studies. in insular Newr6undland . 
• - 1- • • 
points out the fragmentary nature or available evidence pertainin~ to (i) Late 
Wisconsin ice limits and pattern of glacial recession, (ii) the late- and postglacial 
I 
vegetational history, and (iii) the late- and postglacial climate of Newfoundland. i . . 
Witli respect to the postglacial development of veg~tation in Newfoundland, 
only the northeast. Avalon Peninsula bas been treated in detail. Other studies 
. . ; 
lack adequate dating control'or vegetational events (e.g. Brookese198J); lack a · 
... . . , 
, 
comprehensive evaluation of:pqllen· data du-e to (i) the use or percentage data 
t 
only, or (ii) wide intersampling intervals ('e.g. TerQ.Smae 1963; .Henningsmoen 
. ,' . . -. : 
1977), •Or (ill) the absence or differentiating important taxa such as Picea, Betula 
·and Pinus sp~cies (e.g. Hennin~oen); .bave concentrated-on early plant 
. . , _ ' 





focussed on the _vegetationallfis~ry or only the last 1000 years (e.g. Kuc 1975; ~ · 
- . ~ . ' 
:;. Mott 1975b).. _ · ' . \ .. 
• . Th"t tresent study Was uodertak~o, therelore, to add to the kno~l~ 
Late Quaternary palaeoenvironments of ~he provipce. It was proposed that the 















northcentral Newfoundland. Pollen an~lysis . an~/losS-on•ignition analysis would 
• ,: • .. • p 
be e~)loyed to investigate the yeg~t.io~al .history or the area, and radioc~bon .., 
daiing would be us~d to~provi~.-a"~imum age C~r deglaci~tion in addition to 
. , - -
dating specific vegetations! events . . The Baie Verte-Peninsula, was chQSen 
primarily because of the absence or iDformatiQn oii th!! vegetational history tor the 
~·· qd the·study would thus provide a ·link ~~tweepatudies in th~ east, north 
· :-~ :.;~.· ! ;i; -"'". "'~: ... .-:;f_.' ~ : ~;::. '\ '.",;:' ;_' . f -~ • . .. .... : . .. ... .. ·~ · · 
• - • • ' ~ v ' . .. - ' • 
. ....,. 
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35 
and west parts'or the province, and secondarily to yield possible evidene1! relating 
the the ""it...of Late W~eonsin ice. 
In the planning stage5 of the research, a decision to sample one lake only 
was made. However, during the field expedition, a complete sequence or deposits 
was retrieved Croit two lakes. Alter preliminary pollen analysi.ht was decided 
that one lake site be used to in~tigate the entire Holocene pollen record and the 
other be studied. to provide additional data on plan.t recolonization during ·the 
early 'Holocene. 
3.l .ObJeetlve8 •. \ 
. . . 
- (i) The prim~ objective of this study ·was to investigate the La~e 
·Quaternary vegetational history of the ~orthern Baie Verte 
Peni~S'ula. This involved tracing the nature or changes that 
• 
occurred in ~he vegetation from the. initial colonization thrdllth 
t9 the present-day formation. 




._ . . (1) to determine the arrival or the main arboreal species using -
. • 4 
. .. 
pollen concentration values and radiocarbon dates; and to 
' "' . . 
compare the arrival or these species with th~ival at 
.~ otlier sites, from previous .studies, in an attempt to -
•, 
establish Iriigration routes, 
• 
·' 
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(2j to ueertain the order in whielt species of Picea and 
Belula (in teriJU!_ of 'tree' and 'shrub') arrived in the 
.area, . 
(3) to discover whether the range o( Pinus resinosa was more 
extensive in the past, i.e. wheth~r the sp_ecies' present 
distrib~tion (see Figure 3.1) represents a relict dis;ttibution . . 
~ 
Climate: ·_- ' 
. . 
(1) to ·attempt, by _intetpretation or post~lacial vegetati?nal _. 
changes, · to deter,mine the sequence, of any climatic changes, 
. ·. . ' 
·and place the climatic history of the area within the 
regional (Atlantic) framework, 
(2) to _investigate the early stratigraphic seq~ences and poll~n 
. . . 
trends in order to identify &ny:Jate-glacial climatic 
oscillation similar tO that recognized by Anderson (-1983) 
I . ' . • 
and Macpherson and Anderson (1085). 
\ r • • 
~eglaciatior .. _ . / 
( 1) to_ analyze and r~diome_trically date pollen assemblages 
from the basal core segments in an attempt to determine 
the timing of deglaciation." To reach this objectiye the 
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Fl'gure 3.1: Present 'dtstrlbutlon of Plnua reelnoaa A!_!.,... 
showlng the geographlcal·area of 20 stands 
In three linea of occurrence. 
(Source: Roberts.198 8) 
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38 
(a) the sites are above the..marine limit 
(b) the basal dates are early for northcentral Newfoundland 
(e) the poUen assemblages of the dated material indicate 
an early stage in the development of the vegetation 
(Macpherson 1982a). 
Late Wisconsin Ice Ext.ent: 
( 1) Alternatively, it was proposed that were the lake cores to 
provide basal radi~n dates significantly earlier than 
' 
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&;Anderson 1085) u({the Halls Bay Del~~ site (Tuclr 1074), 
it would be possible ~ confirm ·the hypothesis of-limited ice 
\ in thelarea as -proposed by Grant (1077b) and Prest (1984) . 
• 
• 
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"-cHAPTER 4 METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Field Work 
I 
(1) Site Selection 
Several potential lake sites on the Baie Verte Peninsula were selected from 
1:50,000 topographic maps and colour air photographs based on their accordance 
with the following criteria: 
(1) above th~ marine limit, i:e. ~bove 75m (Grant 1gso). 
(2) within 200m of a road, for ere of accesS. 
(3) no through current, to .. avoi{sediment fiushing.~nd 
redeposition . . 
• 
( 4) with littoral sediment, as those without are 'likely to have · 
-
. . 
•strong,. temporally variable patterns of sedimen~ssiog• 
'(Davis ~ !!.1084, p.288). 
(5) preferably small, and with a rl!gular. .~asin morphology, 
to minimize the effects of sediment focussing. 
(6) an area free or carbonate-rich bedrock, to avoid 
.. 
' . 
contamination in the i'a~iocarbon assay. 
·During· field investigations in June 1084,· two lakes (Compass Pond, 
50°02'03•N 56°11'47•W and Small Scrape P-ond, 40°56'sg•N 56°05'17'W) were 
f, ' 
chosen a.c~ samplin·g sites. The remainder were. eliminated owing to difficulty in 
. . 
access, possible disturbance of. sediments (due to recent road or powerline 
" .... 
construction near the lake margin), or water depths beyond the range of the 
~ ' . ~ . . , . ' 
coring equipment. The 4eepest parts of the sampled lakes were located with a 
J • 
plumb line. At both sites, however, the greatest water depth exceeded the total 
f 
i 
.. . :' ~ ... - . ._I ~, ··: -- ' I I • • · '· .. ' .,. ~~. · : .,!_ ( . ~ _._ • • 
. .. 
.. , 
' I , , 
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lenJth or the coring equipment, so sampling sites were located near the lake 
centres with~ the range or the equipment . 
(U) Corlna 
~e lakes were sampled from two anchored boats b~lted together with a 
platform thro~gh which coring operations· were performed. A modified · 
• 
Livingstone piston corer, retrieving core sections with a Scm diameter and lm 
. . . . 
lenith,. was ~ed. A heavr plastic casing, extending from the platform to the lake 
fiOQr, en8ured ~e _verti~al p~ion of-the extension rods and corin_g)_ubes down 
. . I 
' ... -. .......... ,~ 
----- '. . .. . ~ ' i :J 
through the _sediment. 1 . 
· · Duplicate cores were retrieved from each site; one to be used Cor lass on .. 
.ignition; tlie other.Jor pollen an~y~!a and· radiocarbon -dating. To ensure a hiah 
degree or correlatio~· between the cores or each site, the second cor~ was obtained 
. .... 
from within a metre or tbe. rU'St. Seven sections were collected .lor each of the 
Compass' Pond (CP) cores. At Small Scrape Pond (SSP), the first core had four 
. . . .· .... . . . 
sectiollS, and the second core had three section~. · 
"'·· (the c~res were. extracte~ in the field, to e~sure that ·c<?mplete sequences ha~ 
been obttlne4, and placed in clean, rigid plastic troughs. The trough~ were · 
I • 
' 
} . . 
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~·~ :· ~ ,· . 
' • • ~ I ' 
·.; ... \' - -~~.:. ~ ·,.. 
. 
labelled, then plugged, sealed with plastic wrap and aluminum Coil and 
0 ~ • • 
transported horizontally to Me laboratory for analysis. Co~pr~ion ofcore 
. . 
segments upo~iraetion was minimal (a~ragin~ ~m) ~nd was adjusted Cor in 
. ~·- "T-
the sampling procedures. ' 
~Ill Vesetatlon ~flliYey 
t'> . .. . f . . • 
A survey of the modern fio~a and vegetation types in the surrounding 
•• 
landscape w~ made as an aid to palaeoee~logical interpretation. A 
' ' , . 
• ... 
' ' • • : I • •,.. 
' ~:~ ; -:: ··j":~r ;. !. • ';, ··~ ~~:·, ~· ;,. c 
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' 
reconnaissance survey-~k ~ce duribg the mitial·coring expedition. In Aug1Jst, 
1084 and August 1085, the sites were revisited and a more detailed list or the nora . 
' . .. . . . 
immediately surrounding the lakes and within the drlinag~ b~ins was compiled.· 
'\ ~ . . 
Most or the iquatic plants, and taxa occurring in the herbaceous, shrub and ~ 
, I 
, . o I ' 
J 
canopy layers wer~ identified to the species level either in t_he field or in the 
university. herbarium. 
. . . 
4.2 ·Laborato9'Analr~ls 
(I) Stratigraphy. --- '. · • 
. . .. . ' I 
. . . I ... 
. ln the laboratoey, the surface or the cores were scraped clean to lLvoid 
contamination a:t a result or smearing duri)lg core extraction . . Description or the 
... 
sediments included colour, using a Munsell Soils Colour Chart, composition 
"' (gyttja, e~y, sand), dePt~ at wbieb composition eban~d, and general consistent 
(fibrous, firm, jelly). ·. . 
f ~ 
(It) Radiocarbon dating --
Core segments with a vertical thickness or Scm were extracted at intervals 
along the cores and dispatched to_ the Geological Survey of Canada for . (\, 
, . 
radiocarbon dating. Since the initial object or the study was to analyze one site, 
it was decided that only the CPn core required several radiocarbon dates. 
Sampli~g was guided by (a) changesi\t sedi~ent_ com.position, and where. these did 
• • I • 
not occur, by (b) regular intervals. One sample w~ken from the tiasal cia~· 
gyttja (540.5~5cm) in order to _determine the minimu~date or degl~~iation. A 
sample from ·the t~ansition from gytlja to cl~y:gyttja (435-~0em) was extracted· 
. ' . ( 
in or~er to calculate ihe sediment accumulation rate or the clay·gyttja layer. Five 
·other sections were extracted at reg\Jiar intervals in the gyttja permitting 
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~-01 the SSP .cores, only one exhibited e. complete s ence ol deposits. Th·e 
. - . . 
. basal Scm of organic materie.l. ( 282-281 em) or SSP D WIUJ radidcarbon dated to . 
. . 
determine ·the timing ol deglaciation ol this site and pro 
the /basal date lor the CP co~es. 
ra4ioearbon da~ed . 
The basal Scm (315·32dem) of\SSPI was also 
I 
I 
(Ill) Lou OD lpltloD 
Loss on ignition analysis was performed on samples of the duplice.te cores 
(CPI and SSPI) in.tbe .fall or i.9~. The ignition loss prov des' an appro~imati~n ·or 
• • • 
the organic matter cOb tent or the sediment (Bengtsson· 1 ~). Changes in the 
perc~ntage .of organic matter eQnient th:r~ugbout a c:re is frequently relate~ to 
""· . 
terrestial biomass productivity (cr. La~b 1980). , 
. '-.... / Samples or 1cm vertical thickness were extracted every~ Scm from CPl. The ' 
intersamplejnterlatfor SSPI ranged from 4cm to 27.5cm. The procedure used :r 
\ . 
(aCter Bengtsson 1970) is .as follows: ~~ 
. ( 1) A ·~r~e)~J crucible w~ited for one hour at 550°0 \ . ' . "' {} ,j' ~ 
in e. furnace (Sybron/Therrilolyne 1400 Electric type), 
cooled to room temperatur~ in .a· desiccator and the 
. . 
. weight 2!·!1!! eruciblt(a) was determined • 
. ~ 
(2) A oedime~a~p~(-traosf~rred to. th~ cr~cible an~ 
drted overni1ht iD ~,oven at approximately 10S°C. · i 
(3) The iiomPie w.aa ~led in a desiccaior• and the Wei'ih~ _ 
2($,!--crucible an~ oven-dried sample(b) was 
--
..... '. . -
determiDed. The ~sample was pulverized in a mort$r; to 
. . • 
~ _elaure ita ~~mplete' lAfon ui the next step,· ~d 
.. 
, _./ . . . ' I . 
_,. . . 
>~f · .. ;:·. -~-":>-.-.~~ ... ;~ ·:/~.; ~--1 • ~- ~ .. : :_ . r :. ~-~} .·:. ;~ '\ .. 
-
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returned .to its crucible. 
( 4) The crucible with the dried ,sample was placed in a 
prehea~d furnace at 5()().550°C for approximately 2 
hours. Lids were placed~on all crucibles to avoid ash 
losses. Samples not fully ignited were removed, stirred 
-.... 
with a metal wire and returned to the furnace. 
'1 
(5} Alter coo~g in a.desieeator,.the weight 2.[!h! crucible 
and ignited sample(e) was determined. 
The ·cal~JJlation fo! loss. on ignition was: 
• b. c 
-- I 
, __ X 100% 








Although the cores were not systematically analyzed for macrofossils, -.r~w· 
plant remains were diScovered an$1 identified to at least tbe genus level. 
. . 
4.1 'POllen ADalrtleal M~oda · · 
< Q 
· (l) Sampling and Proeeuins . _ . 
· · Subs~ples of the CPU core were extraete~ ~t Scm ~nt;rvals. Pollen 
~ . . . 
an~ ol~h-oro, hi>~ as undertaken rant al lOc~. iiiteryals lo set il 
• diSsimil.rities between adjace\t- samples warranted closer sampling: Closer 
• 0 • ' · 
sampliDg was perform~ throughout most pf the el~·gyttja layer, at the· bue or 
: • \ I ~,.,. · • ' ' f ' • 
. . :·: 
·. 
·. ~ J , 












. I the gyttja·layet; and at several levels a~ .which ce~tain Ju:a peaked. It wu · 
deoided thai ~aly~ of tbo-S~n e.ore woll p...;vld~eetiac co;..pariloD oi' , . • ) 
. . 
early vegetation stages ... and migr.ation of lm}>9rtut. taXa.· There~ore, ~nly the··, . : :.~ 
bas&! portio~ of this !e (rrom. ~80 •1 me~) ~ ... aampled, at inte"all. or ~lOcm. . . .::·~~ 
' ~ '• . ' " I ' , ' ' ' o ' o f • ' ' ' ' " o ~ : # .~i• 
.. .;. .. , •. ·. -~ :· . · .. 
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• The standard method used lor concentrating pollen in sediments (Fa~gri & 
. . • . . 1\ 
lvenen 1075) is outlined below. " 
' \. 
(1) 10% KOa (potassium ·hydroxide) treatment to defioeculate 
and remove humic acids - KOH was added to lml 
sediment samples which were· then-heated to boiling in a 
' \ - I 
rater ~&th, strained through .• ~h crucible to remove 
coarse organic debris, and rinsed-with distilled water . 
.. 
. . ~ . . 
(2)· Acetolysis to digest csllulose - sainples were first. 
... ~ - ~ 
washed in glacial acetic acid. This dehydrates the 
••• 
·· )D&terial since_ th~ next step· is exothe~mic: Material was 
~ I 
acetolysed in a mixture or .acetic anhydride }~C020) and eone~n~ra~ ~ulp'u~e ~J. . 
(H~O 4) and bolled: in ~ water bath for 5 .minutes, 
then washed with glacial ~etic acid (to remove excess ·~ 
. . ... . } 
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(3) ·staining ..-d dehydration • safranin was added to the 
' -·' 
poUeniferous residue and the materi&:l was dehydrated 
,., . . . •· 
. wit~ tert~ b,Jl-tyl aloohol. Stainin~ facilitates the 
. . 
. . distinction between pollen lr.ms and other material 
... . . .. 
and increases the conttast ~ morph<?logical .details. 
. 
.... --~ -,.-)-Mountiiil. ~ the niaterial vi-.iD'OuDied iD silicon~ oil. 
'> 
' 
. . . . . . . 
Th~ mountill1 mediu~ ~as se,eral. advant~ ~clu~ing 
~ ,\ . . . . • .. · . . 
,I • 
. ' . # 
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. .. 
a low refractive Index proving good contrast for visual 
~ -.;: , • 41 
. . 
observation; the possibility of rotating,grains lor 
easier identification, and does not appear to cause 
. •. 
swelling {A2l~r.tJen 1065). ~ 
' ·-...... . 
Samples that' had a hlgb- minerogenie component were proe.essed with 
• 
hyd4o uori~ aeid. The trea~ment, inserted alter tbe KOH procedure and prior to 
ace is, involved boiling the sample rllSt in HF (--4.8% solution) and then il) ._ 
. . . 
,. . . 
dilut~ HCI in a water bath, each lor S minutes, to remove siliceous material . 
. • _ For. cl~y-rieb sa~ples, both ch~mical and mechanical .treatme~ts ~e.re 
employwf. T.he former, inserted prior to the KOH process, consisted of washing 
• • • ,' - 'I 
t • . 
tlie sample several times with a 5% 'sodium pyrophoSphate (~a4P 20 7) solution, 
and decanting th~ liq~id between two be~ers during the last wash to remo,ve 
sand particles. The latter,. treatment, inserted after ace~ lysis, entailed 
resusvending the sample in Na:f 20 7 and filtering cl~y particles through a 7 pm 
. 
-
mesh screen (Cwynar!! !h urro). 
PI) Absolute Pollen txtraetlo~~~qae 
Th.~ foregoing seetion allows fo~ only the 'relative' frequency, or th~· 
. . . 
perc~ntage or each pollen type to b~ detrr'mined. To permit the caieutauoJl· or_ 
'absolute' pollen frequencies, so that abundances of fossil pollen types are 
. . 
independent or each other, an exotic marker grain method was employed. A 
. 
measured· volume or a suspension or exotic pollen (Euealwtua) or known 
·. 
concentration was added to the lml sediment samples prior to proceuin1 enablinl 
the .dete~atio: ot t~n poUen .eoncentration (~ailll:em-3) u tollowa: ) 
t 
t 
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Fossil pollen counts 
X added pollen concentration 




and, together with sediment accumulation rates, as determined by successive 
... 
radiocarbon dates, the annualtPollen deposition rate, or pollen influx 
• 
(grains·cm·2·yr·1 }, was calculated as 
Fossil Pollen Concentration X Sedimentation Rate • 
[Ill] Microscopy 
--....L""'-....,. , 
· · Poll~'n identificati~n and eount~g was ·perrormed ~ver a seven month 
• 
period. A Carl Zeiss Jen& .. ~abovaf 2 binoeulu microscope was used at a total 
•' ) 
· magnification or x800, using a x40 objective, ·with x12.5 oculars and a binocular 
• • • • _'. , ' • , t ' ... I 
· inclined tube factor ofxl.6. The initial, ~oun.ting or grains at this magnification i~ 
0 • - \ 
samples from the. clay layer or CPU proved to be time consuming even though the 
sediment volume to exotic suspension ratio was adjusted to take into account low 
pollen concentrations (500-3300 grns·cm-3). Since these samples contained llttle 
I • 
extraneous material to obscure pollen grains, the levels were subsequently scanned 
at ~ magnification or x200, using a xlO objective. Examinations or rare and 
~ 
difficult grains were made at a rttagniti.cation or x2000, using a xlOO oil-immersion .. 
objective. Grain measurements were determined using an ocular mieronfeter 
• ~ # 
' . . 
seale, with on4t d_ivision e7ualling l.Sj,m at a total magoificatio.n or x800: 
Traverses wete made at regular intervals or 2mm across the microscope slides to 
\ 
avoid bias caused by the differential movement or grains or various sizes. 
P•J Pollen Sum ~ 
..... -· 
., ~ 
PoUen i.naly~ Involves & 'aequeaee or sampling. A sample or thO lake ~ 
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47 
' next, samples of the polleniferous residue are mounted on micros,ope slides. 
Finally, the palynologist must decide the number or pollen gfains to count to 
provide the representative proportions or grains settling on and incorporated into 
the lake sediment. 
--
- . ../ 
The selection or taxa included in the pollen sum is based on the members oT 
l 
1 
the population under study. Since ·:~he purpose cr this research was direct~d not 
exclusively at the forest history but includes the sequence or vegetational· changes 
. . ' 
. ~ 
following ·colonization, the pollen sum chosen comprised· shrub and herb (includi~g 
• 
Cyperaceae) as .weli as tree pollen. This group or taxa was regarded as 
representativ.e of the regional pollen rain. The percentage frequency or any taxon, 
' . 
' 




The percentage frequency or any other group namely spores, aquatics, 
Pediastrum, indeterminate, and unknown, was calculated by adding the sum or 
. . ' , 
the land pollen to the sum or that group, for example, ELP + £Aquatics, thereby 
precluding the possibility or any taxon .reaching over 100% (Birks &: Bitks 1Q80). 
The number or grains counted is dependent up~>n the number or taxa in a 
\ -
sample and enougli~ains should be counted to maintain constant percentages of 
q • - -
the pollen sum (Birks &: Birks 1Q80) .. A minimum count of 300 grain~, based on 
. \ / 
previous studies in Newfoundland (e.g .. Macpherso~& ·Anderson_1Q85), w~ judged 
.. 
as a reasonable pallen sum for this study. However, in order to attain this sum 
for the basal minerogenic samples, it was calculated that over 30 slid~ per sample 
would require scanning. I~ was therefore decid~at co!Jnting extra levels r_!ther 
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' • .• 
I· 
• 
, In the gyttja layer or CPU (0.440cm), the pollen sum or 300 wa8 exceeded 
by a~ average or _48 grains, requiring the scanning or ~pproximately 3 slides per ... 
, . " 
level. In the upper #ertion of the clay-gyttja transition (440.50.5cm) the pollen 
., . 
sum averaged 3~1 grains, and approximately 4 slides per level were scanned. lQ • · 
the lower portion or the clay-gyttja (505-545cm), pollen sums averaged UI·grains, . 
- . 
requiring approximately 6 sli.des per level.tln the clay layer (545-620cm), pollen 
. . ...... 
"" sums .fer aged 40 grains, ~equiring appr6ximately. 6 slides per level. . ; 
[vJ Pollen Dlasram Construction 
' . 
.... ~ 
( 1) Pollen· diagram format . ... · 
. . ' . _, 
The main results have been ·presented in the Corm or pollen percentage, 
.. 
l. \. "' .. ' . ' ... 
. concentration. and infiux diagra~_.(Qhapter 7 & Append.&). A similar. format~ was 
~ ........ .. 
used for all the diagrams to facilitate their comparison although n~t -all ~he taxa 
-
appearing in the per,centage and c(lllcentration diagrams are ~eluded in the infiux 
. . 
diagram. The POLSTA tourputer-graphics progtam was employed for data 
• • • 
manipulation and diagram construction: although pollen percentages and 
' I 
concentrations were determined prior to obtaining the computer pac\age, -
. . ' ' . ' ' ... 
• . \1 • 
. . 
radioearbon dates and sample levels were read intO the pr~gram~enabling it to 
calculate stdimentation rates and infiux values. 
~ . 
. , . ... . 
On the Car left of the diagrams (see Figures A.l, A.2, A.3, A.4, A.S) are 
. . 
. . ,. . 
s~own ~be radi~arbon dates (iJl correcie<l radiocarbon years BP) and the 
standard·devia!ions. To the right, ibe sediment lithology is represented 
schematically, ~ith descriptions at the base of the .dialram. Adjoinin.g the 
. ~ . 
lithology eolu~ are depths of· the core segments. The depth (in ·em) below .\ 
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corE! segments.- IDdividual curves for pollen and spore types1dentified aie · 
. 
givea. next and drawn to a standard scale. The occurrence of rare eiements (e.g. 
Epilo6ium) is designated by a letter, the code for which is given at the base of the 
4. . . 
diagram\ This main part or the diagram is divided into physiognomic categories: 
.. 
trees, shrubs, herbs, pteridophytes, aquatics, alga, with indeterminate and 
unknown forming separate categories. The categories are organized in such a way 
that those taxa occurring most frequently throug\out the profde ~e grouped at 
. - . 
the left. · The exception is B~tulq whi~h, because its pollen may· be of 'tree' or 
_,; ' .· ~ ' ' - . -
'shrub' origiii";is .,Placed on the f~ left of the individu~ pollen curves .. Further 
. . . 





To the .r~ght or th~e curves .on the pollen concentration diagrams are two 
' 
\colu~ns of figures: th~ Arst is the ~ollen su~ (ELP) and the second is the total 
number of pollen grains and spore types identified ( Etaxa). 
· On the far right of the diagrams are shown,- the results of t~e ~~Dieri~al . 
zoning program, CONSLINK, together with the local pollen JOnes: the zonation 
procedures are described in the following section. 
All three types of diagrams, viz. pereentage, con~entration and inOux, are 
. . . -· 
. presented in this study because a different sot of~ofmation can be e~cited" rr;rm ... 
each of them: Pollen percentage diagrams f~r example, indicate the taxa present' 
( ~n.d c~mpoeition ~f plant communities ~by t~eir ve~ na~ure; do not r~~i).· 
-
changes in plant abundance . · Pollen infiux diagrams,· on the other hand, can 
-;..... . . . . . ' 
provi~e information on the absolute abundance ~f indlvidu.al taxa and vecetation 
' - .. ' . 
. . ' ' 
density (Davis & Webb 1975). But pollen infiur ·diagrams ·are also subject to .• 
. . ' .... • ' ,, 
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misinterpreb.tion if sedimentation processes are overlooked. For example, 
sediment focussing may cause misleading changes in pollen influx without parallel 
changes in poll~n concentratitn. It is primarily Cor these reasons that all three 
diagrams (at least Cor one lake site) are presented. The coostr~ction of other 
' ~ .. . . ' 
diagrams (e.g. age/depth curve, loss-on-ignition) are described and ~xplained in 
the appropriate chapters. 
.r (2) Pollen. zonation 
-
·.To facilitate the description, comparison and interpretation of pollen 
' -
sequences, the polle~ d~agrams ha~e been divided into pollen zones (and.subzones) • 
I ·- . .. . . . 
here dermed as · • a body or sediment with a consistent and homogeneebs fossil 
. . . , . 
pollen and spOre eonte~t that·.is dis.tinguished .from adjacent sediment bodies by 
' --
. . 
differences in the kind and frequenci~ or its contained fossil pollen grains and 
./._ 
spores• (Birks"1073, p.273). These zones are, more accurately, pollen assemblage 
, 
zonel"ib-that they are •named from one or more taxa particula-:ly prominent or 
., 
diagnostic ~ the ':"'emblage, &lthou$h n&qle-givers need not be _conrm~ tQ..the. -. 
zone or found ·in every part o_~ it• (Amer.Comm. on Stratigraphic Nomenclature 
. . 
1061, Article 21(b}, _p.656). Poll~n zones ~&Vel_ been delimited Cor ·each of the two 
lake_ sites and are, .as such, aite.specitic and referr~ ~as lo~ai ~ones. Certain 
~ 
similarities between the sites have be~n identified, enabling a 'regional pollen 
z~natioh to be pr_oposed Cor the study are' '--. -. 
. \ ~ Pollen zon~ boundaries we.re located initially 6y visual .inspection of the . 
. . . . . - . . . 
percentage diakrams and were subsequently conr1rmed, for the most part, b,-. 
.. . 
• • • • .. • • 0 
·results or a numeric&l zonation procedure, CONSLINK (alter Birks 1070; revised 
~ . 
. . 
by Maher-n,,d, and pers.comm.). CONSLINK is a constrained sibgle-link analysis 
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and the. results represent the values at which the levels are joined together in a 
dendrogram: the lower the v~ue, _ the more ~imilar are the levels (Birks 1~70). 
Maher's revision of the prog'r~ .hitters in that two routines ha~e been produced: 
' ' . 
the fli'St, CO~ MIN, is based on that of Birks and ti~n the most similar 
item -alter the fmt; the seCond ro~tine, Co'NsLINK MAX, is I>~~· a mor~ 
rigorous test 9f similarity in that the least similar item iS tied on after the first. 
With this program, it is standard pz:ocedure to_ include (a) only pollen and. 
spores of ;on-aquatic taxa, -.D.4 (b) onlr.-th;,.e I>OIIen and BI>Or.;. whose v~ 
attain at lepst S% or the basic pollen sum iD at least one level in .. the p~ofile (Birks 
' . 
1Q7g). Up to eighteen pollen-types may be handled: with the Compass Pond U 
. . 
. 
• • 1 .. • 0 ,_ 
'data, these hiclude~ Be~~~a, Pic~a, Abies,·Pirius (total), Aln,, Coryloid, Myrica, 
Ericales,. Juniperus, SaJiz, Gramineae, CyJ?e~aceae, ,Ambroaia. Artemisia, 
Compositae, Sphagnum, Lycopodiuf7J,(total) and Filicales; with the Small Serape 
Pond ~ata, the following twelve taxa were considered: Betula, Picea, Pinus 
(total), Alnus, Coryloid; Myrica, Juniperus,_ Saliz, Cyperaeeae, Artemisia, 
· ··Lycopodium (total) and Filieales. 
(vl) Pollen-and Spore ldentlftcatlon 
' lnterpretati~n or the fossil pollen reeor<l is enhanced with the identification-. 
• • 
of pollen grains to the species level. In Newfoundland, this is particularly true of 
·'") . ·.· ' . . 
the genera Betula, Picea and, tO a lesser extent Pinus, the speci~ or ~hiejl are 
indJc•tive· or particular ecosystems (e.g. ror~t-tundra or borealfor~t) llnd 
. . . . ' . . . . . 
ecological conditioll$ (e.g: acid or alkaline soils; w~tland .or upl~nd sites). In many 
instances, however, the morphological similarity or members within a genus,·atld 
indeed within a family in the case or many herbaceous taxa, often precludes 
Identificati~ns to .a lowe/ taxonomic !evel • 
•· 
'. . 
I • :.,. 
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In this investigation, pollen and spore identification was primarily to the 
. ~ 
. \. 
genus. level. The deterpU.nation of rare and difficult grains ·was ; acilitated by 
- ·l 
reference to se:yeral keys (~rimarily ~~drews £! !!-Ut73; Faepi & Iversen 1975; 
Moore & Webb urr.s; Andrew 1080) and a reference collection/or over 200 modern 
aampt ... 3ertain taxonomic determinations ~ow.: 
Betula 
Several •tree' and 'shrub' species of th~ genus Betula occur in 
• Newfoundland. Morphological evaluation of Betula grains is not a suitable I . . ~ 
I ·• , . . . - ' 
method tor determining their parent source. However, previous studies have 
demonstrated the ~ibility of using grain di.~eter and grain diameter:pore 
. . ' 
depth ratio in differentiating groups of species (I;eOpold 1056; Clausen 1D62; ~irks 
_1D68). A recent study of five Newfoundland species ·of Betula (Dyer 1D81) 
indicated that it is possible, on ihe basis of size-frequency curves, to distinguish'-
•tree' birch from 'shrub' birch species although an overlap exists. The diameter of 
. . ' 
~. pap1Jrifera and B. lutea grains ranges from 24.5 to 35pm, wh,ereas the diameter 
of B. pumiiCJ and B. miehCJu:tii grains ranges from 18.5 to 26pm. In addition, _the 
. - ~ - . 
. d~ete;Qf. B. eordifol{tJ extends from 20 to 34 pm. ~ollowing th,at study; thirty . 
fossil birch grams were meuu~ed from · 1~. ~e~els .from _CPU and .from 3 levels .from 
SSPD. · Grains below 20,.m are classified as 'shrub' birch.· 'Because or the 
overlapping si1e ranges, grains in the range of 20 to 26,.m may have come fro~ 
either. arboreal or shrub 10urces . 
. . 
Plcea .. 
Both Pieea mCJriCJnca u ·d P. giCJueca occur in Newfoundland. In th~ study by 
. . . . ' 
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Peglar (1080) to modern sprure pollen from Newfoundlanj demonstrated the 
' 
possibility of distinguishing these species (see Figure 4.1 The method involves 
\ 
three stages, or identification: rli'St, the discrimination or 
material or known taxa is made; second, the fossil grains are assigned to one or 
- l 
I ~ 
. the reference groups; and third, the fossil grain is appropriately named {Birks·& 
. 
Peglar 19~0). In the present study, the m~thod of Birks~ Peglar, employing a 
~od~rn pollen data set fro~ samples collected. in NeWfoundland, was applied to 
' twenty fossil spruce grains from ~ach or six levels of CPU. Six quantitative 
- - . ' . ' ) 
variables were measured for each grain (total ~ain le~gth, corj>us.breadth, corpus 
, . . · . ' •' 
he1ght, saccus ·width at base, sac~us height. and m!Ximum saccus breadth) and a 
linear discriminant analysis was applied to the data. By measuring these . 
variables, the position of each fossil gt;ain on the discriminant function (see .Figure 
7. 5 ) was determined as: 
Rf = xt>.l + x2>.2 ...... x6>.6 
wher1, 
' .. 
Rf is the position or the fossil grain .an the 
discriminant function. 
x1 ... x8 are the variab~ 
>.1 ... >.8 are the discrimin~t function coefficients 
as given in BirkS &: Pegla~ (lgg()). · J 
During the· analysis, however, it was noticed that, because only whole grains 
. . 
• 
positioned in equatorial view were used, the method. may involve a morphometritt 
' bias. "Tha~ is, smaller grains m,. ... be--less likely to c~umpletand are ~ier to rotate 
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.. 
Two indigen<?US species or Pinus occur in insular Newfoundland. P. 
strobus. occuri throughout most of· the island except the Northern Peninsula, but 
P. resinosa1s limited in its range to central Newfoundland (sens~ D~an '\ 
lg83)._ A pr~liminary e')\amination or modern ~o~~~-~f~h~e species indicated the 
possibility or their differentiation. In P. strobus, nodules qccur on the surface of · 
• • 
the grain between t,he.bladders whereas these features ~re generally aosent in 
. - . 
grains c;>f P. resinosa_. Positive identirlcation is not always poSsible due ~ . · 
· deterioration (particularly in the basal samples), concealment (by rolde<l bladders 
. . . . , 
. . 
. or extraneous matter) or inability to rotate grains to .the required position. These 
-----




. Both Alnus rugosa an_d A. crispa grow in the study region. However, no ·" 
morphological characteristic nor size criteria have been Jound which adequately 





This category includes any triporate grains that due to deterioration or the. 
' 
.. 
pore structure could not be unequivocally assigned tO, for example, Betula or 
·Myrica. 
Rume~~ ._ 
These trizonocolporate grahi!i include ~pecies or Rum~ aid ()zyria. 
• " ' > • '· • •• 
\ _Be·cause of thei~ morphological similarity, no_ attempt was made to dirrerentiate 
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--Six species of L11copodium were identifiel namely, L. annolinum, L. -
. . 
clavatum, L. complanatum type, L. lucidu(um, L. obscurum and L. selago. Their · 
~ 
differentiation was based pri~arily on ty~e of sculptering, size of laesurae, grain 
Ahape and pres~nce or Absenc.e of nodes (er.M~drews .~ !1IQ73). 
. ·--- - . ~- ... 
Fllleales ,. 
. . 
Filicales includes all monolete, bean-s,haped spores, that h.ave a smooth 
0 • t 
• -- 0 
. surl~o .. perine, ~r are·deteriorated.--Spqres in this category may belo~g to 
~y-~f th~ f~llowin~ g~~era: Athyriu~~lenium, Cy~topteris, ~~;eris, 
Onoclea~ Polwodium, P~l!l~~ichum, Thelypleris and Woodsia. -
Indeterminable •, 
PoUen grains. and .spores iii this category include those which cannot. be 
• 
confidently assigned to any taxon because of deterioration v.e. corrosion, 
breakage, c~umpling) or concealment (by extra~~~ater~). 
Unknown~ 
• 
Pollen and-1J)ores that are well preserved and possess d~tinctive features 
. .. - . 
/ 
but for ' which no positive identification. can _be made a~e included in this category. 
4.4 Approaeha to Vegetation Reconstruction 
'·· J 
The interpretat.~on of th~ fossil pollen reco~d begi,;th. t&e dete~~i'n~tion 
·or the taxa prese~t, ~d their aJ1nidance·•t ~equentiallevels (time periods) in the 
, ;;,{·." . . ' 
sediment prdraJe: Past communil; ~eeonstructions are then atte~~te~ using this 
inr~rmation. With the ~eeptlon or one approach utilizing direct evidence (e.g . 
0 ; __,. 
p~ese"ed communiti~ buried intact u a. result or a audden .eatastrophe), the -
, 1 -rr , , , • • 
..... · ' . ) . 
methods of reconstructing past. plant ~onununlties must be inferential by nature. 
I . 
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The most widely adopted approaches ln Quaternary pollen studies are b~ed on 
' o ' ' # I 
._.J .. 
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. ... . 
.. 
........ 
, .... : 
··'• 
. ; ' 
the use of modern ~alogues:. present-day models extended backward in time. . 
. . , - . . . . 
__ ,· .. 
. One er ihes"e appro~h~ ~volves the Use of 'indicator _species''. defined· as 
• morphologically distinctive pollen and spores or taxa or narrow ecological or . 
.. .. . ' 
. . 
. -: 
• soeiolo~cal amplitudes today that are or di~gnostic or particular , . 
present-day plant communities• (Birks 
dl .. "'' 
The method assumes that no 
~-· 
significant change in the ecolog]cal &&a __ &&_ o.r sociological affinities or the 
e I #<f' ' 
' . 
.. • . J. 
·- _ .. 






o;.,; •• -{:( . .. • 
.. , . : 
best made using a group· or taxa: or similar · modern p~~reren·ces . rattier thap· a· · 
I 
sii(gle.ta:Xon. Whereas ·a change i~ .. he e~ological amplitude or a species caJMft'>t'be 
d. . 
te1ited, it is lesS iikely' that the rec;~uiremen'ts arid behaviour or a gt:oup or tax~ 
occur,ing together would differ significantly th.~ougli time (Birks & Birks 1080).- · 
~~ther ap~J}ach employed in th~ reconstruction ol past vege~J!tio_n types is 
b~ed~b the coylarison of fossil pollen assemblages With ~odern poll.en,_...._~~ . 
assembl~ges which characterize distinct vegetation. types. When the c~~arison · ~ • 
...... --. ..... 
successful, it ~ assumed. that the vegetation which produ1ced the fossil assemblage · 
- ~ . \ . 
. reseinble!i that producing the modern· assemblage. When no mat~h betw~en r~il 
. "" . . . . . 
and ~ontemporary pollen ~emblages can be made, it must be concluded that 
" .. . 
either the surface sample coverage is inadequate or there is no contemporary 
~ - . ' ') 
equivalent ror the p~t veg~tation (Lamb,lg84). Previous researe~ in .. 
, . . . .;~ . . 
' . . 
N-.vfoundland (e.g .. MeUars !gsl; Maephe~~ 1082b) ~as dem9na"ll:ated .that the 
.l ·:' t' ' ' • ' 





)lSe or the compar~tive. approac~ is 1l~lwaSrs teasi~le. Clue · prlJD&rily to the 
'paucity or local_ studies .or mode~n pollen•vegetatio~, relationships '~d the poor 1 
repr~ent~tion of certain tax~ 1'~ the pollen ra~: This IaUer. problem U. b~n . , 
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. . 
iterated by numerous researchers working in the J>rovince. For ex.ampl~ larch 
(L4ri:r ~ariein') is common. in low ·p~uctive forests in t~e· northern Avalo~ 
- ""Penioaula area'1Macpherson lg82b ), yet its poorly preserved pollen rarely shows 
t/11 • • 
' . 
up in the pollen record. Sim~arly, Juniperus communis and members of the 
.· . 
heath (Bric:aceae) family, including Ledum groenlandicum and Vaccinium, are 
t 
. . , 
vastly underrepresen~ed in modern pollem spectra (Morrison 1g1o; Mott lg71) 
~indering ih:-d~er~ntiation ~~vege~ation t;pes. fu a~dition, Cladonia, .an. 
" • I 
important eonstitue.nt ofopen tichen woodland and .a ma:in cOmponent or lfchen 
.. . . ..... , , .. 
. ' 
heath veceta~iQn types, which· together ~jver lar~ ar~ in . ~abrador and~ a 
lesser u~nt iD Newfoundland, is not represented in the pollen record. Such 
. . . 
•blind ~pots• are; t~e great~t cause of. difficult~ .encountered ~n distinguishing the 
boreal woodland and iorest-tundra 'zones. As yet, th~ most reliable ~eihod 6C 
' 
' 
diitfnguiahing the two zo~es is on .. the basis ·or ~tal polren inriux . . .. 
.. 
The. provenance of modern s'urrace samples consti'tutes another limitation to 
the use of the .eomparatiYe approach in this region. Where~ most fossil spectra 
. . 
are deriv!Mi from lake sediments or peat bogs, surface samples are obtained from 
~ . ~ 
lllQIS p()lsters in addition to bogs and lake dep<)sits. Modern pollen spectra. from 
• • ~ ~·" .1" ' . .. 
moll surfaees are pnerally overrepresentative or loealspecies. Lake sediment 
# • , . • 
: spectra, in contrast, ·comprise ·a .mixture of pollen f~om all surrounding 
. communities and tend to cb~ac:terize the regio~al pollen rain(W~et ~78}./ 
. r · • • 
Therefore, bued'n the.exp~i~nce or pre.vio'Us atudi.es m 'the r~on,~ 
. . . ( . 
~arietr or kpproaches to vegetaiitn reconStruction has been employed in this 
· ltudr, namely ·the comparative approach using pollen percentages and pollen 
• 
influx Yalues, ~be us\ of ~clicator species, and referen.ct to published . ,; 
# .. 
· iDterpretations of other fosail 'pollen usemblaps which lack modern analo"!es. 
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The Baie Verte Peninsula (formerly the Burlington Peninsula), 
approximately 500km2 in area, is located in northcentral Newfoundland and / 
I 
I 
projects northeastward into the Atlantic Ocean (see Figures 5.1 & 5.2). It·ls .1 
.. . ;-- } 
bou~ded to the east by Green Bay and ,trH>ame Bay, and to the west by ~ 
White Bay. -Hibbard (1083,1084) regards' the peninsula's.southern boundary to\e 
.' \ ~ . 
the major fault-controlled valley connecting Southwest Arm (40°34'N, 56-0 10'W) 
. . 
or Gree.n Bay with_ Birchy Lake (40°17'N, 56°55'W). Three'amaller peninsulas are 
' · . . '• - (""' - . 
contained within_,;be'Baie Verte Pen~~a: n&~:Dely .t~e Cape St. John Pe__ninsula 
in .th~ northe&Si, th'e Point Rouss~ Pe~insula between Ming's -Bight ·and Baie 




' . ' 
. Strong (1084) suggests that the geology of the Baie Verte Peninsula (see "' 
Figure 5.2) ba.s received more deta_iled stud'y than any other part ~ the province ... 
This interest refiecta both its economic and aeademic importance. The peninsula 
. . . . 4 -
h~ great mineral po't.ential, and the exploration and production oT this resource 
h.as continued since 1864. Indeed, it appe~ that far earlier than this (.ca. 200o 
, yrs BP), ~be Dorset J)eople utilized tbe·soapstone deposit at Fleur de Lya (Nagle 
1981). In addjtion,.th~ position or the peninsula at the f>9undary or the ancient 
North Amerleto ·cont!J!euf and the Iapetus Ocyn hu provided a testing ground 
- . I - ~ . 
for th~ application or plate tectonic 'theories (Hibbard 1083). . 
. . 





, ' . : 
._; 
. .. . . -~ 
been pub~hed by Hibbard (1083). n,is 'lau!.~1. from t\is source that the foUowins _ -
parqrapbs are deriv~. 11 • ~ 
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MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN -DEVONIAN 
[:ZJ Mixed silicic and mafic volcanic rocks, 
sedimentary rocks of post- arc affinity 
(Cope St. John, Mic Mac a 
Springdale Groups ) 
LOWER ORDOVICIAN 
Volcanic and sedimentary rocks of 
island ore affinity 
( Pocquet Harbour, Snooks Arm a 
Western Arm Groups ) 
Ophiolitic basalts, dykes and gabbros 
(Advocate Complex, Pt. Rousse Complex ; 
Betts Cove Ophiolite a Lushs Bight Group l 
Ultramafic and associated mafic rocks 
PRE- LOWER ORDOVICIAN 
ITTITT1I Dominantly semi- pelitic and psammitic 
llllill metasediments with underlying Grenville 
basement 
INTRUSIVE AND OTHER IGNEOUS ROCKS 
Granite 
Diorite and gabbro 
~ ' ' Dominanlly quartz- feldspar porphyry 
§.EHl Reddits Cove Gabbro 
§ Dunamagon Gran it e 
t2ZJ Cope Brule (quartz- feldspar) Porphyry 
~ Burlington Granodiorite 
Km 15 
Figure 5.2: Geology of the Baie Verte Peninsula. 
<Source: Strong 1984) 
I 
' . 
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- ' 
The Bale Verte Peninsula is situated at .the northern terminus~ the 
. . I 
~ppalaehian lieolosical and physiographic region~. ll Cor~ 'part \r the Atlantic { · 
• • II" I • 
UplaodJ Division of the Canadian Appalachian geomorphic region; \a gently .. 
~ 
· southeasterly dipping upland or rolling !er-.in (King 1972). The hills in the west 
' I 
and southeast parts or the peninsula r~ach aoo.asom.a.s.l. and· the lowlands 
•. between, including the Cape St. John Peninsula, range from 175-200m.a.s.l. 
\ 
-
The peninsula is .. bisected by a sharp structurar zone termed the BaieVerte 
' 
. . 
Line which trends north-northeast from Birchy Lake to Baie Verte, t~en east Crom 
• . . 
Bai.e V~rte to·Paquet Harbour. T~is reatup separates two tectonic zones: the - · -: 
,_- ' . 
Humber zone to the we5t and the Dunnage zone to the east. The eastern part or 
the Humber Zone, clUed the Fleur ~e Lys Belt, represents the eastern m~r~or . · 
the ~ate li~nlan to Early P:l~zoic North American ~o1:1tinent. The belt is . 
J~ely: silb~erged benea.$11 the Atlantic Ocean, north of the Bai~rt; Peninstfla. 
. . 
' • .. · 
·The so~theastern portion of the peninsula Corms the Baie Verte Belt and 
·represents the w~tern remnant or •fie Early ·Paleozoic Iapetus Ocean. 
' \ The. Fleur de.Lys Belt ~omprises three major lit~ic c~mpone~ts, namely a 
- ' . 










· intrusions. The -core of this belt, consisting-of migmatites, banded gneisses, I • I 
.. 
.._. metaconglomerate, and psammi\ic and semipelitic schists, is Hadrynian and 
possibly ·older. The ·cover sequence, named the Fleur de Lys Supergroup, is / • 
~ _composed of lour groups which co~ist or psammitic, semipelitic and graphitic . \ 
• 
: - 1 




aupe~u~ .to be of Late liad~ni~·-tO Early Ordovician. age. Bo.th the ~t~uctural 
. -
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The three major elements or the Baie Verte Belt comprise ophiolitic suites, 
f • . 
~ 
. ., 
. .; . . 
v.olcmic cover sequenc~ and intrQSive rocks. The ophi9.litic units are Early 




to Devpni.I\D. Various intrusive rocks cut the ophiolites and volcanic complexes. 
during the Ordoyician and the.,Sllurian and Devonian periods. At the southern 
end or the belt sedimentary rocks, probably of Carboniferous ~~e, ue exposed. 
. ' 
6.3 Glaelal Geo~orphol~p , 
1 The entire Baie Verte Penbisula. was glaci'ated during, th\Pleis~ene an~ · 
. . . 
. } 
most researc~ers consider the glacial deposits and many glacial markings to be 
related to Wise~ glaciation. However; opinion is divided as to whether these 
features (see Figu 5.3) are or Late Wisconsin origin (e.g. Hibbard 1083) or older 
. / . 
. ., . . 
(e.g. Grant lO.!J ; Rogerson 1082). 
• 
. .. . 
( ~arl; .workers on the .pen~s~la (Ma~Clinto.c~ & Twenhofel ~~40~ ~eported a 
. ' " ", 
. s~uef!Ce of till beneath .and overlying basal marine cl!'Y at the hea_d .ot Baie V: erte. 
« 
which they claimed paralleled a similAr seqtlence indicating ice retreat and 
.. . . . ... 
readvanee at Bay St. George, southwestern Newfoundland. Similarly, deltaic 
~ ! .. ' . 
de~it.s. with b.~al marine clays and overlyi\g ,Jla.ci~ outwash have been ~ou~d 
near the beads of Southwes~ Arm and Middle Arm (Neale & Nash 1063). Only • 
~me·~r the observed rosspiter9U8 ~aterial has been dated (see Table 8.1) ... 
.6 • 4 / • 
. More information is available on the direc.tion or glacial movement on the ;;; 
/ . 
. / . . 
, 'p~ninsula in the form· of striae, grooves, r~hea 4utonnees, crai ~d tail features 
and ~.ru~oid reatures"{Hib,bar~ I~);' In r.iral, t~~ eYideaee iadlea~ th: 
ice'fiowed northward lroar the mteril'!r the.aland ansJ_.radiated out from .the . 
. ~ 
'ceatre. of the peninsula (Hibbard 1083). The lo~landJ betwe!n Flat Water Pond 
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Glacial striae and grooves •.••••• • • · • • ·~ 
Esker (direct ion of flow known, unknown) •• • ·~~~~,,~~ 
Moraines •••••• • • • ••••• • .• • • • • • • • • t'"/"" 
Drumlins and druml inoid field , :::-·, 
(approximate orientation) ••. • • • · • • • • • ;~..;/ 
Boulder field •••••••••••••••••••.• -.'~~: 
_.~o;r 
Figure 5.3: Glacial features of the Bale Verte Peninsula. 
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• 
and Birchy·Lake served as an ic'\' divide (Neale~ Nash 1063}; to:tbe east rce 
flowed to Green Bay, and to the west ice fiowed to White Bay~ Lundqvis~ (1065), 
. . 
in describing sets or intersecting str_iae on the peninsula, suggested that the finer 
. . 
I and. YOUnger Striae resulted from local mOVements Within a Stagnating ice Cap .. 
- . 
Supporting this t,heory '\ the occurrence ol-hummo~ky ablatio~ m6raine in 
lowland area! between .Sa~dy Lake and FI!Lt Water Pond (Lundqv~t 1065). : • 
Ae'(ording to Hibbar.d ( 1083), the majority or boulders in till o.verlymg large 
/ . . ' ~ 
... .. . . .... . , 
_granitic bodies is derived lrom local sources. E~~atics ·rrom the central ultramafic 
: I • • ' • • • 
belt have been found west 9f Black Lake.'and east to Southwest Arm (N~ale & , 
. . . 
. • .. .. • • ! 
Nash '1963), and attest to the concept or a ·central ice divide. In contrast, ~ 
elti~ d~covered on · ihe west coast, near S~oai Point, ~as no loc~l· sou.rce' a~d . ·-
may h·ave E>riginat~d in ,the Long Range Mountains' or in La-brador (Hibbard 1983). 
' . . . . . 
. . 
. Emergence leature8 around the coast or the peninsula are indicative ol . .. 
. ~ . . . 
: I • • 
postglacial uplift: -~he highest' rec~ded raised s_horeline is a· gravel terrae~ at Seal. 
Cove1 White Bay, at ~5m (Henderson ·in Neale & Nas~ 1063}. . 
,..... . . " .I -. 
6." Jolla'; . ( .\: . 
•. It • . ' 
Orthic Hu,~Ferric Podt~!! and"?.leyed Hum()oFerrie, Podz~ls, develope~ in . , 
motainal mat~rials, are the chara~teristfc'IOils or the Baie Verte Pe~insula. The ~. 
... forme~ ·group *e .distin_guish~d by a light grey surface horizon (Ae) of 
:,' 
.,. appro?Cimately lOe~ depth.~verlyipg a reddish-brown horizon (Bf) or abOut 2ocin 
• f - . . . 
depth in wliich F~, AI, and organic matter accumulate (G~thrie 1981)~-
The Gley~ Humo-Ferric Podzols ~e siniilar,.eoinpriiing a thJck moulayer 
. . . . 
(Lf) and approxim~tely lOcm or duU grey sudace horizon (A~~rlying a b10WJ1 
-· 
· . to dark bro~n horizon (Big) ·app~ximately 26em 'thick. Both the Orthic and 
. \ r • . 
. .. 
Gleyed Uu.mo-Ferric Pod~ols produce r~ir-t9 good foreit growth. (Guthrie 1G8~r.-... · · 
. .. . 
·:··1 
• "l : 
.. ,. 
. .. 
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, . I 
In addition, Ortstein Hum0:Ferric PodzoiS, developed in morainal deposits, 
-............. 
are found on the penill$ula but are restricted' to the southwestern region near 
Hampden. The properties of these soils are si~ar to the .Humo-Ferric Podzol 
-, 
great group-except th•t the B horiz~n is stron~ cemented. Because or this 
hardening, lhe soils support~ither poor forest. growth or ericaciOus shrub 
I • 
vegetation. Souih\~t ?f Southwest Ar.m is a minor occurrence of Ortste~ 
' ... . 
Humo-Ferric Po~zols, developed in ~~io-fiy.vial_ mat~rials, , which similarly 
- , 
support only p<>9r forest· growth (Guthrie 1g81). -
&.& cttmate· - -
According to ·Banfield {UJ~l)l the Baie Verte PeninSula spans two climatic • 
' . . 
- . 
zones· (see Figure 5~4) . . The climate of the northern half is oceanic and forms p~rt · 
'or the East coast and hinterlands zone. The southern balCJorms pari of the 
. ' 0 . 
CentrallM,lands zone which h~· the most con tine~ tal climate or the island. 
• 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 provide_ a SUiiunarY of available c~atic data lor the region . . 
Data ,lor the Springdale station, to the east of the peninsula, is in eluded to provide 
- . r. . . . . . ~- . ,. 
better coverage. - ' ~ • 
I "~ ' 
Tb_e climate of the nprthern part of .the peninsula is infiuence·d by the cold 
. . . . . . . . . ~ .. 
f.:,abridor current. $outhward-'drilting pack ice ii 'usudly pr~ent along the 
.Dolbce~tral Coutnnt;i)'alt)n MaY ~d caD be prese~t until late June (Farme~ 
1081)~ Yet the frost-free periOd is slightly longer in the north, avera~g 07 days 
. ' . . - ' . \ 
. . .- . ... , . 
·at Bale Verte and 82 days at Springd~e (Env.Cda. 1082a)~ The average date for 
• • .. . ':.,_!• ' - · . . .. r . . . . 
· the last spring froet is June lOth and tha~ of the_ rust fall .~rost is September Igth 
· at Bale Veite, wher- J:un~ 14th ud·Saptemher&lh .;,..k th~ b ."( illg and end 
. · ~ . . . ' 1 . - ~ ' . 







Figure 5.4: Climatic zones of Newfoundland. 
(Source: Banfield 1983) 
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2. Central uplands. 
' ' . " 
3. East coast and hinterlands. Less wet than 1 (Q00.1200nlm per year). 
Oc~asion~ heavy precipitation with norj.hea:at,lly or northerly ailnow, especially 
in Gander areL Win~n cold with &0.10% p~ecipitation falUng as snow; snow 
c:over normally c:oli~uous at least:throughout February (longer to the no~hw~t.). 
~~~ , Cool, la~e aprinp with sea ice persisting until mid· May. Summers generall)ll warm 
..:-:.+.-_.-.~--~--:·and fairly sunny .. · 
' . 
4. Centrallowl&nda. Gre!l~n~entality. Annual pr~ipit~iion -~ • 
900-UOOmm. Winters colder and drier than 1 and 2, with 65-75%'precipitation 
,, 
,· 
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falling uanow; oecuiQnal very severe frost (minima near ·26 to -30°0), especially 
iD Exploits and Humber Valleys and near Green•Bay. · Spring arrives ·relati~ely 
. . earlier in ilumbtt V alle,a.. Summen warm and moderately sunny, with inaxima 
often 26:"32~ 4urba~ SW-_SE a:irflbw. ·Least windy ~d least tOW area. · · .. 
--
- . 
&. West .coast (Bonne Bay and south). 
' . 
6. Northern Peuinsula; ·. \ \ 
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Table 5.1 Climate Data for Bale Verte, Newrouudlaod 
49°SO'N 56°11'W 110m 
Jaa Feb Mar Apr May Juu Jul Au& Sep 
Daily 
Max. Temp -3.6 -3.7 0.0 . 3.6 0.0 UI.S 21.2 19.8 15.4 
Daily 
MiD.Temp ~ -~12.7 ·14.4 -0.7. -4.1 0.4. 5.4 10.0 0.5 5.5 
Daily 
Temp. -8.~ -0.1 -4.8 -0.2 . u ' 11·.0 15.6 '1-4.7 10.& 
. . ~· .. ,. 
.,. 
. ... '· · ~ 
Oc& Nov Dec Year 
r ' .. l 
~ 
o.a, 4.4 .0.0 7.6 
0.0 -2.6 ·0.0 -1.7 




















Raiaran ' 30.4 u~o 20.8 24.0 G0.2 74.4 60.1 05.7 04.4 as.• ·so.G 32.o 700.8 
Snowfall 75.6 72.7 60.8 38.6 '0.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.o~ 30.0 77.1 3G0.7 
Total 
Prec:lp. 104.683.3 82.0 63.5 GO.O 70;4· 60.1 0~.7 04.4 100.7 112.0 ll0.1 UMJ~.7 
Days with raiD - 2 ' 2 3 4 10 u· 10 12 ..... ' 13 8 3 02 
Days wltb Snow 10 8 10 6 2 0 0 0 0 1 • .. 9 so -
Days wit~ Preclp. 12 10 11 10 10 11 10 12 13 '13 12 1~ 136 
Depee Daya 
Above 6°C 0.1 0.2 0.5 3.4 41.0 l'tS.G332.4 300.6167.0 46.0 10 . .2 1.3 1080.1· 
Units: Temp °C 
Rainfall mm · 
S.uowtall em 
Total Precipitation mm 
Source: Caoadlu Cliptate Normals, 1051-IQBO. 
. 
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Table 6.2 Climate Data for SpriD&dale, Newfouadlaad 
40°30'N 66°6'W 231Q....--




Max. Temp -2.4 -2.8 1.2 5.2· ·11.4 1&.0 22.5 21.3 16.6 10.6 .5.4· ..0.2 8.0 . 
, 
· . . nan, \ .. . ~
Mii.Temp ·12.6 ~13.4 -8.7~0 u S.8 11.0 10.~ 6.6 1·.8 -2.1 ·0.1 -1.1 I 
Dallt .· . . \ ,, 
16.8 11.1 ._ Tenip · -7.6 . -8.0 . -3.8 ' 1.1 e;3 U.O 1G.8. ·6.1 1.7 ~.7 3.0 





--· RalafaU . 27.8 12.7 34.G··-s1.7 Got.~. 78.8 -'t1.6 . g2~8 1f1.V· . ~s.o ;.o.&. a~.4 718.2 . 
SaowraU 67.2 :63.8. -tU 21.s · us T o.o-.. o.o o.o 2.7 1.f.3 40.7 244.2 
,,· ·. 
-Total 




· . D~i wltb. RaiD ' l1 _s \ ~ 3 .:.r- · 3 • 0 ... -10 0 ·10 1.1 4 84 Daya wltb Saow . 7 - IS 6 ••• •• 0 0 '- 0 0 . • 2 8 ."--. '31 
• Dg_a wi&ta Prtclp: 0 . ' ' -7 g 8 . 0 10 0 11 1() ·u 10 JO . 11~ 
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... -
· .. · 
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ltl , •i " 
r ') ..  , ·~ . ~· . 
1• ' • 
.. 1. 0: 0 
~ ' : .· 
Uaita: Temp °C · 
• RaialaU mm . 
SaowfaUcaa 
Tobl Precipibtioll mm 
T Tnce amou&, I.e. <O.lmm or liqald precipitatloo 
Ol' <O.lem of 11owfaD troseD.preeipl\atlon. · 
• amoaata· <a.G.6 except aero . · ·- . 
• . I • 
Soa.rc~: Cuadlu CUmate Normals, 1061-1080. 
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often oeeur ~ the early part of the· v.egetative se~n in the south (Darnman 
··' 
1Q83). 
The mean temperat1lre of the warme!t month is·15.6°C at Baie Verte 
(Env.Cda. 1082a),_ but.lfhen nor.therly and easterly winds prevail, the not.thJrn 
-, 
area experiences sudden .cold spellS' in the sa1mmer (Damm.,!.n 1083). The mean 
.... . ........... . . ' .. ~ . .. ' 
temper~ture or the warmest mont\ at Springdale ~ 1S.8°C (Env.'Cda. 1082aJ. 
. .. .,. . 
The southern · p~t or the peninaW. Is .also on(or t~e_ leut wmdrand J.eut ~" 
' .. ' • ' .. 11 • • • ' • .. • ~ 
_ar~as or tbe province.(Banfield .1081}: The number of dep:ee..days.above S°C _ 
• . I . 
' .. .. ' . . 
varies little between the -two areas, being slightly over 1200 in t~e 'south &D<l . , 
• I I - ' • • • 11 ' .. '. • • • • · , ' • 
betW'een 1100 and. I~ in the north (Banfield JQ81; Env.Cda. 1082a). : ·. 6 · fit 
• ~ ' ·: t • 
. . 
. . -
The appfo~ina~e ~sngth or the v~~ se~~ (bas~ ri? ~ -ihr:~h~ld ~r 
5.5°C) of the Baie Verte Peninsula -is 150 dayt- D~ring this~od the _northern6 -. 
f .. • . .. 
. . 
• i . 
i . 
. 
,. '· 4 . 
I. " • 
~ . :. 












. . half .expe,enees slightl~ lo'!~t m~au temp~r~~~res (l3-14~C) than ~oes L~e /. ____ ~ · .. .. 
~- ... • southern ball ( 15.5-16°C)1(Damman 1076). The peninsula ~eives somew~at lea· _ . · 
' . . . ' ·· ) ... .. .... 
., 0 • 
~· . : 
precipitation tba,u the rest o!Jbe island ( ~:uaom~ annually) (Env.~da. 1082a) 
-,. and thjs, coupfed .with war~ suuime,.S and high evapotr~nspiration losses 
' 
(Damman ~083}, makes it one of_ tbe dr~est p~rtS or the island, _ 
. - . ·. ' . :\ . 
• · , _. -. I 
Winten a.re c:~l~ t~ro~khouit~e region; .t~e-mean tempe_rature of Jt eoldeat 
. , . ' 
month reaches ... o.t°C at Baie Verte and ... 8.0°0 at $Priogdale (Env.Cda 1082aJ. 
. ' . 
' . - . . ' 
l!ndoubtedly t~e tempera~ at t~eststations' are tempered .b~ t_heir position at' 
the heads or inteta, ·aitd higher inland areas probably expel;eaee"far lower ; 
-~ 
" 
--- . . ·-t4!mP,er~tures: Thwmount or winter preeipltatioa railing aa IDOW "'similar for 
. ... . . . . ------
. ' . . . 
· both areasj 50.'l0%Jn the-north·~d 65-]5% tn the ~utb :(Banfield iOSl). 
. . ' 
' 
·.· : . 
·, . 
,_ I· 
. • 4 
·' ._,
..., ... 1 
f;.,. t " ,. ... (\· : . -- ·... . II'S ' .. . _.:1 ... ::~ 
.. 
t·· _ . ..... ' 
..; ~ ··. . ' ', 
. ' 
.. ·, - . 
~ ' . 
t. • . • 
· '. ·-
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Howe·rer, mow cover petsiats for a longer period in the north, and in the south, 
- . 
ve~ severe frost is oc~asionally experienced (Banfield 1081). ' 
• &el VeptatloD . 
, Th~ Baie Verte Peninnla lies in Forest Region 3 (Govt. qf Nfid 1074) which 
.. ' ' . ·'-. ' ' '..... -
t 0 • ' .... "
· -encompasses northc~ntral Newfoundland. 4 breakdown or the lan~ class areas Cor 
., 
this regi~.,r.nd percenta~es. or gross merchantable volume are present~d in Table 
. . 
· 5.3. The table· indicates Picea marjtJ~a, Abiu balaamea and Betula (mainly· B. 




More· reeently, Damman (1083) has divided the island into eeoregions sod 
... 
the Baie Verte Peninsula bridges two such regions, Damely Central•Newfoundland 
. . 
• . ' : • t 
ud.the North :Shore (see Figure 5.5). In the former ecoregiC?n,-Abiea balsa~etf ·-~ -
. . ., ' .. . 
roresta predominate in areas undisturbed by fire. Kalmia~black spruce llld 
. ' 
Pl~urozium-balsam lir forests are also common (Daounan 1064). In the northern 
part or this ecoregion Picea mariana replaces Abie• baltamea as the dominant 
. . 
.JI. ' - ' ~ .. , 
tree. ThiS is a result of fires which, between 1958 and 1074, burned over 46,000 
' ·• 
. ! 
~a ~r rorest lanCt (Damman 1083). According~ _records, extedding back to'tbe 
early1600s (Wiltotl & Ev~t 107.C), t~e Qaie Verte Peninsula has experienced . 1 
.. • • ~ .. • .. , 'I • • 
-nurneroUJ forest fires, althoush the aoutbern an~ central p~ta Of the peninsula are 
. ., . 
"'!l'' ·aevere11. prone . . rire rr .. uencr in th~ ~~thern part or this1ecoregion hili 
_,.. 
alto, bat to • ·lesser dter•. promoted the powth of &lula1~p~~ and 
.. 
·· . lbptll•i lrtm•loitlet ttandJ. In addition, .frequent forest fires have often been 
. ' . . . 
f ", I . 





beatb communiUee on poor eoila. RUed bop oc:cur tbrousbo\1& \hi Ceatral · 
i . . • . ' · . - . . . . .. . 
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Table 5.3 Land Class Ar"as ~~Gross Mer~hantable 
Volume lor Northcentral Newfoundland 
... 
(000'• o( aeres) (Pe.r.~entage) 
' Productive forest 
Hardwood scrub 
. Softwood scrub·· 
Bog .. ., 
· Rock b&l'ren ' 



























\ ~- {OOO's of cunits) (Percentage) · 
' . 
,'\· .Black s~ruce 





Birch , • ., . 
Other hardwoOd 
.. ... . 




115.4 . .• 
412~ ., .. 
2,341!"61 
048.7 
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Figure 5.5: Ecoregions and subdivisions of 
the Island of Newfoundland. 
<redrawn from Damman 1983). 
!=Western Newfoundland, ll=Central Newfoundland, 
III=North Shore, IV=Northern Peninsula Forest, V=Avalon 
Forest, VI =Marl tl me Barrens, VII =Eastern H yper-o cea n i c 
Barrens, VIII=Long Range Barrens, IX=Stralt of Belle Isle. 
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To a large extent, the North Shore EeoreJion is similar to the Central · 
. . . 
Newfoundland Eeoregion. However, Picea glauco is more abundAnt, stands'of 
Populu• lremuloide• are absedfil!d Alnua cri•pa occurs on both dey and wet 
' ' ' 
sites in the northe~ ~oregion. In &4diti~n, Alnua criapa predom~ates in the· 
• . . t / • • 
alder &wamp~, as A rugoaa is rare in ~~orthem part o~ the Baie Verte 
1 
'\ 
Peninsula (Damman 1083). '·f'- · · · 
. , 
Most arctic-alpinlplants on·the Bale Verte_ Peninsula are,t-estricted to the 
" '" .... 
/ 
' ' 




. ' . 
hills. However, a few sp~ies, namely Comua aueeico (Northern DWarf Cornel), 
/ E_mpelrum alropurpurtum (Purple erowber,;; and Vacei~iufn f.lijino•;.m (Bos 
• 
\ 
; li ' 
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. Compass.Pond (50°02'03•N, S6°11'47•W, grid r~f.5 580 55 425) iA situate'd · 
4km from the eastern coast or the Fleur de Ly1 Peninsula and 12.2km' north of the 
. _, . . . . --- . I . 
town of ~·ai~ Ve.oute 4iO (s;e Figure · ~.!). It is weil ·above the f:Stun4ted 
marine limit or ~~m (Gr~ 1080), lyin.g at an elevation or ap~,;,ximately · • 
236m. ._ · ·-......:. • • · 
-......... ~-~ 
(II] To~srapli,- i '" 
./ _j .. 
4. .r"'\.~ --
The l~e oceu'n in an ar_ea or rolling terrain and summits ot 320m and 200m· 
li~ the southwest ~d southeast or the lake. Its:eatchment i:' und~rlain by 
.. 
.. . 
ridged bedrock or sc~ists with minor greensehists and m~ble or the Eoca~brian 
. ' 
. . . " 
. to Lower Ordovician Rattling Brook Group, or the Fleur de'Lys belt (Hibbard 
. . . 
losat and is veneered wtth morainei{G~thrie 1981). Although the site lies just 
t . . ,\_ . . 
.. 
• 
north or the. Exploratory Soil Survey region (Guthrie lOBi), it 4ppears that -i' ., . · /. 
. . .. /'', -
_.lhallo'.' Gleyed Hum;,.Ferri~. o_r Ort~ic Hum~Ferric Podzo~ arci the .dominant sbil" ~: 
.~ 
.. t· . . 
typ~. 
• ... I 
[Ill) Lake Char~terlatlea and Dralnaae 
. ·. . . . - . 
• · · This small headwater pond, with a surface area ot ea. 3.5ha, measures 
. . ·.· . 
. ) . . ' .· . 
approximat~ly ~sd·x~O~ .wit~ its lo~gitudinal ~is trending north-northeas~ (see 
. ' . ' ~~.cur• 8:1), reneeting the str~ctufe !>r the underlying bedrock a:~ the path or . 
glacial erosion (Hibbard 1083). One small outlet drains the lake to the northeast 
' ., ' . . ~ 
and the only ln~w il provided by a small ditch draining a culvert at the 
southeast enct The lake's catchment Is small, ca. 43ha. · Coring was performed in 
, 
.. 
~ - ' ~ ' -· 
: ~ . 












~ Swamp ® Route410 
C P Compass Pond 0 1 km 
SHC Slaughter House Cove 
SC Seal Cove 
Contour Interval 100 feet 
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the centre of t.he lake wher~ water depths vJrr (rom 2-3m. A ·maximum 'depth or · 
.;· .. 
' -over 8m wu recorded· at the northern end while an extensive shallow area, less 
. than 2m, oceun at the southern en<t . 
... 
i [lv] VesetatloD .. 
. , -
Taxonomic nomenclature (ollc:)WS Gleason and Cronquist (1Q83). Abund"ant 
• ·Nuphdr variega1um and a small clump o( Lobelia Dortmanna are the only 
aquatic plants supported by the lake. MJ!rlca gale is abundant at the water's 
. . 
edge. Other shrubs immediately surrounding the lake include J(almia .fl 
~ 
angualifolium, ·Ledum groen/andicum, Sa liz diaco/or, S. arwroca~ 
\; . . . 
Chamaedaphne ·ca/Jiculata and Alnua crispa. 
At the sOUtheast side or the lake, where the ditch enters, Cyperaceae 
- . . 
. (in eluding Scirpua' "'6rotinctua) and Gramineae (ipcluding Calamagrostia 
Hckerin,li) are. abundant. Sangui'::ria canadenaie is also ~om.mon; whereas 
Aater puniceue and.Hab~naria dilatata· are infrequent. Sunny and damp ,areas 
adjacent to the 'lake favour the growth pf )'teridium aquilinum, Oamunda 
. I 
e/aJIIl!]lia, Equiaetum aJI/vaticum; {uncua effuaua, Carez 6"'nneace~~. Vicia 
' -• . • . • . • a. . • 
cracca &n9 several shrubs inehiding Soliz spp., Comua etolonifera and Rubue· 
t'dae.U. A small bog southeast or the lake supports CypeJ&ceae, Graniineae, 
' 
Songu.ieoria canadenaie, Alnua and low Picea mariana. 
· In sunny and disturb.ed areas (along the roadsid·e and on t;op of roadcuts), · 
·., 
·' 
·~eedy' spec1es 'Me typically. abundant, including Tart.~zacum officinale, Achillea 
Mi/lefo/ium, Trifolium, Anaphalie margaritacea and Epilo6ium anguelif~lium. 
...,rie~· popfJriJero (and ~ibly B. cordi/olio), and ~mall treei of Populue • . 
,. . . . 
lremuloidet, Sor6ue, Pnfrau• peneuloonica and Acer "'brum occur at the forest 
.. 
:.. 
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, .,_ ·: ;•""' , • f 0 ~ ~ , f ~: I 




"""' - ... ~ ... 
.., e'1~e _t9jether·witb Saliz shrubs~ Alnua eriapa, Co~u~ atoloniie~ and the 




' . Most ol·tbe area is covered with a fairly dense forest, similar to Damman's 
· /~64) Kat'mio-Pfe~~tui.. forest type, comprising Reea and ~i•• kl•a:!ta_wltb 
I -resier amounts or Betula -papyri/era. Kalmia an~atifolium p~edominates in the 
\ . 
) . . shrub layer. RhododoJidron co_nad.;\.~, iedum ~/ond:_m, Linn••• 6oreGl~•· · · 
· . Gaultheria hiapidula, Vaeeinium anguatifolium, V. ovalifolium, V. Vitia-/daea 
. • It • 
...,.. _and Sorbua ~e'· also present . .Jn additiQn, Ta%UI eanadenaia, Aeer apicalum, . 
Viburnum ~dule ~Aralia nudiea~~~ occur in the ~nderstor.y in cool.and\hady 
lowlan<l.ajtes. 
..· 
. 6 . . 
_Mosses and Co~ us canadensia profusely carpet the forest· floor. The herb 
layer also cont~s Clintonia boreal(!; Trientalia borealia and,_ infrequently, . . 
.Maianthemum canadenae, Galium triflorum and Solidago Jaerophfllla, the two:,·· 
. . ........ 
,. . . latter 'species growi~g _in cool d~p s.iteso Several fern speeies; including,__ "\ 
· ' Athrrium Filiz~femina, GflrTinocarpium DrJiO,teria and Pleridiu,;. aquilinum~ · ~ 
• 
..,.. . ' · 




· · S_evera~shrubs and her~ dominate the small cutover ateaa, namely 
. ·, 
\ 
Vaceinium angu~tifolium, V. otJtJiifolium, V. Vilia-/daea, Ainu• eri~pa, Corn~• 
canodenaia, Clinfonia ~re~lia _ and Epilo6iuf!1 angutfi/oUum, while. seedlinp of 
.A.6iea balla~ea. and Betula pap1Jrlfera abound; 
Although Damman (1983) lists Pinua tlrobua and Alnua rugota u lfOWiDI 
. .. ' . 
in the tiorth .Shore Eeoregion, ~either. sp~lea waa _round near the alte. ' ' 
' . . . .. . . . . .• .;a. . . 
• • ' ..., I 
0 • 
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1.2 Small Serape Pond · •. 
(I} ~.t_lo~ -~ :_ . i ._· . 
~ . . . 
This lake (40°56'5D,•N, 56°05'17•W, grid 'rel.5 657 55 325) lies 4.5km 
:. . . ., southwest or Ming's Bight on Route 418 and:is approximately 15km southeast or 
Comp~ Pond (see Figure 6.2). ·At an ele':ation ol appro~im~tf!ly 122m, it ·too 




•' ~~ . ~ , ._ 
r: (II) Toposraph7 
. The site is in .an area or r~ck knobs which reflects the compl~x bedrock 
. ; . . . 
structure or the Dunnage T-ectOnic Zone!· The area ·to ~he southwest is underlaiq , 
. . ' 
by .. mafic voicanic and volcaniclastf~ rocks· and diabase 'dikes or the Middle 
Ordovicia~ Paquet Har6our Grc;;up. Immediatel(-northeast or the lake the hills, 
. - . ... ( ' 
~ising tO about 170m, consist or serpentized ultramafic rock or.the Point Rousse 
Complex or L~te Cambri~ to Early Ordovician age: · Th~ area to the north and 
. , . 
' . . . 
east is underlain mainly by gabbro and metagabbro or the Point Rousse Complex 
(Hibbard 1083). -M~raln~ ven~e~ with bed~k 'exposure is charaeterbti~ or the 
p . • . 
;, 
area, and well-drained but shallow Orthic. Hum~ Ferrie Podzola are the main soil . 
. '. ~-- · ' 
type~ (Gutlift4.1.08.). 
\ . . 
;_:.. .. .. 
~ - . 
.. 
.... . 
• • pu] ~ake :ch&r.Cter~tlea ud J>r~aa• 
Small Serape Pond is an elongated w~ter body t approximately 4~5 X 50m - 1 
' \ . ' . 
.. .. . . . . . ,... ., ' . 
f~ --~-r--- , wi~h ~ aurfae.e . ~ea or ea .. 3~6~~· lb no~~hw~~ t~end ~~~structurallY c~ntr~ll~d by 
{. a mljor fault, .,.e. Scrape Thrust Fault. It ~ a hea4water pond dr~ning 
• ... I 
0 
° f 0 ' # ' 
• ~ • f . • . ,f 
. . . b~rthweat into Scrape Pond and has_ two amall P,llets: one at.~~~· 80uthwest aide, . 
. • • , · • i • .• 
• a o l' \'\ "' 0 0 • ' ·~he other at the north~est side. The alae or ~ta catchment, at ca. •7ha, is similar 
• • I • • • • __ ,..~ t • • • I • ' , , 
.... & 4 .• ' 1 4 ' • • .• 
'·. 






. - to that ol.the, Compua Pond. Travenes or the lake determined the deepest parts . I • 
,..,..... .. .. ~ .. 
,. 
.'tt , 
' . .,, 
,. 
... :: ~ 
. • I 
, , ' \ 
' 
' .:.> .. '~.· -~ t •• :,· J,.' .. .. 
• . ' -~·- . ~ .. ~-· .• . ;:,J_...,  ,._, .... ,_ ., · .. 
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Figure 6.2: Topographic map of Small Scrape Pond area. 
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~.be .a~ ~be· wtp~rn end (over 6m) and just east or the_ island (about 7m) and the 
·. · sh&il~west parts -~ be at the e.;~rn end (2-3m) and-just wes~ of the island (3-4m). 
. . . ~- . 
The· two coringfciCatio~ were in_.the western half or the lake in a water ~ept.h or 
' - ~ 
'\. f I 
.4 }~~m.'· · ".·. .• 
... : · . [~Y] V qetatl~~ z; • .. 
-- . 
. . 
The on.ly aquatic species growing in the shallows or Small Serape Pond is 
·. Nupha; ooriegatum. Cyperaeeae and Gramineae are abundant at the lake'~-edge 
. ._ .. . . . 
. . . . , 
.. ps are Alnua; Murica ·gale, ~a liz, · ~ua1 Char_naedaph.ne calgculata, 
Sangui~orba ca'nadenais, ~nd clumps or Potentilla fnJticosa. • 
. . '\ : ., . . 
. The as:~& tO the sout~ and west or the lake bas .been.logged and the 
. . 
• 
see6nd~~ growth eonsis~_inainly or Betula papyrifera, A~-6alsamea a~d 
:.f¥unua pen•ultHJnica. To the northeast, the forest ea~~py' is sJmiiai' to that . .... 
. . 
surround!ng Compass Pond. The area suppor~ a dense shrub layer dominated by 
i . 
~dum ,groenfa~dicu~d Kalmia angualifolia .. Vacc:iniu~ an~atifolium, 
~,.,............ :-- ( . . # 
~eria his~du_la,, Comua atolon~fera, Amelanc~~e_r . 6artramiana, V. .. 
I • • ' . 





~early impese~r-~le shrub layer ~~· ~esu~ in an impoverished herb ~ayer or.: - --





t t • . 






.. ' ' 
,• eomPc>neat.. At sitei where. th~ shrub·-Jayer.is less dense and near the edge ot tb~ ~· 
·w~s,.,Ara.lia .nudictJtdii, Actaea ru6ra, S~lidago mae~hJIIla, ....,.,~e~ u.m":l.lalu•, 
$lrepiOJ*• ~~~~ezifoliua~eridl~rra ~~~d{inum and . ~elwleri~ ~~~~;,;, occbr. 
. .. . 
Tazua can~d,.;;,, ~6u~mu~ .e~ule; R(ba "~nduloaum . and Saliz (~.altaiJI _S. 
. '( ' . . . . 
... . . . 
· .. plani/oliti ar, allo encountered at the-forest edp. . _ _ :.. · ( , 
' '" ' ,• • ;. ' ' · . I ' ' •, I .... '\. ~ ' 
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- •'.:. • .'t' ~ o':l.'~ :~ .~:- t _(..•:·•• ... ~-~:.-~ 
. . 
·-- ~ v \ 
these sites: Betula michauxii, Picea maria~a, IAri~ l~ricina, Alnua, ~uniperua, 
. .. 
Myrica gale, Andromeda glau~Qphylla,/Potentilla fruticoaa; Utrieul~ria corn uta, 
iial~rum, Triglochin maritima ·and·Cyperaeeae ~eluding Scirptn\cprinua 
and Carex michauxian~. • .,} ~~ - --· 
.-
• > 
. · ,, 
,4. : • 
•, 
• • ___ .. ~ 0 
The character or the vegetation changes gradually Crom the so~thern to northern __ _:_ ·. ~ . _ 










parts of the Baie Verte Peninsula. Near the coast, the area is covered by_ p_oorly 
... 
. . .. 
-developed forests or barren lands; The two study sitesr-bowever, are located 
about 4km from the coast so tha~ the effect of wind expo8ure is not a great factor 
----









are situated near the boundary of two ecoregions (aenau.Damman 1083). In terms 
. . . 
or both ~omposition and· structure, the vegetatiop or the· two. sites is similar ltftd 
. . ' . . 
t · • • 
may be regarded as typical of the Baie Verte Peninsula fnd, as such, ~he pollen 
collected in these lake basins in expected to-be representative of the r~o~al 
pollen rain . . 
,. ', 
, 
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CHAPTER 7 ANALYSIS OF LAKE SEDIMENTS 
I -·< 
t '1.~ dompau. P~nd • Resu~~ 
. ) . . :.- ... ' y • 0 • 
.• 
· · PJ StratiJI'aphy. and Lou-on-lgiiltl~n 
. . . 
The stratigraphy of the two CompaSs Pond.coreS is des'cribe4 -in Tables 7.1 
arid 7 ,;,-&tb ,cores show\ the expected postglacial ~eq~enee or mineral. ;ecliment 
\ : -~ .. ' • • Jo • • • 
' ' -· \ grading i~tO ~rgf:Dic sed~nt.. w~~~ is conr1rmed by the percentage loss-on-
· ignition. (organic content) curve (see ~igure 7.1). 
~The basal 7lcm (565:-636cm) an~ 73c~ (S47-620c~) of CPI an.d CPD, 
. ~ I 
r~pectively, comp~e _a lower stiff grey day _layer gr.:.dmg into a. thin layer_ or~ --
dark gr~y thixotropic )uty clay. This unit is pr!'ctic$1Iy inorganic: the mean 
. I . . . 
' ·~ -- . . 
. . . . , _ . ~ 
organic content is less th&Q..S% in the li_ght...clay layer and increas~ to nearly 10% 
. . . . 
in t_he dark clay layer. Presuma~e layer. was derived from the catchme:t 
. slopei w~i~h su~J?o~ed a sparse vegetation cov~~· The presence or a peb~ at 
. ""'S70cm in th~ CPI core is suggestive ~f ice-~~t~g: . . 
. .. · , I :· ' . :. ~-
. ~ The overl~ing clay-gyttja is l(l6c~ (4~686cm) and 107em (440-647cm) 
thtck iD the CPI and CPU cores, resp~tively. The presen~e of ptant fibres ~ithili 
.  --..... ~ . .. . 
.... . th~_ sedime~t and the increase in loa-on-ignition, rrorft 10%·to 42% (! = 24.6~); 
. . 
slpal the ·beginning or organic· sedimen~ation •. The upp_er sect~ents .(O.«<em, . 
: ·. CPii.0.460cm, CPD):~~lst~g of.dark brow~ gyt~ja, h~ve the highelt organic 
. . . 
content, rangmg from 48.7% to 67% (!.a ~1.2%). · ·) . . _ ..
I • . 
.:.. I .· "'. . . . . I· /. . . 
ID ~neral, t~e percentage i.JlereU. ~ .organic_ material cl~ly p~allels the 
• I .. • ' . 
rise ln pc)n~n conoe.ntrat~' ~d ~ p~bably related to an in ere ... in· t~r~estrl .. 
. . , . . . . 
•. .. / blo~ .. p~e!~~~~. The preaene~ of mae..Ofoalb~dl~clea~es ~t~l~, at 
· the top. oC the ela~·uUJa a~ppo~~ thla .lnter,re.tat~on. Jl~ri~er, t~~ ·~ _ bulp 
. . . I • .. . . '· . .. , . 
.. • .. . I I I ; ~·· • 
. ~·· 
I 
I •·· \ ·,, 
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' · · Ta~le 7.1· Str~tip~phy ~r.co~pass Po~d~U ~ . , . • 
' o:Pth (•~) Sed'·~~ trp• ' ,· Mu...en'C¥>~e~ .. ·, ' 
.. 0.160 • aufbrowli gyltja lOYR2/~ . veri wei :& ·s~pj;;-, ·. I' 
. . . .. ... . .. . . . • ol&.en. with plant fibres · , 
160-395 ·. dark brown,.Q:ttja. lOYR~/2 .. . wet. eomewhu farmer. 






I ~ • • :· > partie~wlr ·u 310em 






dark olive grey 
elay-gyttja • 
dark grey ~tiltr clay 
medium grey silty clay 






( . &~.t~ptt~m 
. rewpl_~t~ 
- ru.caeeoua ) 
·ttiiiotropic . 
· 'thixotrop1c1 ll'itty, : 
• 






~ . ' ' 
th~otropic,:(irme.r at · 
· GSOcm, rnie~teouJ · 
Y· . : . ' · ... : .. 
I ·~· 
' . . 
. ~It . itt'" ' i . 
;,If y \ .... 




· 'table .1:2 S.tratigraphy oi.Comp_~ f'ood I 
. 
'· 
· · · Deplb (cin) · Sedifueot ~yp,e . · ·· .. ~mmenta . ~ . ,• ·. ,.. 
• • 0.480 dark brown.l)'ttja 
' J .. 460-585 · efay-I)'Uja 
• I o 
.. 
.. . . . .. 
· · 566-.611· . 'dark ·p:e:r ~lay 
"· .... 611·83C$ . ' · · ll&bt lfe:r clay 
~ .. 




"' ' ., • . •. J. ··- · 
' - • . ~ ·· • . t ;-' • ' 
' > • 
. ·very w~~ & ~11-)ppy, o_ltft 
with plant fibrei · I , 
leav~ ~ ,t~~p ·at 460--&7~m; 
I . My rae• iaJe leaves a twap 
·at 480c~ ~lcea notates· cl . 
M.ple brad at ..cM-·-tT~m. · 
larp atone a\ &TOem " ' 
· :.•sand. ~~ ~- . ." ( 
- ' J . . . \~_ .• " 
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'· Figure 7.1: Compass Pond II, Percentage ·loaa-on-lgnltlon. 
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.. - - . ~ •, 
in. the lou-o!Pign~tion curve: bear. ihe base or th'e elay:gyttja, may r.epresent an.- -
increue in lake ·produ~tivity as attested tOby an abundance of Pediastrum • · 
. ., 
(ob~rved in CPU!, particularly in the lower·hatr of this sediment unit. 
4 .. • • , • 
[llf.Radloearban da~ ancf•sedhnentatlon aecum~latlon . 
: -:.• 
f 
Radiocarbon dates, based on a 14C halt-life of 55~8±30 yeats and corrected , 
--- _ , , 6 .u '.........._ • 
1 
· Cor isotopi~ fractionatio~, 613C,~e quoted in years before .present:(BP:IOSOAD).:.. ~ 
3" T,ble 7.3 summarizes the.dept~ and radiocarbon ages from the Compas5P,o·ri~ n . . · . ~ 
cor!. from which ~ ~ime-depth ~urve (s~e Figure 7 .2) was established. The. . · . -----~ 
(I ' •, ' ' • • 
sedim~nt deposition rates were calculated; using t~e I'OLSTA program, by joining 
. •. ._ ._.. ~ "" . •. r . 
the poihtsJor.,the ~ean agJ and th~ ·in~an depth or each ·dated,siunple. ~hougli 
this inethod~·~~~duces: me~ sedimentatio~ r~tes ~etw~d-levels, POLsTA 
'sm~ths ·out' abr~pt changes in ,t~~ ~alculated sedimentation rates on either side 
of thl dated levels. >·. , . · 
For the Compass ""Pond ll core, the rates of sediment accumulation show an 
. . 
overall' inc~ease 'rrom a mean of 0.312mm-yr1 in the cl~y.;gy • . section to a mean 
of 0.58lmm··yr·1 in the gyttja section (see Table·7.3). The lowest segment or the 
Core is u~ble, d~e to its highiy ~organ.ic co.mpositi~n.: However~. the F'O,!:STA 
program ~lomatically calc."li,ed an extrapolated sedimentation rate for the . 
lower segment (i.e .. 0.257mm;yrl) .. Fairly stable rates ol ~edimentation were 
. . . . 
- . 
. ' . 
attained duri~g the early Holocene arid the middle Holocene ex·cept for a decrease 
betw.e_~n ea. 8400 ·and 6300 BP. A second decrease in sediment-accumulation 
occurred d~ring _th~ late Holocene {after ca. 2ooq BP). 
. ., t) ' 
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Table 7.3 Radiocarbon Dates for Comp~ Pond U 
Depth below Lab. Corrected & Dry s'edimen• 
sedimeat '- ·No. (Uncorrected) . Sample tat ion 
stnfaee (em) Ace 613c- Wt(g). , rate(mm'yr·~ )-
0.471 
gs.;.1oo OSC-3910 '205o±90. .-25.5 3.8 
. (2060±g()) 
-c.r~ ·· 1.000 
105-200' . OSC-3906 3050±140 -26.82 2.7 /- " ·. . (3080±140) 
'• 
0.610 
295-300 GSC-3903 a/a· a fa 2.2 
(4690±160)· 
-e. .0.620 
395-400 GSC-3002 6280+120 -25.1, 4.0 
. -(6280±120) 
435-440 GSC-3092 8310+1•iO -25.2 4.8 




£ . 0.366 
495-500 GSC-3898 •9950±150 -21.0 12.1 
(9890±150) 
/ 0.257 
. 540-545 GSC-3801 11700±180 -17.4 19.6 
(11600±180) 
- ( 
' ~ -Pretreatment of samples: NaOH omitted, HCI (no reaction), lr. 
diStilled H2o. Dates tor GSC-3$l10, 3906 and 3903 w~re based on 
two 1~ay -counts iD the 2L counter. Dates for GSC:-3902,4092, 3808. 
and 3801 w~re based oa oae 3-day couat ia the 2L counter. Sample 
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Figure 7.2: Compass Pond ~1, 
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The pollen diagrams Cor CPU (~e Figures A.l, A.2, A.3, 7.3a,b)are\divided 
~ I ·• • · · 0 
·, 
i~to_ local p~llen ~emblage ·zones as outlined in Chapter 4 and are number~~ and 
d~fined from the base upward~. ·.The letters pref~ing t~e Z<?nes refer ~ the site . 
Total pollen concentration and total pollen influx are based· on those taxa 
. . . . 
. . 
' " 
comp~ising the pollen sum and, therefore, exclude spore5, aquatics and 
• • • o . 





· • ~A surrimary or the polle~ and s.pore types •nd. macrofossils encouniered 
' t • i) • • • "• • I I ' • • 
during 'the analysis is given in Table 7.4. An ~terisk indi~~t~. ~ains and''SPllf 
- ~ 1 • ~ ..... 
,~ ' • o I • ' ..... 
i~entified with the use of.'t&:xonqmic ~eyf1 only and or which, ther.efo~e·, the· 
'I • •• 
determination is not wholly relia~le. 
. 1 : , . 
,- • · Pollen assemblage zone OP-1: Gramineae-Artemisia:.herbs (below S45em; · · 
' ' 
.. 
en:ded ca. 11,800 BP). 
The pollen or h~rbs and extra._regional Pinu~ dominate this zon~, the former; -
. .. 
contributing rrom 19% to· 72%·. In particuJar, the zon~ records successive. 
... 
' . . ~ 
maximum proportions C1f'"Sphagnum (up to 26%), ·Graminea~ (u' to 32%) and 
. . ' 
Artemisia _(up to 24%). ·Other taxa, including Cyperaceae, Am6ro.•ia, 
Lycopodium· and Fillcales occur consistently. Ericales also. attain highest . 
> • 
percentages (5%)-Jn this zone .and Juniperue peaks (at 17%) near the upper zone ~' ; 
' -~!' • 9 ... } • ' 
boundary ~xtrapl)ilted at ca. 12,0()0 BP. With the exception or one' Eriocaulon 
" " .· . . . .. . 
grain at .the basal'level, pollen of aquatic taxa is ab~ent from this. zone. · 
. ' ' . 
' . ' 
P<diaelrumis pr .. en~ only aiJ~~base and near the top of CP·.l. / 
There are smaller peaks or some herbs, namely Com~itae (Tubulifiorae), .. 
\ " . • ) . . • ,. I / ·. {:· 
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Figure 7 .3b: · ~:ompaaa f!ond ;·r, Summa·ry-pollen 
percentage diagram, NAP. 
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Table 7.4 cont'd. j ,, 
Pfantago lanceolota• + 
PfambaaiDaceae• + 
PolJaonaceae + 
R"mez type + 
RaaaacaJaCeae ). .+ 
Copti1 grom andica + Th ,. I • 
. a actrum i + 
Rotaceae + 
Potmtilla + 
s •• ,.;,,.,.. I + 
· Umbelliferae + --
' SPorb 
Adiantum type,• t + I 
Ath,-ium Filil/emina~ + \ 
Bot,.,chium• \ + \ c,,,.,..,,.,("ti;i- 1 + _ . 
D,.,opteri• qiraulo;f; + \ 
,Dr'l/opteri• theiwt '"type• + 
Filicales un~ ·+ 1 
Lycopodi.um: 1 + 
L.annotinum ) + 
. L.clavatum/ . + 





. Pteridium a~ilinu~ + · 
Selagintlla ., , + 









Typha + I 
Key: ... + preaen 0 abSelit 
' • positive identification not possible 
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·az.e exelusive to this zone). However, the percentages of herbaceous taxa present 
. \' 
a false impression of abunddnce as tQtal p~llen concenttations are exceedingly low 
' 
throughout the zone, ranging from 540 tO 3310 grns·cm-3. Using an extrapolated 
sedimentation rate of 0.257mm-yr·1, tOtal pollen in nux is also meagre, ranging 
. . 
.. from~ to 85 grns·cm·2-yr·1• As a result, itheiew arboreal pollen grains (including 
. ' -
Betula) oC distant origi~, with the excep1tion or Pinus, ·register small, basal t>eaks 
I 
I I . 
·in the fercentage d1.agram. . 1 :.. 
The initial risO in. the perceD tageJbr Betula. IDI!fks the transition to zone 
CP-2. The upper boundary also c~~ctdes ~ith a c}Jang~ in ~sediment 
... :t~atigraphy from. clay to' cl,ay-gyttj.a. / · ' · . . · 1~ - . ·' . • 
Pollen assemblage zone CP-2: &tu/a-:shrubs (545-445cm; ca. 11,800-8500 
BP). 
This pollen zone is divided into two subzones: CP-2i, 
. . 
Betu/a-Cyperaceae-shrubs (545-500cm; ca. 1i,800-10,000 BP); CP-2ii, 
Betula-Picta (5oo.445cm; ea. 10,()()()..8500. BP). 0 .. 
Subzone CP·2i: Steadily decreasing herb pollen percentag~ (32o/o-9%) and 
a relatively high contribution of shrub pollen (25%-41%) characterize this 
. . 
subzone,· Cyperaceae peaks early (at 24%). Myrica maintains high. percentages 
. . . 
(7~11%) throughout the subzone as does Saliz (3%-6%). Btt~la increases from 
-
.... -- - . 
21% a~ the base to 54% near the transition· to subzone CP· 2ii .. Grains assigned to' 
. . 
the·Coryloid type exhibit a fairly high percentage anj are probably degraded 
\ ~ I • \J 
' . ' :. 
. Betula or Mlfrlca. Populua is ·consistently present as are Ericales, Juniptrus, 
- --Lycopodium and Filicales. The only. Shtphtrdia canadtnsis grains found occur in 
I 
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-.: 4, • 
. / 96 
I 
subzone, deer~asin~.ti 56% at the base to 32% :t the upper boundary. In thil 
subzone total pollen concentration ranges (rom_ less than 12,000 grns·em•S near theJ 
base to 66,000 grns·cm-3 at ·the top. Total pollen infiux rises steadily from 1;;-
th~n 300 grns·cm·2·yr1 at the base to 1700 grns·cm·2·yr1 at the _upper boundary, 
-- - primarily as a result of Betula pollen input. • 
-
Subzone CP-2ii: ~he trinsiilon'· lrom stbzone CP2-i to CP;·ii is not weJi- -
defined (CONSLINK did not exhibit a significant split at this level) (see Figure 
I 
7.4) and~ based·p?.\eij>ally on the consiStent presen~e or," and rise In Pieea pollen 
percentages (to 2Q%) and influx (to approximately 1100 grns·cm·2·yr1) by ggoo 
BP. Numeric"}~iserimini.n't analysis ide11tiriOd the presei.ce of both P. fl!~·~· 
and P. mtri ~a grains (see Table 7.5 & Figure 7.5).· In addition, four Picea 
~eedles we e discovere~ near the top or the el~ttja layer in the replicate core 
(see Taj e 7.2) and were pr~ de~osited ea. 8600 BP. ) - ~ 
,Jlbi~s balsa mea also makes i~ first. consistent appearance in ~~ zo~ after 
ca.;~SOO er (l = 4%) ... The frequencies or both Saliz and Juniperus decline and 
' .. 
.. , 
~he initial peak in Be!ula frequency (at~%), "corresponding to its early influx__ _ 
I . . . 
. I I peak lea. 27~ ~ns·cm·
2•yr~~): is attained ca,gsoo BP. Certatb taxa, with · 
maximal percentages in subzone CP-2i, reach.tjl~ir highest influx including Saliz 
. . ' \ 
(~17J'o~·cm"2·yr"1), ~rami~eae (106 grns·cm"2·yr"1), an1· Lycopodiuni (mainly L. 
annotinum and L. clavalum), whereas. Myrica, Filicale\and Cyperaceae attain 
, . 
their initial peak in influx. Pediaatrum declines steadily upward through this 
. subzone. The pollen or Quercus an~ Cof"Jilua make their firs~ appearan~UD the 
t 
I ' 
' · upper half. Minor taxa, namely 11aalictrum, R~nuneulac~ae and Sangu~a_or6a are 
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Co~ pass ·.Pond II, Results -of. 
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\ Tabl!! 7.5 Picea Grain D.eterminations, 
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Figure 7 .s: Position of fossil Pice a· grains -on · the .lh1ear 
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grns·cm-3 and tot 
~otal pollen concentration increases to over 140,000 
lien infiux registers an i_!lcreas& from leSs than 2~ 
·gtns·c~·~-yr·1 to ca. 5800 grns·cm·2-yr·1 upward through this subzo~e 
' I 
Alnus frequencies ( > 15%) mark the transition to zone CP-=3 which 'is also near 
' 
the change from.clay-gyttja tO gyttja. . 
Pollen assemblage zone CP-3: Betula-Picea-Ainus (445-205cm; ca. 
8500-3200 BP). 
/ 
. · The zone 'is characterized by the appearance or all the major constituents of 
the boreal forest in Newfoundland. The zone is divided as follows: CP-3i, 
Alntis-A~i~s subzone ( 445-4~scm; ca. 8500-6700 BP); CP-3ii,\ Betula-Pic~a-Alnua 
' . 
suhzone (405-205cm; ca. ~700-3200 BP). 
, 




grns·cm·2·yr1) of Alnus ca. 8200 8P is followed approximately 250 years later. by . ' 
the maximum pe~entage (13%) and initial maximum-infiux (400. grns·c~2·yr· 1 ) or 
. -
Abies balsamea, Near the _base of the 5ubzone and continuing up.w~rds, an 
.inct:ease in the frequency or 'tree' pollen (44%-84%) depresses the shrub pollen 
r~\cies (40~15%). Tbi.S increase in arborO&I ~ollen appears .'o be primafily a 
result of increasing 'tree' Betula. (Table 7.6 shows that where; only 7% or the I . - . . . 
birch pollen measured can be unequivocally designated as 'tree' bir~h at 43qcm, 
. . . 
there is a substantial ~e1~~tion in the proportion o~ 'shrub' birch p~llen at, . and 
above, th'ls 'depth.) Following a mi4~·zone low, both the propor~ion and absolute 
. . ' , · . 
abundance or Betula rise. The infiux curve Cor Picea shows a ilmilar trend tO the 
taxon's ~ercenta~e- curve, confirming its general decline; . The .pol~en of certain 
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Table 7.6 Bettda Grain Size Determinations, 
Compasa Pond ll 
xpm %<20pm . %20-2o,n1 . %>26pm 
(shrub) (indeterminate) (tree) 
,. 
PAZ CP-4 
50 em 22.1 17 80 3 
lOOcm 22.9 3 77 --- 20 
150cm 21.1 27 73 0 
200cm 22.3 20 70 10 
" - ·-¥A-z-eP-3ii-
250cm. 22.5. 20 . 77 • 2 ' 
. ' 300cm 22.0 3 oa 7 
350cm 21.5 23 77 ·o 
... 
380cm 22.3 3 00 . 7 
· 400cm- 20.6 40 60 0 
\ 
"Pi\Z CP-3i 
430cm 22.0 ' 23 70 7 
" 
PAZ CP-2ii 
480cm 18.6 73 27 0 
PAZ CP-2i' 
. 
·520cm 18.8 73 27 0 
. . 
n = 30 Cor each sample 
' 
....... 
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make ,their initial appearance. Other shrubs and Populus occur sporadically. 
Also, Filicales and Lycopodium are les, frequent. Total herb pollen percentages 
~:"" 
.... 
are very low(!= 1%). 
• I - ,. ,ll';"io : •• 
Total pollen influx ~bows ~n overall increase compared to poJh!n zone C~-2 
- ~~ · 
. (3700 to 6400 grns·cm·2-yr1; ! = 5000 grns·cm·2·yr·1t yet recot~s. a mid-zone 
:..~ ' 
decline. The total pollen concentration curve exhibits ..&-'imil~r pattern. That 
, -· .. 
.-.. ~· .. . ~' 
peak cont:entrat~on occurs at .the upper boundalj of subzo~fi,CP·3i is proffably an 
- ;_!_ ,. 
. . .. .. · ~ . • , ~ . 0 . 
artifact of the low sedimentation rate~ sediment . accumul~~~ twice as.·ltast· in the 
. . \ . .~}'-, - -
. preceding pollen assemblage zone, and three tis:nes as fast in the succeeding z.c:>ne. 
Subzone CP-3ii: The transition from subzone GP-3i to CP.3ii is not distinct 
. . 
·~~tiS based on a secon4, slower riSe in the frequency oC Picea, and' a percentage 
""'-. 
peak in Betula. The Picea percentage curve lends itselC to .two interpretations. 
Either this second rise represents a subsequent incre'ase in P. maria.na, or the 
curve 'represents... a steady rise in P. mariana ·With a superimposed early pe~k or P. 
. . 
glauca (see Figure Al in which P. glauca percentages are plotted on the Picea 
curve). Betula dominates the specira or t!is subzone (37-68%) and whereas its 
frequency curve is uneventful, the influx curve exhibits two peak periods, namely 
. . 
ca. 62()0..5000 BP (maximum of. 6900 grns·cm·2·yr1) and ca. 47()().4100 BP 
. ' . . ' . . ~ 
(~aximum of 6200 grns·cm·2·yr·1) • . The percentage contribution or Picea ~not 
high (12-39%), ·and with the exception of a slight increas-e near the upper 
I "' • . . 
bounda_ry, the curve is complacent. The. ~nfiux curve displays a similar pattern 
, ~ut amplifies the p~aks. The same applies to Alnus and Abiea: contributions·'· 
' . . ' 
range from 7-28%, and, rrom 2-0%, respectively, and the peaks are mirrored and 
magnified by the ·influx curves. 
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I I SevlJAI o~er aspects differentiate th~ subzone from the preceding one. The 
pollen or Pinus-, or distant origin, shows little proportional change but exhibits •. 
. ., 
higher infiux values, particularly 'during the period ca. 6000..3700 BP. Although 
the pollen of both P. strobus and P. resinosa are recorded, it was not possible to 
• I 
determine which ·species· predominates as· mapy grains could not_be differentiated .. 
' . 
Comments on certain minor taxa are worth noting. Acer spicatum is confined to 
. . 
this subzone, Fagus makes its ~rs~ appearance in the upper halC, and Salix 
vir~ua~ly disappears; · .Tazus ?a .fr~zinus are in?st frequent here and FilicaleB' 
. ·displays s~veral ~mall infiux p.eaks. The r~est assemblage of Pteridophytes is' · . 
. . . . . . .. ~ 
alsO fou.nd here. -Rosaceae ~cctirs s.poradically and Isoet'es and other. aquatics are 
. . 
more frequent, particularly towards~ top. The only grains_ of Nemopanthus·and 
' . 
\: . Corn us (stolonifera type) oc~ur here. Nearly three-quarters of the sa~ples 
. ·' 
" 
analyzed in zone CP-3 contain charcoal. 
l . . 
Total pollen infiux ranges from 4500 to ca. ll,QOO grns·cm·2·yr·1 (I= 8400 
gr:ns·cm·2-yr1). The top of this zone is. defin~d by increasing proportions or Picea 
and Alnus at the expense of Betula. 
I . 
..Pollen assemblage zone CP-4: Picea-Betula-Alnus (205-0cm; ca. 3200 BP ~o , 
present). 1 I 
Both Picea.:.and AlnuS' attain their highest percentages in this zone, up to 
. . . . 
,-.-41% and 40%, ~ct~vely. ~inlilarly, the infi~x curves_.for both taxa exhibit I 
' three peaks, with a maximum or 5.160 ~ns·cm·2·yr1 for Picea and 7 4u> 
grns·cm·2-yr~1 for Alnus. The first two peaks of Pkea occur approximately 100 
' • ~ · h 
years after the first two peaks or Alnus. The percentage curves for both Betula 
t • 





























The most prominent feature of this zone occurs in the infiux diagram: the 
· lower halt records the maximum total pollen influx (I = 10,600 grns·cm·2·yr1) 
followed by a dramatic decline in the influx of Betula, Picta abd Alnus after ca. 
2000 BP. However, this striking reduction in influx does not appear to be the 
result or modern increased ·sedimentation rate. -Whereas a decrease in sediment 
(focussing bas been invoked to expl_ain a late Holocene_ reduction of total pollen 
infiux to .lake s~tes in southeastern Labrador -~Engstrom &. Hansen 1g8~ in this 
. . 
study, there iS a c6'rrelative change in· the concentration curves which, according· 
A ' • • . • 
to J>ennington ( 1g7g), suggests real cbanges~in -P.ollen-input to the lake. \ · 
. \ 
: Changi!S in minor ~axa are apparent. Myrica exhibits three infiux. peaks in 
the lower hair whereas Ericales and Juniperus attain their for!Jler frequency in ' 
the upper half or the foe. AqUatic ·.peci"'! are mOst. rrequO~t here !'".d. herbs 
occur more often th~n in the. preceding zone. In addition, Tilia and Acer (other 
than A. spicatum) are confined to this zone. Charcoal is prese·nt in every sample. 
'1.2 ·small · Scrape Pond - Results 
· (1) ·Stratigraphy an~ Loss-on-Ignition . 
Table 7.7. describes the sediment or the two Small Scrape Pond cor . In 
contrast .to th~ CompasS Pond cores, only gem or mineral material was 
. .. . / " 
in core SSPB and none was retrieved from the other core (SSPI). 
The clay-gyttja unit is 25c~ (2g5-320cm) and 22cm (265-287cm) 
• I 
SSPI and _SSPU cores, resp~ctively. The organic contut'rises from 1 .8% near 
1 
• the base to 25.3% near the top or th.e elay-gyttja unit of SSPI (see F'gure ·7.6). 
.... 
The overlying dark brown gyttja has, as expected, a ~igher organic e~nteot 
. \ ,. . . ' 
~ ·' . 
· ranging from 23.4% (near the lower boundary) to 61.4%·{1 = 48. %). Unlike the 
r.l .·. ' -<~~ ;· '' •/( > '•\ , ' r • 
t • -: . ' • • 
l' 1 ,' ._ • • t _. ~ ~ ~· I'.' I 1. ; • I: • , · 0o • " ' . . ; 1 ... ,, • • 
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Table 7.7· Stratigraphy or Small Scrape Pond Cfores 
I 
· medium dark brownish . 
grey clay·gyttja 
-· 
_ : ' . 
\
1
,: · · ~ >· · ,L ~t~ ';,. Mr {_t. - ~ 
Comments 
upper 2m very wet 
r- , . 
,I •.$ 
.Comments 
upper 2m very wet. 
Plant fibres present. 
Spruce needles round at 
240, 255 and 275cm. ~ 
. 
jelly consistency 
. ' .: 
'_'.":{~ 
' · . 
'1 ' ;~~~ 
' '. 
I 
. '' .' , ., -. · ' , • • ,. ' I .... ,.' • ;.~; · . .'~. :!:~;~ 
. ,
ni, 






































Figure 7.6: Small Scrape Pond i, 
Percentage loss-on-Ignition. 
· . . .. -.. 
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-less-on-igniti~n eurv~ for CPI, the c.urve for SSPI sho~s maximum per~tages of 
.• - . ~ ":.#fr ... 
organic matter occurring in the basal third of the gyttja unit. The bulge 
. coin~ides, to a_small'degree, with macrofossil finds (!.e. spruce needles) in adjacent 
. " . 
levelS. 
., 
(II) Radiocarbon dates . 
. . 
Radiocarbon dat_es were obtained for samples from the basal organic 
. . . 
. - material or SSPIT and·the base of SSPI (Table 7.8). As neither core had more 
·.· . . . . -- . 
. ~ th~n ori~ ~ate, a reliable time:-depth ~urv~ ~ould no:t be established, but the mean 
sedime~tation ~at~ was 0.2.7 - -~.33m~·yr1, ~pproximately t~o-thirds of the mea~ 
t ' •• ,. • 
·, :, sedimentation rate of Coinp~ Pond n {0.46mm·yr1). . 
·-. \ ,(ttt) Poi len 1onatton · 'I · • · 
\ . . 
\ . The small Scrape Pond pollen di51~ams (Figures A.4,' A.S, & 7.7) are 
\ . . ~ . 
. divided into local pollen assemblage zones which clo5ely correspond to, but are 
' . ~ot based on, !'hlllig.: in the s~iment stratigraphy .. R~ts.ol the CONS!:.~ 
:_.program are shown in Figure 7 :s. 
Pollen· assemblage zone· SSP-I: Betula-Cyperaceae-shrubs (below 26Sem). 
' . 
This zone~ divided into subzones as follows: SSP-li; Setula-Cy,peraceae 
. . . ~ ,.,... 
. . ..1"-- l (below 284em; ended ea. 10,400 BP); SSP-Iii, Betula-sbrubs-Picea (28~~65cm; 
--. 
began ca. 10,400 BP). ---
'Subzone SSP-li: A simultaneous peak in the !requenc.y-(27%) and 
~~ . ... 
' I . . - • conee~tra~I!.J17,Df0 grns·cm-3)of'Cyperaceae and a big~ proportion of Betula (X 
--= 30%) -eb'~a.ctefize this subzone. The,majority or taxa that have peak 
pere~nta~es· here,· namel; M~c:a (9%), Eri~al~ (2%), ,funiperus (6%) and 
. ~ . 
Fpicales (7%), all attain peak coneentratio~s else_wher_e. Other' than Cyperaceae, -
, · ... ... .... . ~. · . : : , ' ·, • • • ~ · • . • ·• \ - ~ . l . . 
' . . . ' . ~ ' 
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Table 7.8 Radiocarbon Dates ror Small Scrape Pond Cores 
I 
' i" , 
Depth ~w · I . 
_Uacorrect1 Corrected ~:~r., Sediment Age &lac Age 
Surrace(cm) • . 
Core SSPH ~SC-3~ 282-287 
_) . 10300±160 -21.7 10400±160 I 
Core SSPI. 
9520±160' 315-320. GSC-3Ua7 ~70±160 ·22.5 
Pretreatment or aampl~: NaOH omi~ted. HCI (uo reaction), 
.t diatiUed H20. Data were based on one 3-day count in 
the 2L counter. 
... 
· . 
. , ./ ·": ··-. . · .. ~ - ··. 
• • • J - ----- , · 
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Figure 7.8: Small Scrape Pond II, Results of. 
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only Artemisia and Pediastrum exhibit both maximum frequencies and 
. . . 
concebtrations in SSP:Ii. The first grain or t~rate forest tree taxa, namely 
Ulmu1, is round here. Total pollen concentration 'increases from gooo to over 
63,000 grns·cm-3. The upper boundary is based on a decrease in Cyperaceae and 
im increase in Sali:r. 
~ . 
Subzone SSP-lii: Successive peaks in the concentration or shrub taxa 
.. 
characterize this subzone: Saliz (18%, sgoo grns·cm-3), and Shepherdia 
\ . ~ . . . 
canadensis (2%, 1700 grns·cm-3) are followed by Ericales (2700 grns·cm-3) lind 
Juniperu/(5400 grns·cm-3). High concentrations or M;,.;ca are main~ained but 
. l . ' . . 
reach a .maximum in the lower part or.-ssP-2.· 'rhe Betula prorlle or SSP-lil is 
dominated by pollen from shrub sources (see Table 7.Q). Picea exhibits a sharp 
. . 
ris~ in this subzone. Filicales is consistently present and LycopodiumJregiste~ a 
. I 
maximum in both its pereentage\nd c~ncen~ration contributio~s. Populus and 
1 
Quereus make their r:ll'St appearance. Total po~en concentration rises to over 
160,000 grns·cm-3 at the upper bou·ndary whic)l is dermed bY. an increase in· the 
contribution of arboreal pollen and corresponds to a ~hologie change rrom clay-
gyttja~tja. · , 
~lien assemblage zone SSP-2: Betula-Pic~·Ainus (265cm to 180cm) .. 
In this zone the peuentage curv-:s or BdultJ (5.j.7g%), PicetJ (6-19%), Abies 
( 1-4%) and Alnus (6-18%) vary In methodical fashion, ye~ the pollen 
.. 
concentration curves or these taxa reveal a different pattern. In particular, 
) . 
Betula exhibiq a spectacular _peak exceeding 360,0oo grns·cm-3 sh~rtly after the 
initial maxima of Alnus (43,000 grns·cm-3) and Picea (36,000 grns·cm.a). In 
addition, the earliest Picea macrofossils. were round in this zone .in' the rep_Uea~e 
--
u,., .. ~ . • ·' · ., . 
.. ... . .. '. ' . .· : ' • 
'.J ' I*":.' - - ~ . .·,. ; - • ·.$,·.,. ·, · .. ~ .--- · . . ; 'J. •• • : . ' ·. ' \. ' .• ' .-; .. .... .. ~ ~· . -,•, ' .. ~ ; . L . • ' I • 
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PAZ SSP-Iii · 
28lcm 18.6 
~ 










' 17 ' ·' 
n = 30 for each sample· .. . 
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core (see Table 7 .7). Employing a mean sedimen~ation rate or 0.33mm·yr1, these 
. . 
. ~ 
. spruce needles were probably. deposited ca. 8300 BP. Abies polly shows a 
I"' ·; ' . • . - . • -
gradual e.xpansion•from the base of SSP-2 with its highest concentration. (ca. 
11,000 ~ns·cm-3f occurring n~ar the top or the. profile (at Igocm)~ 
The_ coo.ce~_tratioii- o~fnus polle~ is highes~ in this. zone and t~e pollen of 
T1ugci, Acer,_ Tilia and Juglans occur sporadically' Myrica decreases gradu.ally, 
. . . .. . .. -
Silliz and ~ric~es are pres~ni ~n~y in the lower hall and Tazus makes its . 
. appearan~e in the~pp~r half. T~e pollen of aquatic plantS is restrict_ed to ·this 
. . ' .. .. . 
· zone. · Charcoal is consistently present in .sampies above "230cm. 
. . ' . .. " .. 
-- ' . - l . 
. · '1.3 CompU:~n of Loeal Pollen_ Aaaemblage Zon, · _ • ·-
.• 
. . . . . . 
· The earliest pollen assemblage 'zone or Gompass Pdnt with high percentages 
' . . . 
of Gramineae and herl>s is absent from Small Scrap~ Pon~. Rather, the SSP-li .. 
z~ne is similar in composition and-~tal poll~n concentration (gooo to.over 63,000 
• 2 . . / · 
grni:~~;.a) to the CP-2i subzone (12~0oo .to 66,000 gr~s·cm-3) . 
· · 'In SSP·lii, bi~ch pollen appears to have derived primarily from shrub 
---. 
. '' . sourc~ (IJ!ean s~ze = . 18.6p~). 83% measure less-dian .29pm) as is the ease in 
• ' • • • • 1 ~ 
.. 
_. .: ... --;- .. 
: . . . CP-2H (mean siZe ="lK6pm, 73% measure I~ than 20pm). Ho~ever, the initial 
. ~ . . . ' 




. . . . 
· Befu~a peak relistered in. t_he Compass Pond pollen percentage diagram is absent 
from'th~ _Sm~U S~~ape Pond percentage diag7am and b~th the proportion and~ 
· concentration of Betula increue steadily. 
·. foil~n ~emblage zone .SSP-2 is. comparable. to zone CP-3 only in that all 
. the majo~ _(~ll'lponents of the bo~eal forest are consistently present. Tlte birch 
. . ... ; .·'peak Gf.SSP-2 may be similar. to the second pe~ hi the Compass Pond n p-rofile 
. . . . . J . . ·. . 
'{brCP~ii),_ repr~entirii an ~~eue.~jhe~~9~tri1)ution. ~.r 'tref ~i~ch. _This 
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interpretation is supported by grain measurements which show an increase in the· 
. . ' mean size of birch pollen in zone' SSP-2 (see Table 7.Q). 
There is no equivalent_or the Compass Pond Alnus·Abiea subzone at the 
• 
Small Serape Pond site. In addition, Abies values are approximately hair those 
' recorded in CP-3i. 
. 
·Based on the zonations of the Compass Pond and Small Serape Popd pollen 
' ' pronles discussed in this chapter, a tentative regional pollen zonation fot the 
. . 
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• CHAPTER 8 PALYNOLOGICAL AND 
STRATIGRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION 
8.1 Late Wlseonaln lee Limits 
Did the limit of Lat.e Wisconsin glacial ice bisect the Baie Vert• Peninsula ,., 
• 
leaving the terminus ice-free, thus providing a possible refuge ror hardy plant 
species? Or was the area, like most or the island, ice-covered during this 
. II 
glaciation! Distinguishing glaciated areas from periglacial areas is dirfi~ult. For 
exaipple, although. the herbaceous vegetation represented by the basal pollen zone 
. ·'' . 
~ay indicate colonization or newly deglaciated ground, it may, alternatively, 
indicate a long-.. established tundra vegeta~ion • kept open with immature soils by 
' . 
climatic severity• (Birks ·1084, p.300). Neither do the ·types or plants occ.urring in 
the early assemblages always provide a clear picture or the palaeoenvironment in 
·terms or glacial or periglacial conditions. For example, Watts ( 107Q, p.43S) 
suggests that • high sedge percentages are espe,cially characteristic or recen'tly 
deglaciated terrain with large areas or impeded drainage• whereas •grasses niay 
be more characteristic or better drained or climatically dry regions• as was the 
- . 
case with his :Longswamp site, outside the glacial limit. He also mentions, 
however, ~hat high grass percentages were reported from nort~ern Labrador. in 
which the taxon formed part of a pioneer assemblage artef.deglaciatio.n ·(Short & 
Nichols 1077). 
The results of this study, in baiance though not definitively, support the 
hypothesis Of deglaciation following Late Wisconsin glaciation. The 
I 
{ 
chronostratigraphic results prov.ide the strongest evidence in support of this 
hypothesis. The CPU basai date correspondS with other basal terrestrial dates, in 
particular, that or 11,800±200 BP (GSc-3Q57; Macpherson in prep.) from the 
~-"~· . ) I' ' '> ... ' .. 
·- . 
. .. ~ · 
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King's. Point site in southeaste~n Baie Verte Peninsula/and also accords with 
dated marine material ranging from 11,400 tp 12,000 BP in the Baie Verte 
Peninsula and Notre Dame Bay areas (see Figure 8.r & Table 8.1). Had the.area 
been ice-f~ee, it is p~ible that seve~onditions led to an amicti~, or perennially 
frozen, lake 'thereby d;laying the onset or organic sedimentation (cr. Anderson 
"-
1083}. 
Se4iments or cores situated beyond the Late Wisconsin ice l~mit may either 
~x)libi.t organic material overlying till deposits (cr. Anderson 1gsaj, "'or exhibit an 
alternating sequence or mineral and organic material corresponding to s~adials and 
interstadials (cf. C'f)'nar 1082).· In ·contrast, the ·cores obtained' in this study show 
the expected sedimentary sequence.Jor areas glaciated du.ring the Late W~eonsin, 
that is b~al clays grading into clay-gyttja an4 then .gyttja ( cf. Macpherson 11g82b; 
lp - .. . 
Engstrom & Hansen 1085; Hyvarinen 1085). {The exception is the SSPI core in 
. ' . 
which there is no basal clay layer.) However, it is not possits'le;from th~ lithology 
alone, to unequivocally determine the de~ositional env.i~onment or the basal clays. 
It is possible that if the 9P site lay within a periglacial area, then the basal 
\ . L 
min'eral sedinient may represent solifiuetion material. 
The existenc~. or laminaled ~asal clays is often i!l.vol,ced as evidence .that a 
lake received glacial meltwater (cf. Macpherson 1081). The ab~ence or 
laminations in the basal CP cores may, o~ th~ other hand, refiect turbid · 
'· 
condition~ result~~ from considerable slope erosio~ due to abundant glacial 
. d 
meltwater. This reconstruction is partially supported by the pattern or 
Pediadrum occurrence in the CPU prorlle. ~ediasirum is generally unable to 
.. nourish it lake water is turbid during theJ!Pwing season. The alga is often 
• 
' ' . : ' . ~ ' ·. ·. 
• . .- ._.;~!; . ('{ ·.:, :;r·~ :~ .;._ ~ , , :.;\: _ < J. •' • ~ ·.\' . -:.,'t · J•: . \ .\ ,' ' ,. ' 'a ; • ' • ' -
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2e site numbers refer to sites In Table 8.1 " 
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Table 8.1 14c Oa&a .oa Marine Material 
aear Study Area 
-
Site .t Date Locatioa .t Reference .t 
Lab.No. (Yr BP) Elevation( ul) CoUector 
1.GSC-2085 11000±100 South Brook / GSC Paper 75-S 




2.GSC-3887 11400±100 Biahop Falla GSC Paper 83-7 
I 
.C9°01'N 55°28'W .G.Van4erveer 
3±1m · · 
3.GSC-2318 11500±220 Tiitoa Ialand GSC·Paper 83-1 
', . 
· .co0a) (N s5°37'W C.M.Tucker 
0.5~m "\ , 
\ 
' \ 
4.0SC-S5 11520±180 Baie Ver&e River GSC Paper 63-21 
\ 
49°54'N 56°17'W E.P .Henderaoa 
.f8.7tsm 
S.GSC-2134 11600±210 Exploits River GSC Paper 83-7 
.C0°03'N 55°22'W D.R.Grant 
12ni 
6.GSC-87- 11880±100 Southwest Arm ' GSC Paper 63-21 
Greea Bay E.P .Henderaoa 
.f9°36'N .56°12W 
10.38m 
7:6SC-1505 11000±200 Pilley's lalud GSC Paper 83-7 




11V50±100 Middle Arm GSC Paper 63-21 




G.GSC-1733 12000*220 South Brook GSC Paper83-7 
49°26'N 56°06'W D.R.Grut 
20m 
( 
. . ; 
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absent from late-glacial sediments as a result or large infiux or meltwater. 
Planktonic blooms, especially ·or Pediastrum, occur in early Holocene sediments at 
which time the slopes surrounding tlie basin are stabilized by ~olonizing plants yet 
. ' 
there is still an adequate su'pply or _nutrients to the lake (cr. Lamb 1980). Th~ 
' . 
Pediastrum percentage curve of CPU refiects this situation: apart from an 
. ·anomalously high value in the lowermo;i-sample, the alga is absent from' most or -
~ 
o: 
the mineral material; increases and peaks in the clay-gyttja .and declin~ tO low 
values in the gyttja. \ 
The evidence taken together, in'clud~ng the correspondence of the CPU basal 
date with other dated material indicative or deglaciation~ or marine transgression, 
. \ . 
. \ I 
and the unidire~ional change in the litholbgy coinciding with the upward increase 
in pollen '-bundance strongly-·imp~es that sedimentation was prevented by the 
p~esence or glacial ice. ·. ~ . 1 
. v 
8.2 Thnlng. and Mode or Deglaciation 
Uit is assumed that the stu~y area Jay within the Late Wisconsin ice limit, 
the next question to be addressed concerns the timing and mode or deglaciation. 
Estimating the time of deglaciation can only be-achieved indir.ectly by dating the 
basal layers or organic sediments. Again, this will produce only a: minimum date 
or .deglaciation because (a) it is not known how long after degla:eiation the 
!lccumulation of organic matter began, and (b) the date obtained doeS not relate 
. . 
io the very_base but is an average1 age or the entire sample thickness. Thus the 
' . . 
~rue date of initial or~anic deposition will be older tltln the 1(ia~~ _ascribed to a 
'r 
~---------- ' . 
. 
.. 
1tbe radlocarboa date Is aol reallr aa aYeraae or lbe sample 11 14c decay fa expoaeatlaJ Do' 
Uaear. 1 ·• ' 
-· 
·-;. ~ .: \ . 
I 
- ' : ... : ' ' ' ' r ' I ' - ~-, :.jll ~- ',;' ' . ,, ' • • • .. 1,. : : -: .. I • ' . I , •,. 1' - , i_ . ·, ~ : ·.._/': .· · ~ · ·~ · ' ,, 
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d) · 
rel~tively thick basal sample (Sutherland IQ80). The degree of 'younging' will 
• ~ . 
depend upon the rate or sedimentation. Sutherland ( 1gso) suggests tha~ at a time 
or soil instability and sp~_..!. vegetation cover, sedimentation rates would have 
been. r~tivetffast. By contrast, Lundqvist (lgso) cjaims that organic 
sedimentation close to the receding ice front would probably have been 
..,.; t.' -
exceedingly slow. · . 
Estimates or the period or accumulation or basal organi~ samples have been 
~ .. 
rm.de Cor certain Scottish lakes:(Sutherland 1Q80). Based·on overall rates or 
sedimentation and thickness or the baSal samples, S~therland calculated 'the dates 
' ' . 
to be from 50. to 200 yeap younger than the actual base of the sample. ·A greater 
·"'younging' effect was' d'ete~:mined Cor the basal organic deposit or Proteus Lake, 
Ellesmere Is'land. A ra4iocarbon assay on .the basal 0.5cm.aample, using 
accelerator mass spectrometry, produced a radiocarbon date 400 years older than 
the date ascribed to the basal Scm sample (Blake 1Q85 ) . 
Apply~g the;technique or Sutherland (1Q80) ~the basal organic samples or 
0 ' • ___ .. 
CPU and SSPD it is possible to obtain a closer approximation or the onset of 
or~anic sedimentation at tb~e siteS. Table 8.2 indicates that .the~asal dates for 
' -- r 
the two sites are approximately 100 years (hall the aceumul~tion peri<;>d) you.ng~r 
than the actual base of the samples, which is less than the noted standard 
' deviations. It is interesting to note that this is the figure that King (1Q85b) added 
. . 
to. basal dates or lake sedimen~· in Labrador in h!s· evaluation or radioea~bon ·dates 
~~local deglacia~ion. These figures thus suggest that 11,800 an~ 10,500 BP are 
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Table 8.2 Estimated Periods of Accumulation 
J> or Basal Organic Samples 
Site Rate or Basal 14C __ Basal Sample 
Sedimentation 
' 





SSPU 0.2742 10,400±160 50 
1rate calculated from two lowermost radiocarbon dates ~ 
2rate for entire core based on basal radiocarbon date 

































The basal date (both given and estimated) of Small Scrape Pond is 1300 
~ears younger than the~imum date Cor deglaciation or Compass Pond, 15km to/ 
the northwest and ea. 114m higher in elevation, and suggests downwasting ~! t~ , . 
, • • 4 ' ( .. 
ice in northern Baie'Verte Peninsula. This contrasts with evidence fro~p_other 
terrestrial sites (GSC-3608,·.;3646, -3634; Blake 1083) that indicates a patter.n of 
ice-~cession toward the height of the land in northcentral Newfoundland. 
Yet down wasting wds not the sole mode of ice recession on the Baie V erte 
' ·.. .•. . .. . .. . 
Peninsula. Wherea9 the King's Point site has a minimum date or deglaciation of 
' 
1·1,800 BP, its elevation is only ea.·102m.a.s.l. It appears, therefo;e, ~ru the 
~ • •'I 
. . ·/ 
dissipation of Late Wisconsiil ice rrom. t~e ar~a w~ in tlf Corm ~fdownwast~g 
• . . I' . 
' .. • '• I 
together with ice recession toward the iDterior ·or the penhis~la( ~ Although not 
' . ·i 
expli~i~ly ~tat~d, a study l)y Tucker (UJ74) implies ~hat this was the. c~e. He 
• 
C:Ojcluded that the eoas_tal are~ near Halls Bay and Green Bay were,quickly 
•' 
deglaciated by calving ice fronts and that ice retreated from the coast by 
stagnating in Vall,!IL~Uld lowlands. For the southern part or the· peninsula, . 
. .. ...  . 
Tucker proposed that • fmal topographic fiow into the Indian Brook Valley may 
' 
. . 
have been from the plateau areas ·to the north and south and that residual ice 
remained in the upper part of the valley for a considerable time after ice retreated 
. . "" . . 
from the coast• (1074, p.108). 
· ·-4 .. .. · . . 
The evidence Crom this study strongly points to the existence of a residual " 
. . 
ice cap~ on the Baie Verte P.eninsula as Lundqvist (i'065) earlier coJlcluded. That . 
. ' 
the ar~a was d~glaciated later than other parts or. northcentral Newfou~dland, the 
. -
LeadblgTickles _site in particular, ~ay be·explieable in terms or different "climatic . 
. . . 
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or the annual average number or degree-days above 5°C, than the area south or 
Notre Dame Bay (Banfield 1081) and is infiuenced, indirectly, by the cold 
Labrador current and by the persistence of ice in bays until early into the summer 
. 
season (Farmer 1081). In this regard it is interesting to note that deglaciation or 
' ' I ' 
the Fogo Island site (40°42.5'N 54°15.5'W), approximately 175km east or the CP 
site, was delayed until about 11,000 BP (GSC-3073;.Macpherson in prep.). The 
. . 
higher elevation .or the Bait Verte Peninsula and associated decrease iq 
atmospheric temperature of about l°C vis-a-vis the Leading Tickles site rna? also 
help to account for the relatively delayed deglaciation or the area. 
·s·.3 Vegetation Reconstruction or Comp&88 Pond Site 
I 
As mentioned in Ch~pter 4, a variety or ~pproaches to vegetation 
reconstruction was employed including the use of modern analogues. Tb.e 
.. 
r 
comparison of fossil pollen assemblages with plOdern ppllen assemblage~ was done 
.I • • • 
primarily using modern pollen spectra (rom other regions due to the absence of 
. . . 
-modern pollen-vegetation studies for the study area. It is interesting, however, to 
compare the. proporti~ns or individual. ~ree taxa in the modern pollen spectrum or 
Compass Pond with the proportions or t~ees (see Table 5.3) in the ·vegetation or 
norths.entral Newfoundland. Such a comp~ison indicates that, with the exception 
ot spruce, the taxa are either grossly oyer- or underrepresented by their pollen. 
Spruce~~mprises about SO% of the modern tree pollen spectrum and 54% or the · 
productive ·rarest. Balsam fir makes up 27% of the forest yet c~ntributes only 4% 
or the modern pollen input to t~A sediments or Co~ pass· Pond. In contrast, birch 
, 
is ~~rongly over-.rep~esented, comprisi~g-44% ot the modern tree poliilyspectrum 
. -
of Compass Pond but less than 12% or the productive ~orest. Although birch 
. \ ' ,-
·--
. . 
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pollen grains were not quantitatively differentiated as to 'tree' and 'shrub' types, 
a visual inspection suggests th_at the majority of the grains are of birch 'tree' 
origin. Certain trees, including larch and white spruce, are not repr~ented at aU 
• 
in the modern pollen spectrum and hardwoods are poorly represented by their 
. . 
pollen~ \ 
(i) Gramineae-Art~misia-herb zone (ended ca. 1~,800 BP): 
The pollen assemblage of this z~neJndicates that th~- si~~ was receiving 
pollen from both extra-regional sources, ·primarily Pinus; reno':Yned for its 
~ . -
. ~ ·--dispersal abili,ty,. and local, mainly her~aceous_, plants. The high proportions of 
. I 
Gramineae and Artemiaia have no known modern analogue from Newfoundland 
' " 
but similar assemblages have frequently been reported as occurring in late--glatial 
profiles (Anderson 1Q80). The most similar fossil assemblage from a 
Newfoundland site is that described Cor pollen a.Ssemblage zone L T-2, from 
Leading Tickles, w~ch ended ca. 10,500 BP. There, the late-glacia~ s~ec~ra, 
interpreted as a sparse herb tundra, comprise high perc.entages of Gramineae and 
Artemisia (about"IO%) and-associated taxa of open habitats including 
'' 
Caryophyllaceae and Chenopodiaceae (Macpherson & Anderson 1Q85). In ' J1 · 
contrast to the herb zone of Compass Pond however, chionophilo~s taxa; Oxyria 
. . . 
in particular, are present in LT-2. 
' Art~miaia-dominated assemblages have also been we~l documented Cor the 
• 
Wisconsin glacial stage in nort tern Canada and AJ~ka (e.g. ·colinvaux 1Q64; 
(e.g. Walker 1Q75; ~irks & fdathewes 1Q78). Because Art~misia is regarded as an 
o; 
. -
indicator of open and disturbed SC?ils, and because these herb· pollen assemblages 
f 
' 
• ' • ' 
' ' ... ,·L· .. ·· ,} 
. -- . - ~ . I 
. , ·.,-r"'"'"-. -· ... : · •. ·, . . 
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are characterized by low pollep influx, most researchers in thes~ ar~~ have· . · 
- .....<") . " 
interpreted the Gramineae-Artemisia poHen association as representative or a 
steppe, fellfield or simply ,'tundra-like' veg:tltion: . , 
. .. . . 
Finding a modern analogue r~r late-glacial and early Holocene pollen ' 
assemblages is a particularly. thorny problem since the communities fro~ wh!c:~. 
. . . 
• 
th~ollen were derived were undo~btedly contr~Ued by edaphJc· condition~ and 
. . ~ ~ . 
biotic factors (e.g. competition, migration) that WJ!7 vastly· diCCere~t from present- " 
j • . ,.,- r , 
.. . 
~ay s~tua.tions. Surface samples ~rX~he_ Cana4ian arcti<> and ;s~b~rctie tund_,a, . 
. . 
for exa~ple, record high.Percentages or Gramineae pollen (Ritchie & Litchi-· 
.· 1J 
- F~derovich 1967), yet Artemisia values generally comprise less than 4% or the 
pollen sum (Ritchie & Litchi-Federovich 1967; Terasmae 1967, 197~avis & 
. . . .. ' 
Webb- 1975) and the genus is abs~nt altogether from high arctic vegetation 
(McAndrews 1984). 
Perhaps .the closest modern analogu~ Cor the CP-1 pollen zone ~s ibat 
: . . 
reported by Penn'ington (1980) lrom the low-arctic continentfll region or western 
'I 
0 4 • -
• 0 
Greenland. The steppe component of this region, occupying dry areal, has been 
• . ' . . ' ' 'I ' · 
described as sub-low arctic continental -xerophytic grasslands and <lwarf shrub 
' (' I 
.vegetation with associated willow s~r~bt-(BOcher 1954). Graminea\ (up~ 7t%) 
: . 
and Artemisia (2-40%) dominate the mcidern spectra (Pennington 1980).· The 
Greenland form of the latter: taxon iS A. campestris ssp. borea/is,.found 
~ . 
frequently where plant coYer t/ dis~ontin~ous, partic~larly, on •exposed _slopes and. 
ridges_ from which the protective snow cover appears tq be blown • (F.ennington · 
. . · , . . ,., . 
1980, p.l77fand •its optimum is ... in tbe .most xerotbermous sociations• (BOcher •. 
' .... . ' . . .. ~ . 
1954, p.l88). The same subsp(cies (var. latisActa) occurs today in Newfoundland 
< 
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..- .· , . 
·' 
· .. 
: ~ ' . : ' . .,.. 
~ . 
together with two o~her -subspecies, namely ssp. tanadens£s and ssp. caudata 
. .. . _.. 
(S~ogan 1g7g),' . ·· • 
. . 
The representation or A borealis in modern surface samples in western 
. Greenland is ciC.ely related to the range o( the plant (Pennington 1980). It seems 
reasonable to assume that most ol the-Artemisia pollen recorded in the .Compass 
Po~d pm,rde is der~ved rrOrn_ ihe i~digeno~ subsp,~es or A. c~mpestris. and, 
ru~he~more, _the percenflte peak s~ggests t~at th,;~axon was an importa~t 
. com~nent or the early ·~ant_ c~mmunitieS'. 
. . • I . 
· Yet the- diCfictJlty in interpreting the Compass Pond herb zone remains) lor· 
although the ~om position and, . to a c~rtah. degree, the proporttins or" the' 
domhiant iaxa suggest an affinity with the steppe of western Greenland, the 
. -
' • 0 
vegetation cover must have beeil considerably sparser. ·Both the total pollen 
. . . ·- . -, .. 
·; concentrlltion· (S40-3310 .grns·cm-3}.imd estimated infiux (3-85 grns·cm·2-yr1) of 
.. . 
·• 
. . CP-1 are far lowef than . those recorded lor low a~ctic1 tundra sites in either ' 
G~eenland· or U:Stern North Ameri~a (ct Davis & Webb 1075; Pennfugton 1080). 
-
The ab&Oiute pollen values of the herb zone are closer to those reported from rook 
·~-d~ert and tundr~ &_!~!'or the Canadian high arctic (5-65 grns·cm·2·yr·1) (Ritchie 
. . ..-• 
' . . 
..t Litehi-FecierC;~ich 1067), o~ ~he .bigh ~ctic /{northern Greenla~d {6-8 
gr~·~m·2-yr·1) ~h.ere. the vegetation cove~ is ness than 3% (Fredsk~ld 1073). 
·~ 
Reconstruction o'r the .various. p!!nt cQmmunity immediately following 
. . . \ 
deglac~ati~n· is difficult b,ec·a~e it was p~ible to identify the ·pollen or local 
. ' ... 
p~ants only to the level 0~ the family; many or these conta1n species ,o_r. varying -
\ ecological alfmlties. It 'ap~~ars that thisf~rb zone represents a. pioneer veg~tation . 
' . 
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128 . 
regions. The presence or both Artemisia and Sphagnum suggests-a mosaic _or dry 
and damp habitats. Unstable slopes and wind-swept ridges provided suitable 
conditions Cor the growth of Artemisia and other open ground herbs .including 
members or. the Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Cruciferae, Tubulifiorae, 
--~gumin&ae and Rosaceae. Sphagnum and possibly sedges ~ere restricted to 
' 
stream banks and the lake mar.gin. Graminoids maY, have grown on exposed 
upland si~es as well as near the lake'~ edge as Calamagrosh's does .today. The 
absence of chion.ophilous.taxa (e.g;- ~yria, R~~unJ~laceae), in addition .to ~he 
. . . 
• occurrencze or Artemisia, ·frequently associated with early snow melt (Pennington 
• • I 
1gso) ~nd sunnner drought (BOcher 1gs2), _sugg'es~ that ~here we 
snowbed communities. While the proportions or Ericaceae and 
high, the pollen grains or ~any members 0~ these taxa are poo 
j 
long-distance dispersal implying that patches ~r dwarf shrubs grew -in the vicinity. 
t 
Later, juniper shfubs invaded the well-drained sites or the upland communities. 
The discontinuous cover of the vegetatio~ ~uring this phase · resulted in slope 
instab'ility and enabled high inputs or mineral matter to enter the lake ·as is 
attested to\by !he low 'or'ganic content or the basa~ sediments. Although .the lake, 
\ 
was nutrieh~r~h during this stage, it was almost barren or aqua~ecies. •. ' 
Again, this cont~ts wi~h the present-day situati9n in the Can~ian .Ytic 
. (Terasmae Ul67) ye~ay ~e explained in terms or turbid ~onditions. 
or all the zones or c~n. the ·'herb zone exhibits the least diverse nora in 
terms or the me~n number or taxa identified per""sample (i.e. 15, including extra.-
. : . 
regional pollen). This &Ome)Ybat impoverished nora ~ay be an artifact or the Jow 
pollen sum and high percentage ol unidentified grains. On the other band, a 
. I 
... .. , ~ . 
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species-poor vegetat.ion during this period could represent a relative dearth or 
habitat types, puticularly mesic sites.:. A study on plant immigration in front or 
retreating gladers (Sto[k 1Q63) has shown that species-richness increases~ plant 
cover closes and where water supply (ground or meltwater) is suCficient. The 
largest number of species identified (26) in any one level occurs _near the top or 
this tone and -corresponds with a change in the lithology. 
·- . (ii) Betu/a-shrubs zone (ca. 11,800-850p BP): 
As with the preceding zone, this fossil assemblage lacks any ditect analogy 
. . " 
with modern spe~rom Newfoundland or eastern Can~da. rx:he continuous 
presence or Populus p~Uen and insignificant contributions or Alnus and Picea · 
-
pollen in the CP-2i subzone contrast with the oc~urrence or these taxa in surface 
• 
samples from tun~~a and forest-tundra. areaS (cr. !>a)& Webb 1g75; Lamb • 
1Q84). However, the Betu/a-Cyperaceae-shrub subzone ·exhibits an affinity with 
the dwarf-shrub· heath tundrlt. community described by Terasmae (1Q67) for 
~ . 
northwestern Ca_nada in ter~ of the dwarf birch, Ericaceae and Cyperaceae 
' \ 
components, although there the extant vegetation does not include Salix, Myrica 
• • '1, 
- r or Populus. Furth:rn:'o~e, open d~h sam~lers from dw~rf-shrub tundra 
communities i!l th~ Canadian low.&rctie (Ri~hie & Lichti-F~derovich 1Q67)_ have a . 
pollen content broadly corresponding to the CP-2i subzone, although Myrica is. 
rarely registered and the ~tal pollen infiux (50-760 grns·cm·2·yr1) is half that or 
r ~ 
CP-2i . . ,. 
A compoaitional similarity between the CP-2i subzone and the .LT-3 zone 
. - - . ' 
from .JlorthcentJal Newfoundland is apparent although the succession of shrubs 
- . ' 
\-UC~ra and •Populu• t., absent (rom the latt!r '!""emblage. Maephe~D and 
. . 
.. 
I • I ' '. 
' \ " f' l· ... . ...~ . ...... 
·.~ .. ~: 
"' ' 
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Anderson {lgss) interpreted the vegetation of LT-.3 as being comparable in 
appearance to the low-arctic dwarf-~hrub heath or coastal south G.reenland which 
. -
. 
is characterize~ by ericaceou~ plants and sedges. However, a dissimilarity 
between these fossil assemblages a.nd modern assemblages from Greenland is that 
A(yrica is not indig~nous.to that country. Total pollen infiux varies from a mean 
~· 
'" i-
o( 250 grns·cm·2·yr1 at the coast to a mean ot·2180 grns·cm-~·yr1 near the heads 
of-the fjords (Fredsk)ld 1973). 
Although the Betula-Cyperaceae-shrubs subzone.may best be described as 
. , 
representing unique and ep~emeral association:s 1~,r\~pecies, ii ~ay have r~embled·, 
at least physiognomically, a low-a'rctic dwarf-slirub tundra. An important 
exception· to this was the likely presence or Populus tre~. W&at was the 
. 
environmental setting during this period? No doubt open-soil plants (e.g. 
Artemisia, Caryophyllaceae) suffered competition from ·invading shrubs. 
• • 
Populations or ericaceous shrubs, Myrica and 'sh·rub' birch in the region increased 
~ . . 
. ' 
gra~ually between ca.: 11,800 and 10,000 BP. The greatest populations or Saliz 
shrubs occurred between ca. 10,400 and 9500 BP, broadly corresponding with the .. 
. . . ~ 
increase in sedge populations. This may liave represented the presence or sedge-
willow communities and an increase in· the extent of moist sites resulting rrom 
impeded drainage. Clubmosses and ferns also increased in abundance. 
, 
It· is interesting ~o note that the displacement or dwarf shrubs by taller 
shtubs (i.e. Myrica, Betula) took a lc:>nger period atrCompass Pond than,it did at · 
\ Leading Tickles. A logical explanation for this is that ice remained' longer at 
lower elevations on the Baie Verte Pentnsula·thereby inhibiting or delaying 
r . . 
species rhlgration. On the other hand, it is suggested that Populu~ immigrated to 
\ 
.. 
' ' .. ' . 
i 
•, ~ ' " I ~ ~: ' 















~he area during an earlier stage or vegetational development than it did at either · 
. . 
Leading Tickles on the northcentral coast or in northeastern Avalon (d. 
I Macpherson 10~2b, & in prep.). Although the proportion or Populus is not high 
. . 
during t~e Bdula-shrubs zone, the taxon's frequent underrepresentation is well . 
' . • I . . 
knowO:. . For example, in the forest-tundra south or James Bay, where both P. 
; , . . 
trlmuloides and P. balsamlfe~a form stands o~ cut-overs and burned areas, the 
regional Populus pollen !r~quenty Calls below 1% (Farley-Gill1080). Similarly, 
stands or P. tremuloides oc~ur in northceniral NewC~undl_and and t~e .species is 
lou'od locally near Comp~ Pond in .unshaded sites yet the upper~ost samples 
. .. 
. 
. '\ . . 
/jom CPU .reveals less than 1% or Populus 'pollen (and only 5,grns·em·2-yr1)! . 
Studies by Richard (1078~ and Mott an~ Farley-GUt (1081) in Q~ebee have 
revealed that Populuswas a forerunner in the process or afforestation, as appehrs 
.. ' 
to have be~n· the case in norther~ Baie Verte P'binsula, an_d was later replaced by 
. . 
spruce. At their sites, the abundance or Populus pollen during the early 
vegetational stages (>30% & >7000 grns·cm·2·yr1, respectively) was Car greater 
than that at Compass Pond (1<3%, ·3 grns·cm·2·yr1). However, w~ereas Mott 
and Farley-Gill (1081) suggest that Populus occurred in clumps or groves, after it 
invaded the Gatineau Park area ca. 10,700 BP, it is suggested tliat at Coqtpass 
Pond, only isolated trees ·occurred on the gene~ ally open landscape. 
"'> ;.. 
,--.-- - Therefore, ~lthough the genus appears to have .pl~yed a less significant role 
, 
. in the tundra-forest transition than it'did in southwest New Brunswick (Mott. 
107Sa) and Qu&be~ (Richard 1078; Mott & Farley-Gili1Q81), neVl!rtheless, , 
Populua may have occurred locally as early as 11,000 BP. In contrast to other 
. . 
. arboreal taxa, there woultl likely have been· rew barriers to the migration or 
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Populus. Its opportunistic str~tegies, including widely d~eminated propagules 
and pioneering ability on mineral substrata (Page 1Q72; Mott 1078; Mott & 
Farley-Gill 1081; Ritchie 1084) make it an ideal harbinger of arboreal 
8 
immigr:ation. 
The approximately 1500 year span covered by subzone CP-2ii witnessed 
several major floristic and structural changes in the vegetation. Also, the number 
of tax4 identified is highest in this subzone indicating a compa~:atively. SP'ecies-rich 
vegetation. Dwarf shru~s became iocrea.t'in.gly repressed as popu~ion~ or _shrub · 
birch, peaking a~ c.a. 9500 BP, and Myrica expande.d. Spruce in~aded the shrub 
tundra ca. 0300 BP. Balsam fir arrived about ~00 years later, preceding the 
expansion or alder: The im.riligration of fir following spruce has also been 
. . ' 
reported from ·western (Bro~es 1081), northcentral (Macpherson in prep.) and 
r 
eastern Newfoundland (Macpherson 1082b) and southern Labrador (Engstrom & 
Hansen ]j)g5 ). 
l . .. 
· Grain size determinations have shown that white and blaek sptuce arrived 
'imultaneously in the area as the!. did in cenjral Labrador (Lamb 1084). 
However, as Picea glauca appears to produce less pollen than P. mariana (Lamb 
. ' 
1084), the eal'Q' populations or Picea near Compass'Pond were probably 
domin~ted by white spruce. Today, white spruce accounts for about 2% of the 
northcentral NewfoundlanCl forest (Govt. of Nfid 1g74) and it is more abundant 
closer to the coast (Damman 1083). Yet ~ee'a grains measured in .the 
- . ~ . 
•• • f 
uppermost sample of CPO were all derived from black spruce. 
/ ...-----/ 
In other r.egi6ns, 
from northea.Stern United States to southern Labrador, white spruce preceded 
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Davis (1983) pOstulates that the neutral or calcareous soils or New England during 
, the late-glacial may have been conducive to the growth or white spruce. Evidence 
that similar edaphic condifions p;oba~ly persisted in the study area is provide~_, in 
part, by the sporadic occurrence or such calciphilous taxa as Shtpherdia 
• 
canadensis and Lycopodium clavatum (Birks 1Q73). White spruce may have 
colonized upland sites and. the understory or poplar groves, later replacing the 
. 
light-demanding poplar as it did in .northwestern Canada,(Ritchie 1085)- Studies 
.-. 
·have shown that white spruce seedllngs are shade-tolerant and their survival is _ / 
' ' I ~ I • ;' 
' - . 
aided ~y a partial canopy :which tends to reduce .both moisture loss and surface 
' . 
temperatures (Jariis !1 Jl.l966; Richardson & Halll973b).• ~owever, the 
vegetation near Compass Pond .was unlike t~~-forest-tundra or present-day 
• I . 
Labrador in which alder is abun·dant, balsam ru is rare and Populus -IS absent 
(Lamb .1984). · 
• 
Althoug~ trees grew in the area between 10,000 and 8500 BP, they may 
have been restricted prim~ily to favourable sites, so that the vegetation remained 
fairly open. Sustained influx values or Betula and Myrica in subzone CP-2ii 
' ' 
provide evidence that the popul~tion densities or shrub birch and MiJrica within 
the vegetation were maintaine~. In addition, lowland-sites may have favoured the 
. ..~ . 
growth or tall·herb c:om~unities comprising Sanguisorfa, Rumex,, ThaJi~trum · 
and other Ranunculaceae. 
· ' 
The loss-on-ignition curve reflects a decreasing minerogenic input to the 
lake r~uli1t& from· the gr~dual establishment or ~egetation cover and in wash ot 
humus from developing soils. The lake.Oora remained depauparate during the 
/. ' 
B~fula·shrubszone although-Pediaaf"'m nourished in the early stages. The 
+ 
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sudden peak or the alga at the base or tlie zone, eorres~onding to the change from 
. . ' 
clay to clay-gyttja, implies that the lake>·became decreasingly turbid. ·The gradual 
• 
decrease of Pt!diastrnm is probably a consequence or fewer nutrients entering the 
lake. 
(ill) Alnus-Abies subzone (ea. 8500..6100 BP): 
The anomalous associatiot .:>( Alnus a~d Abies in CPll has no-modern 
~alogue from Newloundiand or-Labrador and, may, again; represent the 
. : , "" .... 
individuallstie behS:v.iour Q! species having,dit!erent migration rates. Comparabl~ 
/ - ' I , _.. 
fossil assemblages are absent from New(oundland but have been reported r~m 
southe.rn Labrador. There, Lamb (lgSo) designate~ an Alnus-AbieB Regional 
Pollen Assemblage Zone as occurring between ca. 9000 and 5000 BP,_ although i~ 
' the local. assemblages of h~ three site! Alnus always preceded Abies. He later 
refe~ to 'this~t~ge as ·a ru-dominated forest (Lamb '1984):\ Else~here in 
- ' I 
~ 
southeastern Labrador, Engstrom and Hansen • ., .. n•n ---~one with an 
--·the >b alder peak between 8000 and 6000 BP which they 
transformation or shrub-t1:1nara 'to. coni(er forest • ( 19&6,. p.SSO). 
, _,. 
··-.-- ,. I 
Was it a rtr-dominated forest 'that covered' the hills surrounding Compass 
. Po~d during this period, or was it an open spruce-fir"woodlandt It is difficult to 
determine the density or the vegetation cover because or the contrasting signals 
emitt_e<!. by the absolute pollen curves. T~e high total pollen concentration values 
during this period are akin to (J{o;e from surface-samples of the boreal forest 
(Davis & Webb 1075), suggestin·g that the area was completely tree-covered. ~ 
\ . . .. . . ~ '. ' 
contrast, the total pollen infiux, exhibiting no apP,reciable increast\over the 
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Undoubtedly the Alnu.s-Abies subzone reflects a period or rapid vegetationa~· 
change. Percentage loss-on-ignition continues to increase throughout this subzone 
. 
and the lithology Changes rfoni. elay-gyttjtgyttja. The period w .. 
characterized by (a) the steady expansion and maximum d.ensity or alder 
populations -ca. 8180 BP Collow~d by (b) a peak in the f1r P.opulation ca. 7QOO BP, 
which (c) coincided with an inet'ease in black spruce at the expense pC white 
spruce, ~nd '(d) a decrease in 'sh~u~ ... birch and the ~grltion of 'tree' birch into 
,, . 
the region. , . ~ "-., · 
- ... ' 
Workers in sOutheastern LabraCl'or (Lamb 1Q80; Engstrom 8t. Hansen 1Q~5) 
point out that the magnitude or the .Alnus peak in fossil assemb~.ages from that 
~ea resembles ~be t~on 's maximal percentageS in surra~e-sampl~ from the .. 
forest-tundra. The proportion or Alnus in the fossil spectra following its peak at 
. ' 
. 
CPD is closer to its representation in the modern, boreal forest ( c'f. Davis 8t. Webb 
1Q75) and prob~bly· reflects the subsequent closing or the forest canopy. The 
initial expansion or alder populations may have been favoured by the presence or 
- . 
birch. Such an association occurs at the modern forest line in northern Quebec 
with birch providing protection Cor alder shrubs against wind (Gilbert & Payette 
1W2). L~ter, an extensive ~over. or alder thickets would have improved soil 
fertility by increasing the amount or available nitrogen and organic matter. An 
increase i~ organic matter is implied. by the comparatively high percent loss-on· 
igni.tion duriJlg this subzone. Speculation as to the role or Alnus in' forest I 
succession bi Labr~or led Lamb (108.0) tO suggest that the added nitrogen 
. ~ . 
aCCorded by the ge~us may have been beneficial' to. the growth or Pic ea. However, ' J 
the arrival of Pi ceo near. Compass Pond preceded 'that or 'Alnus, as was the case 
in most or· ~astern North America (Davis 1Q81) • 
• • • 
' • .. · - t 
. ' ~ 
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The decrease in white spruce may have been ,due to the immigration and 
,......__ ; 
competitive superiority under optimal c~nditions or Abies, as Lamb (1Q80) 
I 
suggests for southeastern Labrador. Changing edaphic conditions, namely an • 
increase in organic matter and corresponding reduction o( exposed mineral soils, 
may ~lso have contributed to a reduction ot suitable habitats Cor white spruce. 
The maximal Abies percentages (>12%) or the Alnus·Abiea subzone are 
, 
higher than tho:se or the uppermos~ samples o~ CPO ( <S%). Today, Abies 
rmprises almost one third or the northc~ntral Newfoundl~nd boreal forest (Govt. 
J>r Newfoundland lQ; 4) suggesting that the representatio~ ~r f1r in the early r~rest 
. ) 
was considerably greater. Yet the canopy or tbis early forest· may not have been 
-
dominated by fir as it appears to have been further north w~e Ab~ iollen 
reached 20-30% (Engstrom & Hansen 1Q85). Nearly simultaneous decreases arier 
• _....., • • . •il'! : ' 
~ . ~ 
ca. 7600 BP in the percentage, infiux and co~centration or Abies indicate a real 
decline in fir populations. 
A decline in Abies populations within the early forest cannot be e&Sily 
. interpreted or explained and may have been the result or several interacting 
' ! 
factors. Lamb (lQSO) hypothesized that in southern Labrador this phase was a 
• . I 
result or soU deterioration and increased rue frequency: two conditions that would 
give black spruce the competitive edge over ru. Engstrom & Hansen also stress 
t • 
competition suggesting that •marginal habitats were quickly filled by black 
spruce ... and r~r-dominated stands were increaiiiigly confined to sites [withf good 
soiJs• (1Q85, p.SSl). 
Unlike the pollen diagrams from southern Labrador, the CPil diagrams 
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forest stage. Had soil deterioration been the main cause or th.e taxon's initial 
if' 
decrease, it would be difficult to account Cor a later fir increase as a reversal in 
edaphic conditions. The evidenceJlere suggests that an increase in fire frequency 
was im import~C factor in decreasing r1r populations. It appears that after ca. 
8500 BP an open forest or woodland, with a canopy comprising flr and spruce, 
developed in the region. Sine~ Alnus crisp~ today grows in a variety or sites in. 
northern Baie Verte Peninsula (see Chapter 5), the presence of alder during this 
zone may indicate a mosaic or vegetation types. Increased litter accumulation 
and drier ~onditions may have facilitated an increase in outbwUis of r1re. Such 
' · • ~ • _ _f ( " • t 
disturbances would have favoured the rege_neration qf·black' sprue~ which, unlike 
white spruce-or- fir, maintains a fairly constant seed population 'th..ieh is not ·· 
.. 
destroyed by fire (Rowe & Scatter 1973; Black & Bliss HJ80) and is well-adapted 
' to immediate post-fire reproduction • .-An increase in tlte P!'esence or charcoal in 
the CPI samples and the occurrence of Epilobium, albeit a single grain, support 
the hypothesis that fire bas always played an integral part in the forest history or 
.· 
th~ region. 
(iv) Betula-Picea-Alnus subzone (ca. 6700..3200 13P): 
-· 
By 6000 a!> atl the inajor constituents _or the modern ·forest were in place 
and the transition from an open to a dosed forest1 cover was complete. Poll~n 
.P-ereen~ages.during this subzone indicate that a comparatively stable peri8d 
~ 
ensuedf:>r approximately"3000 yea~. Total pollen concentrations (74,()()()..2{'00~ 
gros·cm-3) or the CP·3ii subzone imply boreal forest condi~ions (cC. Davis & Webb 
1075; ~aepherson 10S2b) and total pollen infiux {4500-11,000 grns·cm·2·yr1) is 
similar to thu or the spruce zone or southern Labrador, interpreted as a closed-
• 
crowned fores.t (-Engstrom & Hansen 1 085j. · 
• 
-.. ~-
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However, the c~mposition ol the forest did not r~te the present 
, . 
vegetation _formation nor was it similar to the early boreal forest of southern 
Labrador. Tb~ mos~ striking difference was the lower proportion or spruce pollen 
at the ComQ&BS Pond site caused by the g:r:eater deposition or 'tree' birch pollen. 
' ~ ' 
Although the majority or these birch grains ran within th<size range representing 
either shrub or tree origin, the second birch rise in the diagrams is ascribed to the 
immigration and expansion or 'tree' birch, as it has bee~ in ~other regions (e.g. 
Lamb 1gso; McAndrews in Brookes 1081; Macpherson 1082b 1 (see section 8.6) . 
. . ~ . ,
Since Betula papyriferd is common today· in .the Baie Verte Peninsula, it 
I ' · 
•\ t# • 
appears ~ea.Sonable to assume that it was this species t6at coexisted with black, 
spruce 6000 years ago. As an increase in both white bitch and black spruce is 
compatible with increased fire frequency, it is argued here that a white birch-
black sprure fire forest exist~d during this s~one and that increased fires ~ere. 
• 
due to warmer and probably drier conditions. 
• , . 
The primary evidence or a climatic optimum is the small but significant rise . 
._ ) 
.... in the in.nux,. and to a lesser degree the concentration, or Pinus pollen between ca. 
' I 
. 
6000 and 37$ BP,:... That this was · a region;i and not local event is att~te~ to by 
the contemporaneous Pinus maximum registered at the Leading Tickles site 
(Macpherson in prep.). Neither white nor red pine presently occur in the northern 
Baie Yerte Peninsula (Rowe 1072) and theptid-Holocene Pinus infiux maximum·· 
, # 
( <300. grns·cm·2·~) is too low to indicate that the genus was, growing at the 
,. 
Compass Pond site as Davis (1076) s~ys ' tbat 2000 tgrns·cm·2 ·yr·1 indicates local 
arrival or the taxon. Thus the in~rease reflects th~ northward expansion or its 
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that white pine, a typical species of a mixed (orest(immigrat/d tQ northern 
Ontario and becam_e an important component of the1;-~getat{on betw~enf ~a. 7300 
. ' 
and 2600 BP (Liu .t Lam 1Q8S) and grew north or its presen.t dist'~ibution in 
. ' Quebec ca. 5000 BP (Terasmae & An~erson 1Q70). That. pi*es grow particularly 
-. · ~ 
weiH"/ ilnsbaded sit.~ and wher; natural fires are lreq~ent ()Aratts.~070), may ~ 
suggest that there were increased outbreaks or rue in ttorthc~ntral ~ewfoundland. 
, 
, Other evidence of. a mid-Holocene hypsithermal is the ccurrence of certain 
t&Xa which are_ either exclusive or nearly exclusive to this su zone, namely 
J • 1 ' I • 
' Frazinus,[azu~ and_ Corylus., Each or these taxa are repr entfd by only one 
species in Newfoundland: Frcizirfus nigra, Taz-us canadensi and Corylus 
-· ..... ~ 
comuia: In e~ch case, _the Newfoundland populations are at the northern limits "-
or their rangt for easter~ N_,rth America; Thf J)reseQt distribution or F. nigra 
coincides with the warmest va~eys or the island (~~J!lman 1976)_, primarily south 
or Bo~ne Bay, and there is one record from the Springda.le area (Ry·an 1 Q78). The~ 
presence o( black ash, a very poor pollen producer, in the CPll diagrams suggests 
.that_ ~ither the populations southwest ~r Compass Pond were Oow~ring p/orusely 
or that the small trees bad migrated eastward (which implies that :its occut'renc~ 
. ·at Springdale represents a relict distribution) -or both. Gjven th•t \its pre&"ent 
distribution is controlled by the length and warmth or the vegetali~e· season 
-. 
(Danirnan 1Q76), either or the above cases could best be e~plained by an 
I • 
· amelio_rating ·climate. 
Slmlla_rly, the frequent appearance ~r Tazus, nud to a lesser /extent· Coryius, 
I 
during Ibis period m&y represent population expansion or in~'!"fprolluetivity. ~ 
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pollen grains may account for presence of these taxa during this stage. Taxua and 
small trees occurre~ on the Avalon c~. 8300 ·ap at a t4me when high 't~ee' birch 
pollen was registered which Macpherson (1Q82b) interpreted as an op~n woodland 
with an understory or glad~ or shrubs. It is suggested here, ra~her, ~~ ., 
-intolerant species such as Corylus (Da~is 1Q76) were favoured by a miXed. 
deciduous/ coniferous capopy which ~owed more light to infiltrate t~e forest and 
. 
which also may have taken advantage or clearings resultinJ from recurrent fires, 
. r., , 
A high sediment accumulation rtte and the !ncrdsingly diverse nature or 
- r • ... ~~ 
va.Scular aquatics sug·ges~ th_at lacustrine productivi~y may .have been greater 
J' • 
than earlier. Unfortunately, the value of these taxa as indicators or 
. 
palaeolimnologicgJ conditions is limited because they comprise certain spec~ that 
have diCferent tolerances to water basicity and others. that show no preference for 
' 
" • 
pa?ticular chemic4ll 'C,tm~ions. ' 
- . (v) Picea-B~tula-Ainus Zone (ca. 3200 BP to present) 
. . 
-
An increase in spruce, at the expense of white birch,. is apparent in the CPO 
0 • 
prof tie after ca. 3200 BP, and is accompanied by an increase in alder. A 
~ ~ . 
re5urgence in spruce has doc~mented elsewhere in eastern North America and. ·has 
• -d . . - . • .....I 
... 
, .. 











been referred to as a stratig~;aphic: m&Jker ror the en~ or the· Holoc~ . 
. , I ~ 
. hypsither!Jlal interval (Davis 1083). :This 'boreal trend'·, expressed by ~-n .. 
expansion of spruce populations, has generally been ascribed to a decrease in • · 
' . 
temperature or an increase in precipitation or both (Livi~gstone 1068; Mott 1075a; . .. . .. 
.. 
. ' 
Anderson 1080; pavis 1Q83) and has been associated with an over•ll decrease, in 
. I"' --
.J . • 
pollen infiux; . • 
In contrast, lhe CPU profile does not manifest ali immedfa~e decl~e in total 
' , . - ' • 
.\ ;·, 
.. ' 
,• I , -·~· 
I .' ~ ·,_ ,_ . . .'. 
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pollen infiux. In fact, the period between ca. 3000 and 2000 BP registers the · 
highest pollen infiux·and sediment accumulation rates. The ~aximal total pollen 
. J 




the l&ke or, alternatively, may result.from sediment"Cocttssirig, that is, differential · · 
deposition that results in greater net accumulation or sediment in the deeper parts 
. or lake basbis (Likens ·& Davis 1975). ~tis suggested that the tot~l poUen 
. . ·· ·. ~ ·con~ent~ati~n values during thiS period provide the anS!"er; Studies have shown 
. ---. . 
. tbat sediment deposited in dilfe~nt parts or a lake tends to be hom~geneous and 
. ... ·. . ...... \ 
· ·w~ll-rnixed with similar pollen con~~ntrations~ Thus, the redeposiiion of.sediment 
• 
.. .:.irom one JI rt or a iake ~ another would not alter the compasiti?n or the · . . 




-.•ediU:ent alth ' ;I. it ~~uld affect the rate Or sedim~nt aeeumulali9n and. hence 
. \. . . • ! 
p9llen inflUx. her~!ore, since there is no appreciable change in total pollen 
ct.>nc_entration. oetween .aQoo and 20~ BP at CPO, it is postulated that the b~in 
... . . 
• • 
experiented. chan~ng .~\.~terns· or sedim~~tation. . 
'\ 
. . 
Davis!! !!(1084} have identified two processes that cause sediment 
J . . A 
., . . . 
focussing.'~ The ruit mechanism is tliisodic and occurs when there is unusual 
. . \ 
' . 
weather with strong winds which create• strong currents. The second. is more 
.. . . - . . . 
•• reiul.; and is .assoeiated .Jith the annual turnover!__~. mentio~ed. above, this"' 
- .. , , 
\ 
~ 
boreal· trend after ea. 3200 BP may· have been due to cooler and.moister 
. ' . , . , 
. ' . . .... . 
, ~nditions. If the increased precipitation was U1 the form or cyclonic storm 
~. 
. ' . . . . . ,.,---
' aetlTity, which ~uld have lead tO increased 'convective storm aCtivity, during the· . 
• . ' . . - 4 ' . '" 
'aunimer inonthl~ then it would be likely that an increase in winds could provide 
. . . . ' . .. " 
the condltions .. necesaary ror intensified focussing. 
. It ls .int_eres~ to.n'ije! ~~. b~tween ea. 3700 and 20oo-aP, the influx 
... 
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curves and, to a lesser magnitude, the concentration curves or Alnu.s, Picea and t 
Abies show several conspicuous peaks~ general, spruce peaks occur 
"'llpproxitnately 100 years after alder peaks. Fir peaks are mole irregular, 
occurring either concurrently with spruce or 100 to 200 years ,later. The sample 
\ . 
intervals dttring this period (ranging from SO to 165 years) do not provide 
-
partic,ularly fine resolution. N~verthe!ess, it ~tempting to c~mpare these results _ 
wi.th those or G,reen (1981) who employed pollen and charcoal data to model pos~ · 
,...,. fire responses or individual taxa. His st.udy. in Nova Scotia revealed th.at both 
spruce and fir pollen rose significantly about 50 years and 250 years, respectively, 
. . . . 
after a major fire. Greeli (1982) concludes that intense, widespread fires oc.curred 
-- ~ 
in the early forests (11,000-6000 BP) in' Nova Scotia when l~rge tracts. of land 
were dominated by inqamma~le conifers. It is plausib.le that m~jor fire episodes 
occurred. later near Compass Pond after black spruce became the dominant in the 
forest community. Also, periodic o.utbreaks of fire would. have opened up th.e 
-- .- ~est, promoting the spread or ald~r (Ritchie ~985} ... 
.~ 
• 
Green (1981) adds1 howevef.t.-that other processes oper~te in a.:_eyclic fashion 
i 
t8j,roduce· similar periodicities (e.g:. bud worm outbreaks increase fir mortality). 
. . 
Since charcoal. peaks were not identified nor charcoal infiux ~etermined in. this 
. 
Study t it is not possible to describe the frequency 1 intensity Or extent or past fire 
j,. • 
events. However, the pres~ct(ot charcoal in· every sample in the CP-4 zone 
..,... . 
. .  ... 
. . 
implies th.e continuing importance or fll'e in the development or the modern bor.eal 
forest. The 'above suggestion or increased mo~ri!.&Vailability arter 3200 BP does 
. . . . . . 1 
not negate this argument, for it is possible that an increase in the frequency of 
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. ., . 
A signifieant•decrease in the rate or sediment accumulation, total pollen 
• 
' infiux and, to a lesser degree, tota~ p~llen concentration is registered at CPll after 
.. 
'- · ca. 2000 BP ,-· A late-Holocene decline in pollen infiux \has been recorded at most 
• 
sites in eastern Canada and has often been associated with a decrease in the 
~ 
:vigour and density or the reponal_ vegetation. In certain areas, changes in the 
















. . . \ 
"· 
'\conditions. For ex'ample in northcentral Labrador, an overall increase in the 
.. . . - \ ~;~ ' .. 
. . , ...... ~...-: .. .:, 
tundra•compone~t was nQted after ea. 3000 BP (Lamb i98S1;;~nd in tl~e upland of 
. . . -
no~theastern Avalon, there pccurred ~:"-relative increase in the shrub cqmpopent 
alter ca. 3200 BP (Macpherson 1982b}. )\et fn southeastern Labrador, Enist~om_ 
and Hansen (1985) state that_ Changes in local sedimentatio~ rather than 
t~rrestrial.biomass changes are .a more likeiy explanation Cot .the observed 
concur-:ent declin-e in the infiux values or all taxa after 3000 BP. However, their 
conclusions are contrary to those of Pennington (19~Q) who interpretS 
conco~tant decreases in infiux and concentration as indicating real decreaSes in 
pollen inputs. \ 
-~ - . 
At Compass_ Pond, the pereen~age curves are, for the mdst ~art, uneventful 
aitbough there' is a small increase iii rtr, ~uggesting moister con~itions, 'and a 
renewed. representation~ juniper w~ich may,i~dlcate an ex~ansion or peatlands, 
heaths and other ex~ed habitats (Ryan 1978). It is suggested th~t the 
l ' - · 
significant decrease J~ pollen influx after 2000 BP&.-js a combination ol reduced 
. \ * 
pollen inputs~ the lake renecting c:o~uing climatic: deterioration, and 
deereued sediment focussing. That the accumulation ol younger sediment in 
. \ . 
thinner layers olten res~lta in· a Late-Holocene decrease in· pollen influx has been 
.. 
f • 
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8.4 Vegetation Reconstruction of Small Scrape Pond Site 
, 
(i) Betula-Cyperaceae subzone (ended ~a. 10,400 BP) 
Inspection of this subzone revea't·that the rossil pollen assemblage has no 
. . 
modern counterpart. The dissimilarity is expected since modern tundra 
., 
assemblQges represent a com.p~ratively static community where~ the SSP-li 
.. 
assemblage represents an expanding pioneering community., Although it is 
\ . 
-difficult to find similarities with other fossil aSsemblages, this subzone bears ·sorne 
' 
resemblance to, but is not contemporaneous with, the beginning pr the CP-2i .. 
.. f· 
(~etula-Cyperaceae-shrubs) sub_zone: 
Shortly after deglaciation, ·sedges colonize~ the area. Turbidity or the lake 
I 
was sufficiently reduced to' enable Pediastrum c~lonies to incr~ase and nourish. · 
~ -
As occurred at the Compass Pond site, the Pediastrum peak corresponds to a 
change in sediment lithology rrom clay to clay-gyytja. As expected, the subzone 
. is fioristical~y richer (X nu,mber of t"!a identified= 2ll than the earliest zoii~l J 
CPU, for a more diverse Oora was already nearby and available to colonize the 
newly exposed mineral substrate. 
(ii) Betu/a-shrubs-Picea subzone (b.egan ca. 10,400 BP) 
L 
Again the fossil pollen assemblage or this subzone lacks a modern analogue 
• 
and represents-a Cortuitous,aasemblage or plants. This subzone resembles the 
"'-.. . . 
- . "" 
Betula-Picea subzone or CPU in that· there is a transition from a sedge-dominated 
. ~ 
community to one or dwarf shrubs and then a tall shrubs commbnity interspersed . 
. with trees. The ~umber. or taxa identified is high\.t if this subz~ne (1==~3) as it 
. . ' . ~in the sduta-Picea .subzone or CPD .. The .succession or d_wad shrubs a~ Small 
Scrape Pond differs slightly from that· at Compisi Pond. :The seq~ence at the 
\ 
\ 
\ . . .. • . " . ' .· . ·.r ... ~ ' I • • • 
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former was Saliz and Sh~pft.erdia canadensis followect'by Ericales and Juniperus 
, . ,._ 
where~ at the latter site. the se~uence was J~niperus.wed by Saliz then 
Ericales. Clubmosses and ferns were common during this vegetation stage-t 
Although the. length of time covered by this subzone cannot be accurately 
. 
detetmined, it is estimated that these vegetational developments occurred 
-relf~vely sooner after deglaei~tion than they did at Compass Pond: This suggests 
• • 
that the development or the vegetation near Small Serape Pond was temporalJy 
compressed w'bich may .Re explahied by the proxim,ity' or seed sources. . 
--) Pop~lus- pollen was-It recorded .at ·ssPD until after 10,4~ BP arid e~en 
,, 
.,. 
then it never exceeded 1%. It is s~ggested that whereas propagules or the tree 
·.were a.ble ·to ;read rapidly and colonize. ~as tbat were deglaciated relatively ..-..; 
~ . 
early (e.g. Compass Pond), P,opulus was probably not abl~ ~ compete well with 
the northward expanding populations or dwarf shrubs lbat rapidly colonized. the 
. 'f 
• Small Scrap,e basin. 
• 
The rapid· increase in total pollen coneent\ation is primarily due to the .. • 
• immigration or expansion or s~ub birch (83% of.tbe birch grains measured at 
, #. 
level 28lcm were <20pm) ... The ~harp and concurrent rise in both the relative 
and absolute values of Picea indicate that .spruce bad arrived possjbly as early as 
_ g~ B~, but (as discuss~d in section 8.5) it w~ore likely 200 t,p'4oo years 
later. · 
\. 
(iii) .Betula·Picta·Ainus zone 
Thla zone represents the arrival and expansion of all the major bore~l rore'st 
.• 
species. The d6cre&se in the shrub (excluding Alnue) and herb components point· 
. " 
. ' . . . ' 
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146 . ·-::: .. ~ 
during th~ zone are unlike those report~d from the moder~ boreal forest (Davis & 
Webb 1Q75) and support evidence from the Compass Pond site· that a white birch-
black spruce forest dominated the regional landscape. In addition, the_ continuous 
presence of charcoal in samples above the birch peak of SSPD supports the 
hypothesis that recurrent rues were important in the regional for:est history. 
~ 
Al$1iough the frequlncy of Abies pollen is low, the increase to .>4% at_ the 
base of this zone, and the continued occurrence of ·the grain thereafter, suggest 
. - ~ 
' . .. • \ •, -!-
that the' tree arrived early in the zone. Because the sampling interval is coarser in 
SSPIT than in CPIT it ~ diffic~lt to determine whlh'er Abies preceded Alnu8 as 
appears to be the case at the CompasS Pond site. That an Abies-Alnus peak is 
, 
. ,. 
absent from SSPll may also b_e a result 'of the sampling interval. 
Betula pollen percentages and concentrations continue to rise and culminate · 
in a tremendous peak at 240cm. Grain measurements at this level reveal that 
\ . 
only ~7% were less than 20,m _in diameter, although 00% may have deriv:d from 
; --
either shru~ or tree sources. The increase probably represents the expansion of 
rust ·'shrub', and ~hen ' tree', birch populations. Possibly this birch peak produced 
... 0 , • 
• 
the peak in organic· m_atter interpolated (from the SSPI profile) at ea. 7300 BP, 
I , F 
which is over 1000 years earlier than· at ~he Compass Pond site. It is suggested, 
. , ..,..~ 
~~w ... ev~at this date is too old and thJt the extremely high total pollen 
~ce~trati~n is indicative of a rate or sedime~t aeeumulati~ that is considerably 
slower t~an the mean rate employed to determine the date oJ_this e~ent. . 
Discriminant analysis was not performed on Picea grains from this site. It is 
• 4 • 
interesting to speculhte, however, th~t. the ioiti&f rise, the tapering off, and 
. .  
subsequent peak near the top of the SSPD proflle may parallel the sequence of 
' ' ' 
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~ Vascular ,aquatic vegetation developed in this zone and coincided, to· a large 
degree, with the decline in Pediqstrum. Nuphar was the first to become 
• I 
established following the deposition or organic mud on the lake fioor. The 
increase in Pinus and Ta%us pollen near the top of the prorlle (interpolated date 
. . ~ . 
ol ca~ 6000 BP from SSPI) may indicate the onset of the Holocene hypsithermal 
interval and supports similar evidence from CPU. 
~~~· Mls~atlon or Domb:umt Forest Trees 
, 
An attempt is made here, using' the seven dated .pollen.profiles from central • 
' . . 
• 
... 
. . . 
' ~ and northcentral Newfoundland, (i.e. this study & Macpherson in prep.), _to 
. - --- . - - - · . 
I . 
address questions pertaining io (a) the local arrival tim~ of selected tree. species 
. . 
at th~e~~it~~ (b) t~e rate·of species migration and seed _ d~per_salllistance, and (c) 
the directions of species movement. Although the density oHlle pollen sites js 
low, a preliminary ~hrone map has been drawn to depict the diffusion of trees 
•. 
~ across part or the island (see Figure 8.2). 
" I 
In order to determine the· arrival time of a taxon near the site in JD.lestion,. it 
. , 
is necessary to disti~guish between the locally-produced pollen p.ndJ he far· , 
. trave.lled ~pollen co~po~nts. The .approach of Davi$ .(1Q81) is to i~entify the time 
at which ·the cu"e to~ a pollen type exhibits a sharp incr#!ase. Othe~ (e.g. Webb, 
Cushing-ct("rig~t 10~; Webb, Rich':"4 & Mott 1083}, employing. cont~m~orary. 
pollen-""eta~ion relationships, h~ve determined the pollen frequency for each 
' - ... 
. ' . 
taxon whjch, they claim, indicates the_ taxon's presence. Bennett (10~, 1085) . 
. . "' .• . . . . 
points out the difficulty in ditter~ntiat~g betwe~n the arrival or' a species and its 
. .. : . 
' . 
expansion at a site. He suggests that since·a pollen curve ris,;trequen~ly 
~•presenta ~po~•~tial population expao•;•n or· •• p .. ~eo, ii is .ar •• to mterpret 
tll,low, continuous pollen recordi IS indicating local P.r~ence. '>.. 
~ . 
' ,\, .•, 
' ' .. , . . . ~- ·.·. . ·. 
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.. 
taochronn 4 x ·103 Yra BP 
., - . 
' 
·,, 
Figure a. 2: laochrone map of Plcea mlg.ratlon ·1n 
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. ,· . 
It would appear t~at no one approach can be applied to all taxa given the 
" differences in pollen pro}iuetion, dispersal and preservation. In this study, the 
l ' 
concurrent rise in both }he relative and absolute amounts of ~bies pollen .was 
·· interpreted as the loeai arrival time or the tree. Since Picea pollen is generally 
dispersed Curt+ the parent tree than Is the ease with Abiea, the low b~t 
. J____,/ -
fairly continuous representation of Picea ·before its rise was interpreted as far-
• . 
tr~velled grains. On the preliminaiy ~ime-,d~tance. diagram (Figure 8~·), the 
minimum age of glacial retreat and arrival times Qf spruce and ~r are plotted for 
eight sites which roughly form a north-south transect ·c:overing 300km. Several of 
these events have been radioc:S:.bon d~ted where~ the timing of ·otQ have .been 
interpolated. 
_Picea 
In the northern B~e. Verte Penins\la the spruce rise is first recorded at SSP, 
yet interpolating the date of this event is not straightforward. The ~pruce rise 
. . . "' 
occurs in the c:lar·gyttja whereas the r1r rise occurs in the. gyttja. Use of the me~ 
sedimentation rate lor SSPD would ·place the spr:uce rise at ggoo BP IU)d the fir 
. t . / • . . 
rise at· 0500 BP (see Figure 8.4). However, the basal date of SSPI, within the 
l . 
!clay-~ttja layeri is dated -~L 9500 BP. Therefore, a comparison or the basal 
·dates and the stratigraphic position or the above vegetational 'ev~nts suggest that 
. the elay·gyttja layer accumulated over a period~ of about 1200 years, placing the 
sp~uce rise .closer to. about g5oo ~p. At, spruce arrived approximately 200 years · 
later at CP, iti esiimated migration rate was 75m-yr·1• This figure is comparable 
. 
to the taxon's. ra~e of diffusion ill ~th~r parts of nor~hce~ Newfoundland. 
. Spruce adv~ced from thi.BF site at V00 BP arriving at the L! site, 65km to 
. . ., 
... 
. . .. 
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Figure 8.3: C~ronosequence a~owlng deglaciation and conifer -·-- · 
migration In· central and northcentral Newfoundland~ 
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the north, at g6QO BP giving a migration rate or 54m-yr·1, and spread southwards 
... 
75km to BDH at about 85'00 BP, at a rate of 33m·yr1, Fro~q the KPS site (at 
10,300 BP) it spread northward to CP (at ca. g_aoo BP), a distance or about 65km, 
at a rate of 65m-yr·1. Spruce did not arrive at the HP (Hidden Pond) site, in 
.. 
central Newfoundland, until gaoo BP (GSC-4186; Macpherson in prep. ~ 
· However,\h~~miy be due to- the elevation of the site which, at' ca. 345!!1, is 
. ~ll . .... 
considerably higher tban the other sites. These migration rates· for spruce are 
considerably slower tha~ those determined'by either ~avis (1081) for eastern 
' 
l'{orth America (i.e. 250m-yr1) or Ritchie (1084).for nor~hwest Canada (i.~. 
. , 
If 10 yea~ is taken as the minimum age at which spruce attains 
reproductive maturity in Newfoundland (Richardson & Hall 1073a}, then the 
. . . 
above rates or range extensions on the island imply an average seed dispersal 
·" . dis.tance from tree9 or approximately 650m . . This is not far i~ excess of values 
... 
cited by Ritchie (1Q84) lor modern est~ates of white !pruce (i.e. 60-300m). Yet 
this may be an underestimate as white spruce ~oes not usually seed until 20 years 
or age (Fowells 1Q65; Richar<bgn & Hall1073b). However, since the seeds ot 
. . . 
white spruce are shed annually in the fall (Ritchie 1Q.84), the movement of seeds 
-. - t 
over frozep s~ow apd ice surfaces may have been an important•secondary 
dispersal mechanism. -
. 1 \ . 
The arrival or spruce at the SSP· and BF sites occurred at least 1000 years 
.. r- .... 
after deglaciation a'h,d at. the KPS site at least 1500 yean after that area became 
. ) .# . 
- ·- ice-free. Its delayed arrival at CP (>2500 yean following de'gfaciation) can best 
• i , · 
be explained by residual ice. lingering in lowland areas or the Bale V yY 
' • I ~ ! . 
' .. 
: ... 
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Peninsula. However, Cor the island in gener'hl, the spread or spruce in the wake or 
glacial retreat n!ust ha7e been rapid. Macpherson (in Blake 1Q83) points out that 
. . ' ~ 
the main portion or th~ island's residual ice cap disappeared shortly before 11;~ 
. 
BP, yet spruce had spread to the island md had arrived in central Newfoundland 
(BF site) by 10,800 BP. The dates or sprue~ immigration·to sites in central and 
eastern..N~o;~ia~d provwe ~ evidence or the route or its migration; the taxon 
appears rmt in central Newfoundl~d (at BF), later~ ~thcentral 
New(o\lndland, and later still on- the Avalon Peninsul~ Qi.Jouthctfntral ....} 
Newfoundland (at BDH). The ·pattern strongly suggests that a main patho()r 
~~ion to central Newfoundl~d was along the Red lndi~ L,;;;e .• Exploits River 
valley. That spruce did not "ive until gaoo BP at the HP site in central 
• 
Newfoundland does not negate this ·argument as the elevation or·this site exceeds ' , 
that or the BF site by 270m. Other valleys, including those of South Brook ~d . 
Barney Bi'Ook, may ~e been important corridors !or the north;.ard Bd"-:n•• or 
spruce to Notre Dame Bay·and the Baie Verte Peninsula. Th,e evidence thus · · 
polDts to the south"!_,eSt portion or. the islanvs the area (rom which spruce 
pop~lations diffused. r • • ' 
. ' . 
Is it' possible to estimate the arrival time or spruce in southwes~ern 
Newrou~dlandt Employing a eonserv.ative rate or 6&,n;yr1, the average rate in 
-- ~ . ·- "" . 
no-rthcentral Ne.dland, would provide a date greater than .1~000 BP, ~hich 
·predates the retreat or ice in the area (see c·hapter 2}, whereas using a rapid rate 
ol.~km-yr:1 (d. Ritchie 1084) would result in a· date greater than 11,000 BP. Both 
dates are rar earlj,~ ·than the earnest recorded arrival times or ~pruce in either . 
, Nova ~c?ti~ (ca. 10,800 BP (Hadden _urr~ or Prine~ ·E~ward. ~land (ca. , ,ooci 
-:- BP (An~enon 1080)). . · . 
\. -r 
• 
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An exceptionally early ~rrival or spruce in southwestern Newfoundland 
. . 
would imply that either the contin~ntal shell, r~t~er than .the M~itimes, -:ct~ as~ -
a corridor Cor northward ·migrating trees, or .that· spruce survived the _last , . 
glaciation in a coastal refugium, possibly the southern Burin)eninsula, or c105e 
by on the exposed continental sbelr. BOth biack. and white spruce can persist as 
. ' .• . . . - .,. 
ate krummbolz, reproducing veget~tively, be~b~ limit _or tree ~owtb 
. . . ' 
& Gagnon 1g7g; Ritchie lg84). It appears unlikely · tbat·-~pruce could ' 
<11 • ~ ·- • • 







· .. i 
•' 
.. 
wou~d hav.e inVolved ~cepli~nallY.. ;ea\ seed disl"'f'al difanceo. _ E~~~ ~ · · •. // 
~ migration rate or lkm-yr1 ·im.plies a diSt~nce br spread per ~ner~tion of lOkm // .· · ~ 
. . . - . . ~· ~ . 
. . . . ,..__,__.. 
which Car exceeds ~pdern estimater.""' However, since spruce most likely mipate4 · .: - -,-. t 
. . . ' 
nott~ward along ·the Exploits River vl!-lley, its spre~d could have been rapidly 
accelerated by the river transport or seeds and even branches. , . . . . . 
Autecological studies or black spruce i~dicate tfat eStimated minimum 




. . . 0 0 0 \<1 l f 
average monthly temperatures ~.5 , .. 13 and 10 Cor ~~IDe, July. and A~gust, 
' ~-~...::..._) ' .. . 
respectively, are necessary Cor successful·reproduction·(Black & albs l·gao). Thus 
:':the early presence or spruce in central Newfoubdl~nd and the .implied nort~ward 
extension or its.range in the interval ca. 11,000 to gaop BP, during which time the 
- . . 
• 
late-glacial climatic ~eversd was recorded at L 't and the southern Burin, s~1ves to 
contrast the climates or the interior with coastal areas. ~ ~ 
. . ') ( . . . 
, Clearly further sites, parti~tdafty in soutbwester~~ewroundiand, need'· to. be. ·" 
.•. . . . ~- - . . . 
. . ..., 
investigated. _Xt present'lt is only ·possible to hypothesize .,bat spruce migrated to 
• • f' • 
. . ~ 
the .island during the initial period or warming, before ca. 11,300 BP. In additio~, 
1 
. ~ 
I : ' 
~t should be ~mP,hasized that. this spread. or spruce was not ·at high population , 
:: .·.: 
. I 
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deuities but rather represented scattered pop_ulations. Studies of Holocene plant 
• 
. -









d~uilibrium with the climate and that numer~ ~th~r mechanisms, inclu.~ing 
. . . ' ~ . 
. propagule avaifability, longevity of source plants, seedling competitive ~bility ana 
. ..; 
I . • 
availability of suitable migration_alpathways played important roles in species 
. . 
• migration (d. ~av.iS 1081; Bennett lOSS):. 
•·· I 
Abiu bGiaamea 
,) '•, ' /"\ .·:• . . . 
. . The l~al arrival times of bats~ fu ~e 'Xi1 based on interpolated dates: 
' . r 
u With' ~he exception. of the, BDH site on th~ centr~-titeau, fir invaded the site\ 
' . ' . . ---
• &rte~ spruce had ardved; i>ecurring rllSt at-the BF site at 10,600 BP, reaching the 
. . . 
'BI>H si~ at ~ibly o~. BP, :iheCP.site by ;f200 BP 'and did nOt arrive &t · 
· the LT site until Cf. ·8600 BP nor the Avalon Peninsula until 8300 ·BP. _Its time or 
, · I "\ 
arrival at SSP is' problematic.-· Although tfte pollen sequence indicates that spruce .. 
,, preced;ed-fir, probably at_ about 0500 BP, it cannot be established whetlier·r1r 
• arrived rll'St at this site or ·at the CP site. AS,.yet there is no date "lbr the arrival 
·' .,. ·*' . . l. . ' • . 1 -
\ .~ - . ~ 
. of far at KPS. The pattern C?f far arrival times, though less complete than that of 
. . . -- . - -- - ·- . .__ 
spru~e, suggests a siinilar migrational pathway from southwestern Newfoundland. 
' . . f ' 
' ~ . 
Presumably factors other~ .climate (/g. co;-petition, site availabllty. soil 
,.. J • • 
conditional were important contro"ts_in its delayed arrival at certain areas (e.g. 
I ' 
Notre D&llle B.ay). In eutern North America, the average Holocene migraticla 
· rate of r.,..is est~ated at 200Di')'r·1 (Davis 1083). , Although the iites with dates t 
' 
are too scattered to determine the migration rate o( ru.t~ithin Newfoundland, it is' 
.. -. ' " ' . ' 
sugested lhat the rate of spread of this' tree across the island was slow compared 
·. ' •. - I' . ·' 
• to 'ita ipread hi other parts of eastern North.Ameriea. 
' 
' ... 
: - ,.~ -\ -.il ···. _(, 
.:· .· . . . ( - -. ~· . 
• • • .. f ~ ~ . ' • • • • - ' - '. . . 
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Betula -
\! - --1 -• /. • .,..-
' ·~ If 
'\ ~· 
Attempts to establish the arriyiU time or Betula pap1Jrlfera are complicated 0 ~ . . . . 
. > 
primarily because the pollen curves for Bitula actually record the invasion or 
I 
both shrub and tree birch. The task o( distinguishing between locally produced 
1 
pollen and far-travelled pollen is furth~ complicated since most shrub and tree 
i . 
species or. birch are prolific pollen producet ami are often overrepresented (Birks 
& Birks 1gso; Ritchie 1984}. Only the immigration and expansion or .~ula in 
; 
northern Baie Verte Peninsula are discussed here . 
In Figure 8.5, the abundance or Betula pollen {both percentage 'llnd iBnux) is . I 
.. • ~ . '~ . . • .,.. - t""' ; 
' ' , 'ir 
plotted together with m~an pollen· grain siz~ and range against depth for CPlir 
Doe5 the ini~i~ rise in: the relative and absolute amounts of Bdult pollen 
, 
represent th! migrating front ·of shru~irch ~ithin the region, 'or indicate tpat . 
... 
. birch had already .arrived in the vicinity and that its population ~as e~paoding! 
• • c 
Studies from Barfin lsland~show that where isolated groups or dwarf birch occur, 
! 
r ., - • 
birch ·pollen percentages exceed 5% (Andrews!! !!.1980! Short!! !l-1985). It 
would appear safe to say that in CPll the increa.s~ in percentage (from 7 to 21%) 
. and concentration (fr~m· 230 t0 2400 gros·cm-3) that occurred ca. 11,600 BP ~ 
reOect the..loeal .arrival, it only at a very low population density, ·or shrub birch. 
. Th~ exponential increase in Bet~_la pollen infiux_ art~ this date is int~reted 
as a d).nge rrom a l~w lo hi'h population density eulminaltng alea. 9500 BP~ 
... 
. •
The decline in percentage and, to a lesser degree, concentration values al_ter ca. .. 1. 
' 8600 BP refiects a real decrease- in-the population or shrub birch, probably .-. 
~ 
t ~l~i~g rr~in ·~om petition with otber.ahrubs and trea. At ·~00 BP tber~ is 
·~ an inereasJ! ~the mean size of birch pollen (Figures 8.5 It, 8.6). It is suggested 
,. . , . 
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Compass. pond 1'1, Betula s.raln ·size (pQiar view) distribution. 
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that at this time the contribution or s~rub (irch within the vicinity was low ·an_d 
unable to m~:~k the input or either far-travell~d or local ttee bitch grains. It is .... - ~" 
)' 
• 
· imJ>9'Sible to determine the arrival date of tree bi~ch with precision but the data 
(s~e F:igures 8.5 & 8.6) indicate that the tree most probably grew in the· are~ 
before 6000 BP. 
The SSPD diagra04does not show the same pattern"bf birch p~llen 
abundance as does that or CPU (see Figure 8.7). Thus, it is bot improbable that a 
... . . . . ' 
rew ;~dividuals or shrub birch grew· near this site immediately following . ~ 
deglaciation, ca. 10,500 BP. Although the mean grain size indicates that shrub 
birch was the. maiD c~ntributor to th,.Setula pollen·curv_e after_l0,400 BP, the 
' . 
range in grain size.ls significantly broader than that registered at CPU at al>out 
the same time. This suggests that whereas shrub birch was established at. the CP 
slte r~r a com;altively l~ng_ period, at the SSP site either both 'types' or birch · 
immigrated concurrently or tree birch ·rollowed shortly after the arrival or shrub 
~ ~ . 
birch. If it is ~cepted that the percentage and concentratiop peaks at 240cm in 
. .. . - . . rt' 
SSPD represent a peak iii tree birch populations (See Figures 8.7 & 8.8), then 
:-. 
. . \ 
~ither or the above scenarios would explain thd absence or a decline a~d " 
. . 
· subsequent rile in birch pollen abunda.nce, as is evident 'in CPU. 
a.e Samm&I'J' or Vesetatlonal D.evelopment and lmpllcatlou tor 
Holo~ene Climatic Chose: 
. ' ' \ ' . . 
C~atic cha.nge was the ultimate mechanism responsibte for the p05t-glacial 
_expansi9~ or species ranges a.nd lon~term .veg~ation dynaml;s, How.ever, the 
rate of species spread aild the composition of communities that formed over time · · 
- ' • • • J 
resulted from a complex interplay _or both environmental and biol~glc~l factors· .
. \.. The lnterac~n-of theie controlling r~tora' upon the veg~tational d~velopmenl in 
•• 
... . . ' , · 
, ~ I • 
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Flaure a. 7: Small s·cr·ape Pond II, Betula grain size 
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the northern Baie Verte Peninsula is dis<:ussed below. Fiiure 8.0 h_as been ~rawn 
to facilitate a regional comparison ·c,r inferred climatic trends. 
. ' Deglaciation of the highland area of northern Baje Verte Peninsula occurred 
before 11,800 BP. Compositionally the herb-do~inated initial communtties wer~ 
akin to the low-~rctic steppe of western Greenland, b~t the spafoess or the 
' 
vegetation. probably resembled a high-arctic tunara. Wright ( 1084} claims that 
. ,.. . . ,. .. 
basal her~ p()llen zones may ~ot represent tundra conditions, in the climatict!Jense, 
.l ' but rather a pioneering phase refiecting ~he proximity of seed sour~es. I~ is 




community colonized the lands~ ape when the local climate was cold ~nd d~y. 1 
• • 
Whereas ice wastage .on the Peninsula probably resulted ftoni pre~ipitation 
... ~ . 
starvation a-.a an ameliorathig climate, :the ~e,sidual ice in~y well have arre~ted 
·. . . 
. . 






< . 1,. • 
- A!t~r c\ 11,800' BP' the development of a ledge, and dwarf-shrub tundra w~ 




.completed by•iong-distance'seed ·disp·e~al.as lowland areas were still glaciated. It 
'is difficult to discern whether _an abrupt or· gradqal warming occurred arter ca. 
!/,· ... ,. 
~ -\11,800 BP. Possibly the long shrub-tundra perie>4 (over 2000 years) refiected a 
·-
climate too cold for tree growth. Alternatively t the length or the shrub-tundra . 
phase may refiect the availability 9f both propagules and suitable migrational 
co.rridors Cor tree colonization. The latter hypothesis is favoured given- that 
' '-r 
.. 
Populus, a taxon with a highly efficient dispersal mechanism, appears to have 
• 
grow_n in_. the area sh, after deglac!ation of highland areas. . • . 
,.There is no lithologic or pollen evidence' or a late-glacial clim~~ic oscillation. 
~ - . ' 
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. .. 
_ ~ccurring approximately between 11,300 and 10,500 BP, may ·he indicative .or 
cooler conditions. It is noteworthy_ that IosS.on-ignition data from the L T site 
- . ~-
show a d;Une during the inferred climatic reversal. In addition, this dec~ase in 
-'t~ \, 
organic matter coincides with "the initial decrease ill Pediaatrum. 
' -· -
.Before ea. 10,400 BP, the SSP site had become ice-rree and sedges were 
' 
' 
abundant. Populations or low shrubs, including Soliz, Shepherdi.a eanadenaia, 
. . 
.. 
shrub communities were subsequently replaced by ~rub birch and Murica which; 
--- - . ... 
became important components of the vegetation after ca~ 10,000 BP. 
-
Arbo;eal imniigratioX and invasion of the shrub-tundra comme~ced ca. 
9,500 BP .with Piaa, prim~rily whittfs'pruce, ·roUowe~ _);y Abiea. 6olaomf,; ~der 
• f 
shrub- populatioqs also expanded. An unstable p~riod continued until ca. 670f! 
. . 
BP. Presumably the landscape was covered with an Open spruce-fu forest with an 
u.nderstory or glades or alder shrubs. Populations of white, spruce and' fir peak~d 
----
and declined hi turn in favour or black spruce and white birch. 
It would be difficult to argue th~t the.successive ar~ivals ol dominant forest 
' trees were a direct re5ult. or climatic change. Fcv although an increase in fir at 
~ ' 
·the expense or white spruce may have result_ed from continued climati~ warming, 
-1 
' . 
a subsequent increase in black spruce and decline in fir would- imply a. cooling 
... ' " . ......... . . -
trend (Engstrom lit. Hansen 1085). There is no corroborating evidence lor this. In 
. - .' . f . 
!act, poUe~ records from eastern Canadian sit,( indi~ate continue~ warming. 
• ~ · / • I - ' ' 
· Also, the rapidity of the successive peaks o~ white apruce and fir do not imply. 
•climatic controi. .Jt• is proposed that the distribution or tree apeciei. W81 in 
• 
disequilibrium with the cliuia.te and that the timing or thetl e~ents can best be 
••• 
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e~plained by other environmental and biotic ·factors, particularly ~hanging 
crlaphie conditions ~d species competition. Fires also probably contributed to 
. 
the eompe~tive res:lacement of white sprueetud fll' by black spruce (c!. Engstrom 
It Hansen 1985). '":his daim is partially supported .~Y Damman who, in describing 
the veg~ation changes rr~m south ~orth in the Central Newfoundland 
> ~egion, says that there is I a r~'pJacement or Abies b~lsamea by Picea mariana 
. 4 
_as the dominant tree in the landscape ... d~to the more important role or fire in 
. the northern parts~ (1083, p.l75). 
. 
The c'osing of the forest canopy occurred alter ca. 6700 BP. , A whit~ birch-
black spruce forest developed and was maintaine,t _ror approximately 3500 years~ 
' 
--n is suggested that con~itions ~ere dry, that supt~ers were warmer and the • 
. . ,. 
grQwing season longer than .at present.· Inierestingly,~·Lamb (1080) inf~rs a rapid 
.. 
amelioration of the ~limate in southeastern Labrador alter 6500 BP. There was 
an expansion of Pinu1 populations south of the Peninsula 6e~ween ca. 6000 and 
4000 BP. This climatie reconstruction is closer to parts of the Maritime 
., . - . . 
Provinces, in that the inferred period or optimum warmth corresponded to 'dry 
.. . 
condit~ (e.g. Mott ~07Sa;' Anderson 1080}, than for the Avalon Peninsula ,pere 
... . 
it has been suggested that- the period of maximum warmth· (ca. 5~3000 BP) was 
accompanied by an increase in precipitation (Macpherson 1982b, 1985). Also, the 
. , . 
.• 
warmer than present period lnferrea for the northern Baie Verte Peninsula 
• . - - f . .. ,. . .. 
.corresponds closely_ with tb~ oceanic optimum-which lagg~ b;hincQ_~he· 
at~ospheric optimum by about _1600 years, ending ·ca. ·3000 BP (Andrews 1972) .. -
-- -
A resurgence o.f epru~e- and decrease of white birch alter 3200 BP indicates 
. .... 
. . 
the o~set of a co'oUng trend. Furthermote, it b sugested that more frequent 
. . ' ' _ ... 
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sunimer precipitation or iower evapotranspiration accounted,for the renewed 
importance of balsam ru arter 2000 BP (d. King lg85a). This reconstruction or a 
\ 
deteriorating climate corroborates evidence from the Avalon Peninsula and 
. 
southern Labrador where a cooling trend occurred aftev-3200 BP and 2500 BP, 
I • • . Jf 
respectively. In this regard, i~ is Interesting to note that Davis ( l.gs4) concludes 
that the most pronounced· episode or paludification in Newroundland occurred ca . 
.. 
3000-2000 BP, resulting' in decreased C01est cover. A decrease in abundance and 
sediment accumulation rate and the recurrence or certain 'shrub taxa after 2000 
BP implies more open conditions. How~ver, it is suggested that the considerable 
decrease in pollen influx ·at that time~ was enhanced by dec.reued s~diment 
- . I 
focussing. 
I 
8.1 Further Research 
--
- · At least as many questions have evolved from this study · as it has attempted 
. . 
to answer. The following are some areas to which future palynological 
. . 
investigations might be directed. 
1. No routine counts or charcoal occurrence have been made on cores (rom 
Newfoundland sites. Such an analysis ~ould Wcely prove invaluable in 
determining the importance or rues on Holocene forest .. development. 
. . . 
2. An'alysis or the central Newfoundla~d <res, near Red Indian Lake, 
should provide more iDrormation on the arrival times or dominant rorest-trees. In 
particular, a study or the time or local arrival or spruce _and fir in ~uthwesrrn"'-·---
. . -
Newfoundland would yield. important dat~-rela_ling to the migration rates and .. 
corridors or movement or the5e species across the island. Such a study might also 
throw light on tO the location of glacial refugia of these species. 
•. 
11 ;.' 
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3. ~ dis~riminant analysis were performed on spruce grains as a routjne. 
procedure in palyn~logieal~ork, it·might be possible to deter~t-~e sequence or 
~.white and bl_ac~ spruce imm.igrati~n and their mi~ational pathways. / 
4. The ' lack or modern anatoK-ues presents a problem tor the palaeoclimatic 
interpretation or pollen data. It is sugge5ted that. further studies need to be, 
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Figure A.t: Compass Pond II I50°02'03'N 56°11'47'W ca. 236m.a.s.l.l 
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.Figure A.2: Compass Pond II (S0°02'03'N 56°11'47'W ca. 236m.a.s.l.l 
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Figure A.3: Compass Pond III50' 02'03'N 56'11'47'W ca. 236m.a.s.l.l 
Pollen lnllux Diagram lx103 grns•cni·2 •yr"1J 
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rl~ur~ A.4: Small Scra~e Pone II (4~0 ~~'orN o~~~o'11 ~ W, ca. 1~~m.a.s.l.l 
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